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ABSTRACT 

Early Arab writers have little to say about Ibn al-Rumi and his 

poetry. His life and his poetry are, indeed, different from early Arabic 

poets and poetry in general. Those who have written on Ibn al-Rumi 

have covered neither the whole of his life nor the whole of his works. 

There are, consequently, in my opinion, many aspects of his life and 

poetry which need to be studied. 

I have approached Ibn al-Rumi's life through his poetry and have 

used this as my primary source, attempting to see the relevance of his 

poetry to his life and hopefully, the relevance of his life to his poetry. 

I have not devoted a separate chapter to the period during which 

Ibn al-Rumi lived and wrote; I have attempted to study this period through 

Ibn al-Rumi's poetry and life. 

This thesis consists of an Abstract, a short introductory notice, 

three chapters and a brief summation. My main concern has been to 



translate the poetry into English and to assist it to speak in its own voice, 

adding notes and comments only when strictly necessary. 

In the first chapter (one) Ibn al-Rumi's ancestry, education and 

emotionally fraught life are studied, as well as his relationship with Caliphs 

and princes, his intellectual and physical mala,ise, his effeminacy and the 

milieu in which he lived. 

In chapter two; I study Istigsa' before Ibn al-Rumi and his poetry, 

Tashkhis, his quotations form al-Qur'iill and from the Jahli and 'Abbasid 

poetry. His relationship with the other poets of his period and the role 

played by the realm of the senses in his Dlwful, 

Chapter three is a study of the genres: panegyrics, lampoons, 

elegies and love poetry. 

The work ends with a short summary of the principal findings of this 

study of Ibn al-Rumi through his poetry. 
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE 

1. Ibn al-Rumi's full name was 'Ali Ibn al-'Abbas Ibn Jurayj. His father 

died when he was still a child and so he was unable to dedicate a 

lament to him as he did to most of the other members of his family 

when they died in the course of his life. 

2. His education began at the Qur'an school whence he progressed to 

the Mosques where the 'ulama' would deliver their lectures. He next 

studied at the Dar al-Hikma, then the largest library in existence. 

3. His poetic career began at an early age. 

4. He seems not to have got on well with the other poets of his age or 

with many of his patrons whom he was quick to attack when their 

largesse came to a hall. 

5. Most of his life was spent in Baghdad. 

6. He was a member of the Shi'at 'Ali and was also influenced by the 

Mu'tazilah, an influence which he was reluctant to acknowledge. 

7. Ibn al-RumI seems never to have been blessed with material wealth 

and financial well-being. 

8. His lliw.an is a veritable social register of his times. Many 

personalities, some known, some not, turn up in his poems. 

9. His poetry is a mirror of his life and period. His DiwM contains many 

poems written in response to historical events: the attack of the Zanj on 

al-Basrah, the Yabya Ibn 'Umar against al-Musta'in. 
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10. Most of his lampoons are obscene, contrasting with the works of 

those poets who found an outlet for obscenity in their Ghazal poems. 

11. Istigsa' and TashkhI~ are two rhetorical figures which feature 

prominently in his poetry. 

12. His work also contains quotations from the Qur'an, from Jahili verse 

and even from other 'Abbasid poems. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
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His Life 

The early Arab biographers and writers on literary history have 

little to say about Ibn al-RumI compared with such poets as al-Bul)turi 

and Abu Tanunam who enjoyed a similar reputation in poetry. He is a 

poet who reflects the life of Baghdad in his poetry, which he addressed 

to Amirs and Wazirs, but nver - for reasons that will be discussed later -

to the Caliph. 

His full name was 'Ali Ibn al 'Abbas Ibn Juraij (sometimes Jurjis or 

Jurjis), and he was a mawla of 'Ubayd Allah Ibn Ja'far al-Man~ur.l 

Those writers who mention Ibn al-RumI agree that he was born in 

221/835 in Baghdad. 2 He was not of Arab descent, as his name implies 

and it may be said that this is apparent in his poetry also. 

He himself speaks of his ancestry: 

15 

15" My ancestors were Rum, Tufil and Tufilus; Rabi 

1 Abu al- 'Abbas Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A'yan, Cairo, n.d., 3, 44 

2 Abu al-'Abbas Ibn Khalikan, Wafayat al-A'yan, 3, 44 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi , Dlwan, Beirut, 1991, 1, 471 
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did not beget me nor did Shabath ,,1 

He also speaks of his mother's origins: 

c~1 

2 l.,>"L.c.l r-A i' ))1) .) fo 

13. "How can I submit tamely to disgrace seeing that 

the Persians are my maternal uncles and the Rum my 

parental uncles ,,3 

In these two lines he makes clear his descent on both sides. It was for 

this reason that he was known as Ibn ai-Rum!. Most writers accept this, 

with one or two claiming that he was given this name because of his 

good looks when a youth. al-'Aqqad rejects this notion, saying that it is 

an absurdity, derived simply from these writers' failure to read the 

whole of Ibn al-Ruml's Diwan and the works of the early writers who 

mention him.4 

His Education 

Perhaps because of his father's ambitions for him to attain office, 

he was sent to Our'an School. 

1 Rhurun Guest, Life and works of Ibn er-Rumi, London, 1944, 72 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, , Diwan. 6, 113 

3 Rhurun Guest, Life and works of Ibn er-Rumi, 72 

4 'Abbas al-'Aqqad,lbn al- Rumi,Beirut, 1983,72 
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He quickly learnt to read and write and to memorise the Qur'an, but his 

father died without seeing his ambitions realised, which in fact, they 

never were. 1 Ibn ai-Rum! never managed to rise above the level at 

which he eulogized Amirs and Wazirs for their patronage, and, at times, 

he was reduced to writing similar praise of members of the professional 

classes, asking for a loaf of bread, a sack of flour or something similar. 

Ibn al-Rum!'s education progressed from the Qur'an School, in the 

usual way, to the Mosque, where he would sit and listen to the teaching 

of the 'ulama, either from their own works or from those of others. 

Among those he heard are: 

(1) Abu al-'Abbas Tha'lab;2 

(2) Mu}:lammad Ibn Habib;3 

(3) Qutayba Ibn Sa'id al-Thaqafi 4 

His early education enabled Ibn ai-Rum! to engage later in 

independent study in Dar al-Hikmah, the greatest library of that time. 

He was influenced by almost all of the fields of learning that he 

1 Shawqi Oayf, al-'A~r al-'Abbasi, Cairo, 1973, 2, 293 

2 Well-known for grammar and syntax 

3 A famous narrator of I:ladith and genealogist 

4 A famous narrator of I:ladith 
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encountered there: Philosophy, Astronomy, Adab-literature, poetry and 

logic, particularly by the last, which features in many of his qasidahs. 1 

His Family 

Those writers who mention Ibn al-Rumi 's family agree that he , 

lost them all, one by one. None, however, has established the 

chronological order of these calamities. 

His Father 

His father, al-'Abbas, died when Ibn al-Rumi was still a child, 

and, in consequence, made little impression on him - much less, at any 

rate, than his mother. In his Diwfu1 there are only a few references to 

his father, and those are indirect, speaking principally about his 

lineage: 

1 lIiya al-Hawl, Ibn al-Ruml, Beirut, 1980, 327 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, , Diwan, 1, 213 
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46. How many glorious ancestors have I, themselves 

of glorious fathers, who were noble to the highest 

degree. 

, 

28 

28. My wall was constructed for me, after the laying of the foundations, 

by a father who said: "You are destined for nobility. 

7 

7. I am the one whose position you know well, and the 

son of he one whose help is still asked among you, 

and is praised. 

In fact, we may doubt if he refers to his actual father at all in 

these lines. The mention of his pre-fathers is made in order to 

demonstrate that he could versify father as well as any native-born 

Arab poet. 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!. , Dlwan, 4, 207 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 254 
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The lines that we have so far quoted are typical of those produced by 

Arab poets of his period in commonplace Madh. They are verses rather 

than poetry. Many of the lines that he wrote in this genre fall into 

separate hemistichs, or have at least a significant pause at the end of 

the first hemistich, e.g. : 

1 

I am their slave ,and their favour is my sustenance; 

when you trace my ancestry I am greck by origin. 

He displays, in such lines, no very exceptional poetic 

talent. 

His Mother 

His mother was named Ijasnah bint 'AbduWih al-Sajari.
2 

She 

died when Ibn ai-Rum! was already middle-aged. 

He composed a long elegy for her, which begins: 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, , Dlwan, 5, 145 

2 Khalil Mardam, Ibn al-Rumi, Beirut, 1988, 11 
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1 

* * * 

\..c.L:o..J ~us ~I I yJ1..9 ~ ~ J)I 11 

FI ~I..J 0-' ~I L>.;I ~ 

f'~ "} .h! f'SJ r..l \..,\ ~ 0-') 4-lSJ We ~ IY'lill '-:! f' ~ 1 <..I' 1 2 

1. (0 eyes) pour out blood. Losses have value. It is 

not much to ask that you should be generous to her 

with your blood. 

* * * 

11. I say as they have said "Do you weep like one who 

has lost his suckling". Who can but give? How can we 

compare the middle age of a man with that of one who 

sucks the teat. 

12. She was a mother, 0 people, I have been made to 

swallow her loss. But he who weeps for a blameless 

mother will never be rebuked. 

Ibn al-Rumi 's use of the plural r..l=JI instead of the dual (or 

singular) is presumably the result of the exigencies of the metre. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI,Dlwan,6,64 
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The frequent use of unconnected hemistichs in this qasidah , in which 

the sense does not continue from one shatr to the next, may be taken 

as producing the effect of someone sobbing rhythmically. An example 

is: 

12 

His brother 

His brother's name was Mul).ammad. We know only that he was 

older than Ibn al-Rumi , that he predeceased him but outlived his 

mother, and that he was a katib to 'Ubayd Allah Ibn 'Abd Allah Ibn al-

Tahir. 

There are a number of elegies to his brother in the lliwan, there are 

also other qasidahs that contain mention of him: 

2 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!. Dlwan, 1, 153, 154 
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1. Time is causing me to forget you, not because my 

grief and sadness are like something that can be 

forgotten and but aside. 

2. But because it is sufficient consolation that the 

distance between us is getting less. 

He also speaks of his brother in poems composed when the latter was 

still alive: 

1 

* * * 

4 

* * * 

9 

1. 0 Abu Isl).aq, do not be angry; for I will be content 

with your forgiveness, without any reward but would 

have been hoped for, 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, , DIwan, 1, 381, 382 
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4. Considering that the man has not committed a sin 

against you and has not departed from the paths of 

righteousness. 

* * * 

9. Forgive my brother, my very dear brother, for I have 

been sleepless since you rebuked him. 

His family appears to have comprised a wife and three children. 

Tragedy first struck with the death of his middle son, Mu}:tammad, who 

died of a hemorrhage. The aqsidah in which Ibn al-Rumi elegises him is 

generally considered the finest elegy in Arabic literature. 1 I shall 

discuss this qasidah and the analyses that have been made of it later: 

Jub11 

* * * 

4 

1 iliya al-Hawi, Ibn al-Rumi , 243-246. See also Al).mad Khalid, Ibn al-Rumi , 

Tunisia, 1985, 141-144 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, , Dlwan, 2, 145 
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1. Your (his eyes) weeping is solace, even if it is 

useless; be generous, for he who was your equal has 

perished. 

* * * 

4. Death has chosen my middle child. For God's sake 

how could he choose the best stone of the necklace? 

It would seem that his elegy for his middle son drained him of 

creativity in further grief; when his eldest son, Hibat Allah died, he was 

unable to produce an elegy that in any way matched the earlier one. 

* * 

k... ~I ·._11 cllil . I .Y-' .J ...,p. 

* 

8 

19 

8. 0 my son yesterday you and consolation were both 

wrapped in a winding sheet. 

* * * 

19. 0 our children, you are our infatuation. But when 

you leave us you become our affliction. 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, DIwiin, 6, 258, 259 
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al-'Aqqad says about this qasidah that it was closer to sobbing than to 

weeping. 

Ibn al-Rumi also elegised his youngest SOil, without mentioning 

his name: 

1 

lubl . w...u ~ ·>,(L ... ..,LJ ..r-'. 2 

3 

1. A care that travelled by night prevented him from 

sleeping and kept returning so he spent the night 

looking at the stars until they disappeared. 

2. 0 my eyes, be generous with your abundant tears 

for me, because I have been generous to the earth 

with something greater that what you are denying me. 

3. It was my son whom I gave as a gift to the earth 

yesterday. God knows how strong and still I kept my 

back. 

Shortly after Ibn al-Ruml had suffered the loss of all the children, he 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 1, 263 
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was further afflicted by the death of his wife. 1 

Why the early Arab biographies omit Ibn a/-Rilmi 

"I found that most of the earlier biographies that discussed Ibn 

al-Rumi's life and work do not go deeply into his circumstances; they 

are not comprehensive and they do not arrqnge systematically what 

they have found. And how can a writer write in detail about him when 

all that has come down to us does not serve even to quench a part of 

one's thirst or to satisfy a part of one's need."2 

He tries, he says, to be fair in his comparison of Ibn al-Rumi with other 

Arab poets. 

The man who suffered as much as Ibn al-Ruml, does not exist, 

and the poet who suffered as much as he does not exist 

Contemptuous of its great men or less inclined to honour its heroes? 

al-Mazini's comments on the lack of material of Ibn al-Rumi's life are 

certainly true but what he says concerning the attitude of all Arabs to 

their great figures, particularly literary pilgrims, is disputable. If it were 

so, al-Mutanabbi, al-Ma'arri, Abu Nuwas, Bashshar and others would 

not have received the attention that they did from the early 

biographers. 3 al-'Aqqad believes that Ibn al-Rumi was a well-known 

1 'Abd al-f:lamid Jldah, al-Hija 'Inda Ibn al-RumI , Beirut, 1974, 55 

2 IbrahIm al-Mazini, Ibn al-RumI , Beirut, 1987, 15 

3 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-RumI, 50 
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figure during his lifetime and that his poetry was learnt and enjoyed by 

all classes. He adds that although Caliphs are known to have been 

familiar with his work, they never instructed him to attend their courts. 

Mul).ammad Sallfun, on the other hand, thinks that his fame was more 

on account of his gloomy temper and of the bad luck that dogged him 

and seemed to be passed on by him to others,l 

'Atawi says that the literary criteria of the early Arab critics and 

biographers could not be applied to the work of Ibn al-Rumi and that it 

was consequently impossible to provide any professional study of his 

poetry until comparatively late.2 The principal reason however, for the 

neglect of Ibn al-Rumi is the fact that he was a Shi'i and so opposed to 

the 'Abbasid Caliphs. 

For this reason, people were afraid to write seriously about him, and 

even to be friends with him. All the writers who speak of his being a 

Shi'i, cite in evidence, the Jimiyyah and the Nuniyyah. 

Mul).ammad Sallaffi divides the writers into two classes, those who think 

he was a Shi'ite by conviction and those who believe that he was 

passionately attached to Ahl al-Bayt, as were many people at that time. 

Mul).ammad Sallfun argues for Ibn al-Rumi belonging to the second 

category; Shi'ism then was a rallying cry for those disaffected with the 

1 Mul)ammad Sallam, Dirasat fi al-adab-al-'Arabi, al-Isxandaria, n.d., 313 

2 Fawzi 'A~awi, Ibn al-Rumi, Beirut, 1989, 5 
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ruling 'Abbasids. He found a warm welcome from the Shi'i leaders, 

because he glorified them, and they in turn lavished gifts on him.1 

Jiddah approaches the matter in criticism of al-'Aqqad's view. He 

says that al-'Aqqad is relying on inadequate evidence in using only the 

Jimiyyah to prove that Ibn ai-Rum! was a Shi'j He likewise criticises 

Guest for using only the Nuniyyah for the same purpose Jidah does not 

believe that Ibn al-Rumi was a Shi'i on the grounds that: 

1. His father was a Mawla and so ought to have been a supporter of the 

pro-Mawali 'Abbasid faction. 

2. When al-Musta'in fled from Samarra to hide in Baghdad and to 

gather support against al-Mu'tazz. 

Ibn al-Rumi stood by him, thus indicating that he was not particularly 

fanatical for the Shi'i cause. 

Jidah then comes to the conclusion that Ibn al-Rumi belongs to 

mu1).ammad Sallfun's secret category, that is those who are 

sentimentally attached to the 'Alids and that this was the reason for his 

composing the two relevant qasidahs.
2 

1 Mul).ammad Salliim, Dirasat fi al-adab-al'Arabi, 315, 316 

2 'Abd al-Ijamid Jidah al-Hija 'Inda Ibn al-Rumi, 59, 60 
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However, it is very difficult to accept that Ibn ai-Rum! was not a Shi'ite 

in lines of panegyric such as this, from the Nuniyyah in praise of Ya1).ya 

Ibn 'Umar. 

J,.)\ 

36 

* * * 

uJ; . l!.:i, ~\ -yc '.:.. '~Y \~)l9 ~\ '-l -. .Y 39 

US w..u\ ~\ . 1· cW .J_ .~LY' 
- . ~\ ~ c.F Y"".. Lro J 40 

~N~.JC':lJ':l ~~~~r.,?"J':l 41 

lJb. Lro ~ r.,?"J .J.\\ lJb. uJJ ~ JJl; ~1 yi:. 42 

~ ) M (.JJ ) ~\j p..; JJ Lro uA Y ~1 w,;1 4-3 

~ l>-'> t.,?.J~J t.,?~J . ~1 ~.J l>-'> ~ 44 

* * * 

36. Be patient. God will destroy them for you, just as 

He destroyed the Kings of the Yemen. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Diwan, 6, 272-273 
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* * * 

39. Victory is at hand - do not be slow; Victory is 

surely at hand not merely imaginary. 

40. It is dereliction of duty for me to keep my head 

safe, like those who have succumbed to much 

attachment to this world. 

41. My blood is not shed for your aid, no and my 

honour is not tested for you. 

42. Nevertheless, I offer myself in exchange, even if 

God disposes my blood as a worthy sacrifice. 

43. I wish I were a target instead of you, either that or 

a coat mail or a shield to protect you. 

44. I confront the archer with my forehead and the 

throater/pikeman with my throat and breast. 

* * * 

49. God bears witness and sincere sympathy of which 

the apparent gives evidence to the hidden. 

50. To a true support for you, which works like a spirit 

in a body. 

51. This will be my attire for as long as I live and when 

I die, it will be my shroud. 
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It is too difficult to believe, particularly in view of these last three lines, 

that Ibn al-RumI was not a Shi'i. 

His warlike feelings on behalf of the Shi'ah are displayed in many of his 

qasidahs, even if he did not actively take part in these campaigns. 

JUb.l1 

3 

* * * 

78 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

3. Is there to be in every age a pure descendent of the 

Prophet Mul:tammad murdered and stained with blood. 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwan, 2, 23-30 
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78. Is it right that they should go hungry while your 

(the 'Abbasids) brother almost burst with gluttony. 

* * * 

80. Their child is empty bellied whereas your child has 

soft bones and a plump body from easy living. 

* * * 

89. He spends the night, when the wine has soaked 

mind, talking with a coarse Byzantine infidel. 

90. Who gives him such a thrust in his dishonorable 

ways that he gets up from under him bandy legged 

because of it. 

91. It is for this that the like of you, 0 Banu I-'Abbas, 

display endurance while the brave armoured warrior 

displays endurance in the face of death. 

* * * 

111. Perhaps hearts, in which you have for a long time 

fostered hatred, will obtain a cure from you and be 

restored to health. 

Concerning the reasons for Ibn al-RumI's lamenting Mul).ammad 

Ibn 'Abdullah Ibn ai-Tahir who had murdered Yal).ya al-'Aqqad says that 

Ibn al-Ruml was never particularly strong in either his enmity or his 

partnership for anybody, and adds that the Tahiri's had always 
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protected in return for this, Ibn ai-Rum! lamented their deaths and 

praised them. al-'Aqqad says that all the Tahirids were Shi'ite at heart, 

demonstrating this by the feeble support given by Sulayman Ibn 

'Abdullah ai-Tahir to the 'Abbasids against I:Iasan Ibn Zayd 

1 t:u ':II ~ li.ll - lib. ~ I .ll' . I ,-, ...::.ill.j 1 _.JA _ .. J! _ . _.J IY. LJ:!"'- . 

1. I was told that the calvary of Ibn Zayd had 

approached on an occasion, making for us, in order to 

make us endure the two kinds (defeat and death). 

2. 0 people, if the prophets are truthful, woe is me and 

are all the Tahirids. 

3. As for me, when our squadrons are drawn up, I 

shall be the head of the allies among them. 

4. My excuse is clear to the Apostle of God, since I 

would not spill the blood of the descendants of 

Fatimah. 

1 Taken from 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-Ruml, 184, who gives no further reference 
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This seems a very plausible mask for his lamenting Mul).ammad 

Ibn 'Abdullah Ibn ai-Tahir and his praising others of the ahirids. Other 

authorities believe that this is also the reason why he did not praise 

most of the 'Abbasid Caliphs: the few that he did praise were notably 

indulgent to 'Ali's descendants, for example al-Mu'tamid and al

Munta~ir, who was like his father al-Mutawakkil, in his persecutions of 

them.1 

The reasons why Ibn al-Rumi did not compose Madih on 

the Caliphs and the Leaders of the Turks 

We have seen that one reason for Ibn al-Rumi's unwillingness 

to compose poems eulogising the 'Abbasids, and indeed for his not 

coming to Court to solicit favours from them, was his distaste for those 

who persecuted the Alids. 

Another possible reason for his behaviour is that he was very 

superstitious and travelling away from Baghdad - from his home even -

made him extremely anxious. He did infact travel on a number of 

occasions to other cities, hoping to improve the quality of his life. Once 

arrived, however, he invariably found that his destination was no better 

that the one he had just left. He would return home in great 

disappointment. On Baghdad, for instance, he writes: 

1 Nazik Saba Yarid, Kull rna qala-hu Ibn al-Rurni: fi al hija', London, 1988, 12 
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64. Ba'iabakk and its people have rejected me, may 

the rest of the world even Baghdad is a place of exile. 

On travel he writes: 

8. Travelling made me taste that which made riches 

distasteful to me; it made wish to refuse any more to 

seek out what I desired. 

9. I would have become the leader of those who 

abstain from wealth, even if I had been greediest 

person for it. 

After his experiences of travelling, and because of his 

superstitions he kept to Baghdad, refusing to travel again, making his 

excuses to the princes and ministers who invited him; he would send 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwiin, 5, 186 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan,1 ,220 
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his poetry to them and request them to send any gifts for him to 

Baghdad. 

He writes: 

* * * 

* * * 

1 9 

ul ill . l..A...u1 .- .11 . L.uil . J ua .....F7' 0" , 

* * * 

* * * 

c.,..>Sli .l;>-a.ll UC .)Jy y\""':::";'1 J ~. 1 'y:J .' uap...l J 1.5...»'-" 0.l 25 

* * * 

~1.J J) y.ill <\.l.o 41.,l .~J ~ ~1 .,lJ ~ rlJ 49 

* * * 

~L;...JI .)A j.,sJI~ <I..! .)A1 ~1 ... WI LY" ~u..;;1 Y-":llg 51 

c.,..>S1.J~~~~UP y.J\..:;. JS ~ <\.l.ocS..l)1 ~lJ 52 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan,1, 220-228 
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* * * 

86 

* * * 

* * * 

~I ,,\..;c uc UY"""'" L"i. ~ LJi ~ <.Si)1 &c ,-:-,y.,i 11 2 

12. When a prince invited me for reward - a prince 

who thought that it was shameful to accept praise 

before lavishing recompense. 

* * * 

14. I would take one step forward, in desire for gifts 

and I would take one step back in fear of dangers. 

* * * 

19. I encountered misfortunes on land, after having 

had my hair turn white at sea. 

* * * 

23. The sea refused to water the earth until, when I 

was starting my journey, it poured a great torrent upon 

it. 

* * * 
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25. In order to delay my journey or to make my camel 

slip, and to make rich the one who turns aside from 

glory. 

* * * 

49. And why not? when if a stone and I were thrown 

into the sea I should hit the bottom first. 

* * * 

51. The easiest way of soothing my fear of water is 

that I should pass by it in a jar like a hydrophobic. 

52. I fear that everyone who drinks from it will die; 

How can I trust it with the life of someone who sails in 

it? 

53. When the sun shines on it and a wind moves it in 

long billowing waves. 

54. I seem to see among them brave horsemen 

brandishing their sharp swords against me. 

* * * 

86. 0 you who are noble of qualities, who are liberal 

of deeds, whose gifts compete with the gifts of the 

clouds. 

* * * 
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88. Who dispatches his favours so that they visit me 

at ease at home, without having to endure the 

hardships of travel. 

* * * 

112. Will you seem to lack judgment if you reward me, 

safe at home, far from the worry of having to seek this. 

The sentiments expressed by Ibn al-RumI in this qasidah 

certainly appear to indicate a morbid fear of water on his part, and 

perhaps of travel itself. 

His principal reason for refraining from praise of the Turkish leaders 

may well have been that his mother was Persian. The influence exerted 

by Persians early on in the 'Abbasid period was subordinated to that 

exerted by Turks at precisely the time of al-Mutawakkil's accession. 

Jidah says: 

Ibn al-RumI had Persian links on his mother's side, and it may 

have been them that influenced him, causing him to support and 

eulogize the Persians, while opposing and lampooning the Turks, as he 

did in particular during the struggle between al-Musta'in and al-Mu'tazz, 

supported by these two factors respectively.1 Another reason for his 

pro-Persian bias is likely to have been the superiority of the Persians in 

1 'Abd al- l:Iamid Jidah, al-Hija' 'ind Ibn al-Rumi, 53 
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Arabic literary production, for example Mul).ammad and Sulayman Ibn 

'Abdullah of the Tahirid family. 

As al-'Aqqad says:-

The caliphs used to compose Ghazal and songs as did also 

Amirs and Wazirs, whether Persian or Arab. 1 

The Persians then were more susceptible to ' Ibn al-Rumi's praise than 

the Turks, since the latter, being soldiers, understood little of literature 

and were not as culturally sophisticated as the former. 

Shawqi Oayf remarks that Ibn ai-Rum! did not praise the Turkish 

leaders, because he felt that they would not understand his poetry and 

consequently not reward him.2 

Temperament 

The books written about Ibn ai-Rum! have a good deal to say 

about his temperament. This is taken from his own poetry and the 

anecdotes told about him by his contemporaries and recorded in the 

biographies. Khalil Mardam gives two sources for his description of 

Ibn ai-Rum!, as:-

"a nervous person, dominated by melancholy, which if exaggerated, 

turned him into a different person. He was liable to talking to himself, 

1 'Abbas al- 'Aqqad, Ibn ai-Rum!, 38 

2 Shawq! payf, al-'A?r al-'AbbasI, 2, 301 
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subject to illness, hypochondriac, lecherous, greedy for pleasure, 

susceptible for beauty, addicted to wine, greedy for food".1 

Jurj 'Abdu Ma'tuq has produced the same analysis as Khalil Mardam: 

He was a highly sensitive, nervous, indecisive and superstitious 

person, who easily became angry, but was easily reconciled and 

indulgent towards people who propitiated him,2 

Most writers suggest that his temperament was formed by the 

calamities that he had suffered throughout his life. Others point to his 

odd physique as one of the reasons for his unstable temperament. 

al-'Aqqad says:-

"His head was small and he was pale and sometimes quite drained of 

any colour, his face was earnest and there appeared in it both 

sternness and behaviour. He was thin and clearly nervous, taller rather 

than shorter, thick-bearded and bald, having gone grey and then bald 

at an early age".3 

al-'Aqqad's picture of Ibn al-Ruml, was drawn from his poetry, and it 

suggests to him a sickly disposition. This appears to be a reasonable 

inference. However Jurj 'Abdu Ma'tuq gives a fuller picture, which is 

also taken from personal descriptions in his poetry, where he describes 

1 Kham Mardam, Ibn al-Ruml, 13 

2 Jurj 'Abd Ma'tuq,lbn al Ruml Beirut, 1984,9 

3 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-Rumi, 93 
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himself as fair skinned, with a handsome face and fine black hair and a 

square brow. 

This is clearly a contradiction in the two accounts. On the whole, one is 

inclined to follow al-'Aqqad, for although Ma'tuq claims to have based 

his description on a reading of Ibn al-Rumi's poetry he adduces no 

quotation to support it. 

However, Ma'tuq also quotes him as, saying that there were many 

anecdotes told about him, in particular about his premature baldness 

and grey hair, which he hated and felt ashamed of, to the extent that 

he would cover it with a turban. It seems most probable that Ma'tuq 

indeed takes his descriptions from Ibn al-Rumi's poetry but has omitted 

to provide references for these. al-'Aqqad's descriptions then have to be 

accepted. 1 

For example, 

1.al-'Aqqad's description of Ibn al-RumI's early greyness is 

taken from lines. 

~\ 

1 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-Rumi, 93-102 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 6, 119 
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83. When you make fun of me, foolishly, because of 

my baldness, and you abuse me for what is not to be 

ashamed, 

84. you are quite right but (don't forget) describing an 

intelligent, crafty man, like a snake would be the 

same. 

That is to say that the snake which is held up as an example of 

intelligence has a small head without hair. 

2. Ibn al-Rumi's paleness. 

4. And with shining, pure skin, in which is brightness 

(like that of Yemeni blade). 

3.lb al-Rumi's stature 

2 ~ ... 11\ _I • .llJ -,' _I \' I 7 .. ~ ~ (;,-:: , "-.u':JYJ ~ (;,- LS'" J.9 1..5 j , 

7. I see that my frame has persisted in being bowed; 

Softness tends to persist in being easily bent 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwiin, 6, 275 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwiin, 4, 226 
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4. His Beard: 

~I 

14. I am still generous and liberal person, even if I 

have became a man with a full bear,d. 

5. His baldness: 

3 

3. I resolved to wear the turban as a ruse to conceal 

the baldness which had come to me. 

'Ataw! suggests that past ideals that he had been eager to 

realise and the unfortunate reality that surrounded him may have been 

reasons for the mental and bodily disturbances that assailed him and 

made his views, his demeanour and his behaviour very odd. 

The early biographies do not say a great deal about Ibn ai-Rum!, but 

they do include a large number of Comic anecdotes in which he figures. 

Being unanimously regarded as a laughing stock was perhaps one of 

the most difficult burdens that he had to bear. He was also induced to 

believe that he was a source of ill-fortune, both for himself and for 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 1, 471 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 4, 105 
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anyone who consorted with him. This superstition still lingers, al

Mazini says "When I wrote some articles about Ibn al-RumI twenty 

years ago, my leg was broken in a very unusual manner. Also, when al 

Shaykh ai-Sharif completed his commentary on the first part of Ibn al

RumI's lliw.fu1 he was pensioned off. The book-seller who published 

the work broke his leg, as well. So, when I write again about Ibn al

RumI,1 hope I will not lose my head".l 

Kfunil Sa'fan says something similar "People say that al-'Aqqad 

was imprisoned because of ill-fortune brought by Ibn al-RumI, and that 

I:Iusayn Na~~ar was dismissed from Akadimiyyat al Funun because he 

worked on the manuscripts of Ibn al-RumI.2 

al-Mazini and Sa'fan did not seriously believe themselves in the ill

fortune associated with Ibn al-RumI, but said such things to illustrate 

popular belief. They felt strongly that he had been despicably treated 

both when alive and after his death. 

al-Mazini says "People had no mercy on his weakness or pity for it. 

They continually laughed at him and mocked him. Some made fun of 

him and found fault with his walk; others nearly claimed that he was 

impotent and taunted him of being effeminate; others enviously 

criticised his poetry, in order to provoke him, while actually wishing that _ 

1 Ibrahim al-Mazini, Ibn al-Rumi, 59-60 

2 Kamil Sa'fan, Qira'ah fi, Diwan Ibn al-Rumi, Cairo,1986, 17 
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they could compete with him".1 The only source for our knowledge of 

Ibn al-Rumi's misfortunes is his documentation of them in his D~. 

One of the persecutions that he suffered was at the hands of al-

Akhfash. The latter would frequently arrange for someone to knock on 

Ibn al-Rumi's door and to reply, when asked who it was, "I am bitter the 

son of colocynth or similar sinister names. Ibn al-Rumi in consequence 

used to restrict himself and his family to the house, for fear that some 

danger might arise if they went outside. 

Ibn al-Rumi responded to this persecution by writing poems of 

invective against al Akhfash. The latter pretended not to be concerned 

about this and actually used to teach his students some of these 

poems. 2 

al-'Aqqad tells us that al-Zubaydi gives us an example of the 

poems that he was taught by al-Akhfash.
3 

1 

* * * 

1 Ibrahim al-Mazini, Ibn al-Rumi, 43, 44 

2 Abu ai-Hasan Ibn RashIq, al-'umdah, Beirut, 1972, 2, 168 

3 'Abbbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-RumI, 178 

~ 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 4, 55, 56 
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1. Tell our grammarian Abu Hasan that my sword is 

sharp and cuts when I strike. 

* * * 

19. The foolish man will not be safe from the edge of 

my sword, because I attack those wtlo attack me. 

20. I have a whip for him if he goes too slow, and 

have a bridle if he goes too fast. 

However, al-Akhfash could not reply to Ibn al-Rumi's lampoons 

on him and sent him a gift begging him to desist. Ibn al-Rumi wrote a 

panegyric on him: 

* * * 

* * * 

1. The older al-Akfash has been honourably 

mentioned, and I say that the younger al-Akhfash also 

possesses virtues. 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 5, 107, 108 
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5. Grammmar had just began to grow, and the 

younger al-Akfash nourished so that it flowed gently. 

* * * 

14. He is a sea of fresh water; he is not salty and he is 

far from being shallow. 

Returning to al-Maziru's remark concerning Ibn al-RumI's method 

of walking and the jokes that people made about it, we find that Ibn al

Ruml himself acknowledged that his gait was abnormal. 

~, 

1 u,l.i..t;, ..b!1..J 01 L..,I ~ Jiy:.1 ~ ..) uJ 3 

3. I have a gait like someone using a sieve. It is the 

only way that I can be sure of not falling down. 

There are only a few poems in Ibn al-Ruml's Dlw.an referring to 

those who claimed that he was effeminate: 

2 ~ ~J Jj 0-0 JS <\.lI\ ~\.c. 1 

~"1 A.4J d t:' ~ 2 

~Y.J '-¥ ~J ~-' f' lSI.)) 3 

~-'~ ~~0-0~-, 4 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, Dlwan, 4, 81 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI,Dlwan,1,477 
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1. May God punish everyone who says that I am 

effeminate 

2. By my sleeping with his mother for one night - not 

for three. 

3. If he were to see - watched man! - how her field is 

ploughed. 

4. While she blazed and panted at the heat of my 

glans. 

5. He would know whether it was a man or a woman 

who covered her. 

These allegations of effeminism were not only made in mockery. 

He asked for the hand of the daughter of al Nac;lir al Junayd, 

whereupon the latter's brother, Abu Mundhir, advised him not to 

consent, on the grounds that Ibn al-Ruml was effeminate. 

Ibn al-Ruml responded: 

t.1.,hl1 

1 y-O.l11 hI Y ~ r1 J ('':k. ~.l..a)1).uJ'-i fo '-il 1 

--lj:>J'-i wl!IA wl! ('1 ~I r-l3 ~ -ill ~ Y'- ~\.iI u .. ,j 2 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 3, 161 
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* * * 

LSY't tY> ~\ ~ J! L. LJ:hU ~i Y r-lJ~.J ~ c.::..us 0LS 11 
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1. 0' Abu Mundhir, brother of al-NClc;lir, will you not, by 

God, tell me truly, just why you have called me 

effeminate. 

2. Has a woman of your family whom I have fucked 

complained of my performance, since I have not 

satisfied her, or have you said what you said as a 

guess. 

6. If my clothes were to touch your mother's clothes 

just once, they would make her give birth to fifty like 

you in one month. 

7. 0' Ibn Abi 'Amr what indications have you seen in 

me to indicate that I am effeminate? 

11. If you are in any doubt, and you have seen no 

indication that will clear up your doubts about me, 

12. You may tryout my virility on one of your 

daughters, whenever you like, trial is the best way of 

reassuring you. 
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13. If a virgin daughter of yours were to encounter me 

just once, she would not forget my penis until the end 

of time. 

People accused him of effeminacy, because of his walk which he 

described in the following verse: 

3. I have a gait like someone using a sieve. It is the 

only way that I can be sure of not falling down. 

This caused al-MazinI to remark on Ibn al-Rumi's method of 

walking. 

Consequently, he mentions the male genitals a great deal in his 

poetry e.g.: 

1 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!. Diwan, 4, 81 

2 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwan. 4, 263 
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1.The penis is penis for women, who desire it and fear 

it. 

* * * 

3.They make it large I esteem it highly, and they call it 

a plentiful water supply; although they spell it back to 

front ( i. e . .) ) 

4. If they could they would eat it or suck it , because 

of their great desire for it. 

Again, addressing Ibn al-Khabbazah : 

p)1 

\·I)I<.....ASI .-~ J ~y .. J 1 

2 

* * * 

1. There is a glans, which would satisfy the hands of 

the master builder, 

2. A broad headed one, which would cure the agony of 

heart-ache. 

* * * 

9. Which I have inserted into the wide arms of al-Khabbazah. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan,3,238-239 
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Sexual relations with both men and women (married and 

unmarried). 

yJ1lW1 

11..l..!.JC Lk-J.us.J J ~I r-l.J ~ ~~ 1 

I~ILJI ~ LJ\.S \....,.J ~ 1.l:>.L;.. WU:, 1-.lC 2 

~ IJ.JY' .u,.. .JJI.5).J Aj ~ ~ ~ r-ll 3 

.lA )'11 4-J..u.1 )~ J:,.S1.J 4-':!S ~ ..&.1 4 

1. l:lufays has lampooned me, although I have not 

lampooned him but he is a disagreeable man. 

2. He has wrongly denied my kindness to him, and I 

did not deserve to have it denied. 

3. Has not my hand been a comb for him (i.e.: hit him 

around the head) and my penis a Kohl stick for his 

wife? 

4. I rubbed her clitoris with its head and I applied kohl 

to the sore eyebrow of her arse. 

Of an unmarried woman, he says:-

.)1)1 

2 IJ..l..! AI ~\..lb, Wji "lJ J,U r-l oJIi:. ~ W..l..! 1 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi,DIwan,2,232 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, DIwan, 3, 60-61 
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1. A young girl appeared to m~, who had only to 

appear for the full moon to imagine that she was the 

full moon,. 

2. She walked flirtatiously wearing slippers that were 

fashioned as any woman would desire, in their shape 

and their value. 

3. I said to her "How much do these cost?" She said 

"The price of bearing them on your shoulders for a 

month". 

4. So I said "Is that with you in them?" She said "Yes" 

So I made lustful and appreciative noises time and 

time again. 

5. She said, "What will you do when we meet (if you 

act like this now)? I said "fuck" She said "It is good to 

hear you say that aloud!" 

6. So I led her to my saddle, and she was the most 

delightful mount from both front and back. 

And of boys, he says: 
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* * * 

~1 \.J~J \.J~....s) 

~1 Lii\\ ~ ;;)':'J 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

1. Many a boy, whose face did not disgrace him, 

* * * 

4. Have I passed the night of the full moon buggering 

5. Sometimes I make him kneel down, 

Sometimes I lay him on his front 

6. Sometimes I lay him on his back 

7. 80th curing him of his illness and wounding him. 

8. With a full glans that pierces him like a weapon. 

Ibn aI-RumPs Pride as a Poet 

A man asked Ibn al-Rumi, "How do you come to have a great 

reputation in poetry when you are not an Arab? I think that you are 

either an Arab or an impostor in poetry. Ibn al-Rumi said, "You are an -

1 'Ali Ibn aI-Rum!, Dlwan, 2, 89 
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imposter, since you have an Arab genealogy and you have no talent for 

poetry. 

\ .. ..u tu...u.! I......lJ • II .!llli . _y..J _ 1.J . .. Y. tY. _ ~ 7 

* * * 

I......lJ ... 11 ~1 L. I :. )1' - ~ ... f-' .Y-'" f' J ~ 11 

7. 0 Ibn Buwayb, take care lest Buwayb becomes 

overexcited. 

* * * 

11. Greeks can produce poetry that is just as good as 

that of the little Arabs. 

Ibn al-Rumi also says of two detractors of his poetry, Abu I:Iasan al-

Zayyadi and Mil).riz al-Katib: 

2 . '~"'1..i:J1 L..:....,1 ... "1 - ·.1 
1....1""':'"' .J. ~ <.5YU'J 

7. They have decried my poetry but they have not 

done so knowledgeably, the eyes of both of them 

could not see the sun. 

1 'Ali Ibn al .. RumI, DIwiin, 1, 207 

2 'Ali Ibn al .. Rumi, DIwiin, 3, 344 
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To Mu1)ammad Ibn al Tahir he says:-

~\)\ 

1 

2 

1. I came to you as a poet and you lampooned my 

poetry: this was a mistake on my part. 

2. You have reminded me of an old proverb the 

reward of the arse-licker is a fart. 

Daily life in Baghdad in Ibn al-RiImPs poetry 

1. The upper class 

The upper class consisted of only one family in any given period. 

Firstly, the tahirids occupied this position, they were later 

supplemented by the Banu Wahhab. 

2. The middle class: 

There were merchants, secretaries who worked for the ruling 

family and commanders of the police. 

Ibn ai-Rum! says:-

~\ 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 65 
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42. Do you think that I am lower than those policemen 

and Secretaries who have attained their ambitions. 

43. And merchants like beasts who have achieved 

their desires for themselves and their lovers. 

3. The lower classes 

These formed the majority of the population and were mostly 

poor. 

2 _~"" UJiblI w -~II -. --.11 l5 Y":!"'.- yu lY"""" J 
~ ;~II \ill ...... 1.\ 
r<>=--- l.S""""" IY' ~ 1 

1. Do people ask for wealth and it comes to them, 

while I ask for a little food and cannot get it? 

Al).mad Khalid claims that: Ibn al-RumI was not one of the poor 

who complained of simple deprivation; he complained of unfairness, 

since he could not obtain everything that he desired - and his desires 

were unbounded. 

However, Ibn al-RumI himself says of his situation, having asked 

Abu Sahl al-NawbakhtI for some clothes for the winter. 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, DIwan, 1, 318 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, DIwan, 6, 343 
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99. If you delay giving me what you have promised, 

100. And the boiling summer begins; ,.. 

101. The clothes when they arrive will be cold, 

102. Adding to the cold of winter. 

And again, when asking Abu Ja'far al-Nawbakhti for clothes: 

1. Abu Ja'far, you are continually receiving and giving, 

lavishing ample wealth and gaining it . 

2. I ask you for clothes, since you are a governor of 

the village of al-Nu'man fulfilling his wishes. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 2, 171 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 1, 143 
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3.You have frequently refused them, which I hope you 

don't regret and for which you would now like to hear 

an excuse. 

It seems likely that such verses represented the situation in 

which Ibn al-RumI found himself, as do the following verse. 

~I 

1 ~I LJL..J.l,-! ccl.P.-t-:l ..ill!; ~ Lj'-:lJ LJ.J:l.llI y\S:i.} J 2 

~I 

2. Allowing me to get into debt which under your 

patronage is something that lampoons you with a 

fluent tongue. 

And the following on his income. 

2,,~y:JI .)~ La ('ill lY' ~ J$ ~ ~.J.) ~ ~ 140 

140. I have two dirhams per month from various 

people; this serves to keep poverty at bay. 

Ibn ai-RumPs Circles of Acquaintances in his Diw.arl 

1. Friends and acquaintances 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, DIwan, 2, 48 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, DIwan, 1, 68 
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Those who had a close relationship with him either for an 

unspecified length of time. Many of them gave him money or gifts, but 

he often broke with them, when they no longer continued their gifts. 

2. People whom he met casually in the street 

Sometimes there were people who provoked his dislike, as for 

instance, men with long beards. 

~I 

* * * 

* * * 

1. If you have a long, flowing beard, even donkeys 

wear nose-bags. 

* * * 

3. If the decision were left to me, it would fly in all 

directions blown by the wind. 

* * * 

9. A beard that is neglected and flows luxuriantly, so 

that everyone points at it. 

Again: 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 3, 32, 33 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

1. A beard borne by a fool, like sails when they are 

losened. 

2. The wind led him helplessly along by it, violently, 

wearying his head. 

3. If he tries to progress against the wind, he cannot 

move a finger length forward against it. 

4. If he dives into the sea with it, he catches with it all 

the fish that are in the sea. 

Ibn al-Rumi loved beauty and felt that ugliness was a presage of 

some ill fortune. Consequently, he reacted aggressively towards things 

and people who gave him this impression: 

1 

2 

1 'Ali Ibn aI-Rum!, DIwan, 4, 192 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 1, 12 
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1. His neck veins are shortened and the back of his 

head is lowered as though he were afraid of being 

struck. 

2. It is as though he had been struck once and fears a 

second blow so that he cringes. 

The Natural World and Material Culture 

Again about an ugly beast that he was riding. 

Y.J\.i:l.J\ 

1..ly1 tY> .J ~ lY.-! tY> .)l....:J\ .)l....:J\ \.p-\....a.9 ~.J 1 

~ ~ 0~\ \A)4. ~i \.J..) ... :~-!1 ~I.s 2 

* * * 

~ ~ 015. \jl 0fi:l IA JS tY> lY'U1\ ~ \::& 4 

1. I rode along and they cried out, "Prayer, prayer", 

both middle aged and clean-shaven men. 

2. It was as though they had seen a miracle that the 

prophets had revealed in a shrine. 

* * * 

4. Thus people marvel at anything, if they have never 

known it before. 

About trees he says: 

1 'Ali Ibn aI-Rum!, mwan, 2, 256 
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2 

.us ~\ ~L. Y'" ~ 4.! J 4 
I 

1. 0 trees between al-Rusays and 'Aqil I truly give 

you my blood 

2. You are moist but with no leaves or fruit so 

intervene and be the target of the calamities 

3. You have no shade for the afternoon's heat and 

you are no use to the gardener or the wood cutter 

4. Although you look all goodness, you have thorns 

on which there are no nest for birds to return to. 

5. I think that there are doubtless snakes among the 

thorns, so may you not be watered by the pouring of 

the clouds. 

About clothes he says 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 333 
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1. A bastard asked me why, I wear a turban. Was it 

because I was ill, or was it to attract young women? 

2. I answered him I do not wear it because of illness, 

nor to attract dirty whores. 

3. But because ever since I was an infant, a child and 

an adolescent, I have loved to wear a hat qalansuwah 

4. I do not wish to wear a shift slit in the forepart 

dari'ah or an over garment qaba for these are things 

that I do not enjoy wearing. 

5. But you love wearing them and your heart is 

captivated by burnooses. 

And he says:-

.)I}I 

1 'ALI Ibn al- Rumi,Dlwan,3,249-250 

2 'ALI Ibn al-Rumi,Dlwa,3,199 
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* * * 

6. The touch of wool has no meaning for me, since I 

enjoy wearing a rida' and an iz~ar.. 

* * * 

12. How can you keep me from clothes, when my love 

for you is my war-cry and my clothing 

J-.)l 

1 <\..i..hW1 .u.......-uk. .J .' ...J 1 

1. AI-Raqi appeared in his shashiyyah, wearing his 

sword and his girdle. 

W#J1 

1. Gardens in which the earth preens itself, as a 

young girl preens herself in a llllrd 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 4, 312 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 2, 195 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 1,112 Also see 1,87,208,390 
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2. It (March) dressed the nakedness of the hills in 

green shawls and it enfolded them in a ride. 

It seems that Ibn al-Rumi was greedy as far as both his sexual 

and his comestible requirements were concerned. In his poetry, he 

even speaks enthusiastically of bread, wh,ich was far from being a 

luxury item of food:-

~I 

1 ~ C....Jll ~ J Jj\.3)1 \ y>-.l; "'-! w.J.JA lj\-!~lS" .. J'l ~i L. 1 

yiJl.S .,I.J..,! ~j.J -Y.!J oJ' AjS ~ ~;.J 0.!-! \..., 2 

..r.--=J~ ~~.J:l .,WI ~ ~ oYI..l (I.ili \..., )~:l1 3 

1. Whatever I forget, I shall not forget a baker whom 

I passed, rolling out the loaves as fast as the eye 

could see. 

2. One moment they seemed like a ball in his hand 

and the next moment they were spread out like full 

moons. 

3. A moment that was no greater than that of a circle 

extending itself in water when a stone is thrown into it. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 3, 197, 198 
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* * * 

.. ~., ',- I ,'.c.. I -;·Is 1._ I· IA~ u';i; lill; 6 ...,r--::~u- Y.-JU J ~UC . ...r--

* * * 

1. A yellow fowl a golden dinar in colour and value 

brought by a young lad, 

2. So big that it was almost a goose and so heavy 

that its skin would almost split. 

* * * 

6. We proceeded to peel off its skin from its flesh, 

and it was as though gold was picked away from 

silver. 

7. Before it came dishes of Tharid like meadows 

preceded by others like them. 

* * * 

9. And after it came delicate sweetmeats which 

pleased the palate and the throat. 

And he says: 

-_._-----------

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 3, 56 
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3 

4 

1. A weary man settled in his c~air - I wish I could 

sacrifice myself for him to keep him from his tiring 

labour. 

2. I saw at dawn, frying a zalab~at, with a thin crust 

and its interior (hollow) like a reel. 

3. When his oil begins to bubble, it seems like 

alchemy, in which people believe but never 

experience, 

4. The dough drops in like silver from two fingers and 

changes into a network of gold. 

Fruit 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 1,412. See also 3,79-80,5,77,383,384,386 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 215 
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1. The banana is without sin and has good qualities 

that cannot be counted or reckoned up. 

2. A swallow pushes into men's hearts from its 

beloved places. 

And he says 

. )1 ..?-

·1.11 . ·~-G1s .Jy.:o LU 

* * 

.JJyJI <;:.AJ .u.., ~ ~ 

.J~ wJ):' ~,,~ 'JI 

.J~.lll ~ ~ -Gl .,.I 

.JyJI "WI LF.li ..b.p 

* * 

Jp.}1 ~ ~I J .I.J.f:.4 

.J#I ~ dilll .Jic. J 

.J~I .llJU--~ 

iJI· LJ0l)L.l .JJ. lY' _ 

* * 

.JJA'11 u--~ l.A J$J 

yl;WI llA ,. ;ij,j .J J:H.P 

1 

2 

5 

6 

1 

8 

14 

15 

16 

11 

35 

36 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 386-88 
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..JJyJl ~ 0-- ~J 37 

1. Trim-waisted Riiziqi grapes 

2. Seem like treasures of crystal. 

* * * 

5. The blazing heat has left nothing of them 

6. Except light in containers of light 

7. If they lasted for ever 

8. They would adorn the ears of beautiful women. 

* * * 

14. I came to them when the birds were still in their 

nests 

15. The purest of pleasure is to be heard in the 

morning. 

16. In the company of fellows of the family of al-

Man~ur 

17. Who were brighter to the eye than full moons. 

* * * 

35. A" the affairs that we pursue 

36. Are but a distraction from the expected last day. 

37. And one of the enjoyments of delusion. 

lIiya al- HaWl includes these verses in his chapter on descriptive -

poetry (Wasf) and claims that, as always in his Wasf, Ibn al-Ruml 

pursues his initial logical position to extravagant lengths. 
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It seems to me, however, both in this Urjuzah and in the others 

descriptive of food and drink, that Ibn al-Rumi combines artistic 

perception with an actual longing for the food itself. He grades 

everything that he describes, women as well as food and drink. He was 

perpetually poor and could never supply his family with an adequate 

quantity of certain foods. When invited to,a banquet by an upper class 

patron, he feels a deep sense of inferiority. This sense permeates his 

food and drink descriptions. 

iliya ai-Haw! also claims that Ibn al-Ruml is an existentialist, on 

the basis of the legal line already quoted (see verse 37 above). He 

asserts that there is a serious, silent element in this wasf, which, when 

exercising it closely, reviews inner turmoil and questioning, like that of 

Abu al 'Ala and other existentialists, who see the skull through the face, 

the bone through the flesh and death through life. 

While conceding that Ibn al-Rumi , had a deep interest in 

philosophy and logic, so as to become a figure almost unique in Arabic 

poetry, I cannot accept that he was an existentialist, he is after all, a 

Muslim, and this is quite incompatible with existentialism. 

The great extent to which his poetry is based on experience, like 

that of most other Arab poets, also precludes this , as does his own 

personal tragedy, the loss of kindred and family, the fact that he saw 

and experienced death at all points in his life, even while drinking and 

seeking enjoyment. 
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J..,\.SJl 

* * * 

\..., )r1.j~1 . ~,q ~~1.: .. - 14 
C·.J L> ..J:!='-.J" .. ' ~ ~.J 

1. 0 you who criticise me so ,vigorously concerning 

wine, may you opinion of wine continue to be bad. 

2. The smallest benefit from your not drinking, wine is 

that there is plenty of wine available for us and that 

the glasses are clean. 

* * * 

4. You have kindly given me your share so that I 

profited more than you from it. 

And he says 

J..,\.SJl 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, Dlwan, 2, 63 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 2, 81, 82 
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* * * 

1. Wine that makes the oil-lamp unnecessary, whose 

container turns evening into morning. 
I 

* * * 

10. Take it and do not waste the pleasures of its taste 

and scent, 0 seeker of benefits. 

11. A virgin, which restores youth to the old, so that he 

appears both passionate and cheerful. 

12. A beautiful maiden, in whose beauties a man is 

clothed, so that he seems to be red, the brightest lamp 

(in the room). 

13. From a vine that gives a man its noble qualities, so 

that he appears both brave and generous. 

* * * 

15. By God, I do not know why they call al-Rah al-

16. Is it because of its scent and its sensation in the 

belly, or because of the repose that it induces in the 

relaxed drinker? 

Ibn al-Rumfs poetry was sometimes recited at the Caliph's majlis 

al-Muktafi is reported, on hearing these four lines: 
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j.?)\ 

1. When you take the grapes and the juice (of the 

vine) 

2. Then you beat it and macerate it. 

3. Then keep it for a long time 

4. You will drink Babylonian wine itself. 

to have said 

"How luxurious he is! He urges us to drink the wine of Dinshab today". 

Ibn al-Rumi was so fond of wine that he sought fatwas legitimizing the 

drinking of alcohol. For this reason, he was unpopular with the 

'Ulama'. 

He believed, or pretended to believe, that different Madhahib 

had different views on the illegitimacy of wine. 

1 Abu ai-Hasan al-Mas'udi, Muruj al-Dhahab,Beirut,1983, 4, 200 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 3, 82 
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1. The Iraqi (the I:Ianafi) permits the drinking of nabidh 

and says: what is forbidden is khamr and intoxication. 

2. The Hijazi ( the Maliki) says that the two drinks are 

the same, so khamr is permitted ,to us. 

3. I shall take the extremes of what either says and 

drink it; may the sinner never be parted from his sin. 

Flowers 

Ibn al-Rumi's favourite flower is the narcissus. 

~I 

1 ~ y11 4-! ,,~~IJ LJ~I o'p'-yll ~ L, LJ.=.lJ 1 

1. The most beautiful feature of the face is the eyes, 

the thing that more resembles them is the narcissus. 

and he says: 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Dlwan, 3, 321 

2 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Dlwan, 4, 63 
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1. I saw a fresh nosegay of narcissus in my love's 

hand; 

2. Like a stalk of emerald which grew gold and silver. 

Ibn ai-Rum! also compares the narcissus and the rose:-

1U:..:J.J 1ft Wj) \...., I~J j_u11 ~ 4.; lSy'l 1 

\J:,.".. ~l~ ~ LJ~ We. ~y.l,-! ~ \...., j_u11 lJA.J 2 . 

~I 

1. You never find a narcissus compared with a rose 

when you require thought and coquettish glances. 

2. But some roses are compared the narcissus 

although roses are lucky if this happens. 

His prefence for the narcissus leads him to satirise the rose 

2~ lJA.J lS~ ~ lJA will ~1~j...J)1 wpk r-l JjIj.J 1 

4..b.Ul.. us ~ 0 ~ w.uJ1 .uJc. l.P ~ 'l j .))1 C j\...., Y 2 

1. Somebody asked me why did you determine to 

satirise the rose. answered him because of my 

hatred for and my displeasure with it. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 100 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 93 
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2. 0 you who praise the rose, persisting in your error, 

have you not seen it in the hand of the one who 

picked it up? 

These lines caused Ibn al Mu'tazz to answer Ibn ai-Rum! as 

follows: 

1 

2 

1. 0 you who satirise the rose, may you not be 

blessed, you are mistaken and a man may be attacked 

for his mistakes. 

2. Does the earth produce any flowers which when in 

bloom can compare with the rose in form. 

3. Is there anything brighter and shining than a 

scented rose, as though its centre were spiked with 

musk 

Among other flowers that Ibn al-Rumi mentions are the 

pomegranate, the red anemone, the hyacinth, the lavender and the 

jasmine. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 93 
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Money 

1. I hold nothing to be more truly useful to a man than 

the dirham and the sword. 

2 . • > I .. " .1\ ,t oJ • 
.J.!c u-- w.w. '-" .J ~ <il... Y c.s! J 

1. I have heard that you have stopped your allowance 

to me. Your well-known meanness provides your 

excuse for it. 

2. Suppose that dinar were the auspice of my 

horoscope from the sevenbright planets. 

Musical Instruments 

Among the other accompaniments of pleasure are musical 

instruments: 

(Talking of a female slave 'Awwa1ah, the property of Durayrah): 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, Dlwan, 4, 224 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI,Dlwan, 3, 186 
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14. Pleasure of seeing accompanied by pleasure of 

hearing, when she plays the lute for you. 

15. She has a face which seems to have been told : 

"Be unique and marvellous, withou~ equal, and it was. 

2~1 . ~~ lAJ 1 lA . II tu.., w.l.i.....I·1 I 0 . lY'. y::. .J ...P--J lS"'.. Y 

10. If you were to prop a dead man against her throat 

or her lute, he would return from the grave. 

11. She sang, and had no need of a piper. Does the 

sun need a candle? 

About Shantaf 

2. "Beating the drum and tarting, she answers one kind of drumming 

with another. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 6, 217 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 137. See also 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 1,348; 2, 309; 3, 

27,231,242,; 4, 52, 37 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 5, 166 
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To 'Umar al-Qal).tabi 

3. Have you ever enchanted with your singing anyone 

except those like you, even wit~ the help of the 

tambourine and the lute? 

92 

* * * 

92. There are singing girls like mothers, loving and 

affectionate to their sons; 

* * * 

96. Each child is called by different names: Iud, Mizhar 

and Kiran. 

Festivals 

Ibn al-Rumi: is cynical about Ramac;lan 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 3, 132 

2 'Ii Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 6, 243 
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1. When you bless a fast for people you pray that their 

torture may be prolonged. 

2. Why bless a long month, a day of which lasts as 

long as the Day of Judgment? 

3. I wish that the night might extend to the length of 

the month, and that its day might pass as quickly as 

the clouds! 

4. No welcome is that which prevents all that is good! 

Welcome to food and drink. 

J..\S.l1 

2l.L:. 1L ..l ._11 . ""u! L.Jig1 
~ Y'-'""' lJA.. J 

1. The day of the lId al-Fitr came in the middle of the 

week, on which you coincided with an auspicious star. 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwiin, 1, 208 

2 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwan, 4, 128. See also 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwan, 1,34; 2, 181, 

182,188,197 
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-1 
I 

1. There are two festivals 'Id al-Adha and Mahrajan, the likes of which 

are never celebrated on the same day. 

~I 

3 God matched the Amir's Nairuz with it only so that all 

happiness might come to him. 

Conclusion 

In summary, it appears from the preceding survey that we can 

draw the following conclusions: 

1. Ibn al-RumI was born, lived and died in Baghdad. 

2. He was a hypochondriac, afraid of both sea and desert; this resulted 

in him passing his life in Baghdad, except for a few short journeys. 

3. Socially he belonged to the lower classes. 

4. He was proud to be of Byzantine origin. 

5. He witnessed the death of both parents, family and relatives. 

6. He was a renowned 'Jonah', both when alive and dead 

7. He did not find favour at court, like Abu Tammaffi and al-BuD-turi. 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwan, 6, 195. See also 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwan, 3, 228; 6, 197 

2 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwan, 1, 53 
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8. He was a follower of Mu'tazili thought, even though he was at pains 

to conceal this. 

9. The poetry discussed in this chapter was generally considered easy 

to read, even though it contains some difficult lines. 

10 Much of his poetry is somewhat pedestrian, as can be seen from 

some of the examples quoted in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
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The differences between Ibn al-RumI's poetry and 

other Arabic poetry 

Ibn al-Ruml's poetry differs in a number of ways from other 

Arabic poetry. 

IstiqSa' 

a) General Sense 

To reach the maximum in everything.
1 

b) In literary-critical terminology 

To deal with all aspects of a concept (in a poem) 

Istigsa' before Ibn al-Rumi 

The use of Istigsa' before Ibn al-Rumi seems to have been 

spontaneous and unselfconscious 

For example, in Jabili poetry, Imru' al-Qays uses Istigsa' 

(a) in his description of a long night. 

JUh11 

1 Muhmmad Ibn Manzur, Lisan al- 'Arab, Beirut, n.d., 107. . . 

2 Imru' al-Qays al-KindI, DIwan, Beirut,n.d, 48, 49. 
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"44. Oft night like a sea swarming has dropped its 

curtains over me, thick with multifarious cares, to try 

me, 

45. And I said to the night, when it stretched its lazy 

loins followed by its fat buttocks, and heaved off its 

heavy breast, 

46. 'Well now, you tedious night, won't you clear 

yourself off, and let dawn shine? yet dawn, when it 

comes, is no way better than you. 

47. Oh, what a night of a night you are! It's as though 

the stars were tied to the Mount of Yadhbul with 

infinite hempen ropes; by stout flax cables to craggy 

slabs of granite.,,1 

(b) in his description of a horse's speed. 

0.u1J\ 

1 A. J. Arberry, The Seven Odes, London, n.d., 64 

2 Imru' al-Qays a\-Kindi , Diwan, 51-56 

54 
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55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

52. Often I've been off with the morn, the birds yet 

asleep in their nests, 

53. My horse short-haired, outstripping the wild game, 

huge-bodied, charging, fleet-fleeing, head-foremost, 

headlong, all together the match of a rugged boulder 

hurled from on high by the torrent, 

54. A gay bay, sliding the saddle-felt from his back's 

thwart just as a smooth pebble slides of the rain 

cascading, 

55. Fiery he is, for all his leanness, and when his 

ardour boils in him, how he roars--a bubbling 

caouldren isn't in it! 

56. Sweetly he flows, when the mares floundering 

wearily kicked up the dust where their hooves drag in 

the trampled track; 
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57. The lightweight lad slips landward from his smooth 

back, he flings off the burnous of the hard, heavy 

rider; 

58. Very swift he is, like the toy spinner a boy will whirl 

plying it with his nimble hands by the knotted thread. 

59. His flanks are the flanks of a fawn, ,his legs like an 

ostrich's; the springy trot of the wolf he has, the fox's 

gallop; 

60. Sturdy his body - look from behind, and he bars 

his legs' gap with a full tail, not askew, reaching 

almost to the ground; 

61. His back, as he stands beside the tent, seems the 

pounding-slab of a bride's perfumes, or the smooth 

stone a colocynth's broken on; 

62. The blood of the herd's leaders spatters his 

thrusting neck like expressed tincture of henna 

reddening combed white locks.1 

al-Khansa also uses Istiqsa' in her elegies, for her brother $akhr, for 

example: 

5 

1 A. J. Arberry. The Seven odes, 64, 65. 

2 Tamac;lur al-Khansa', DIwan, Beirut, n.d., 58 
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6 

7 

8 

"5. Saying Sakhr is dwelling there in the tomb, struck 

to the ground beside the grave, between the certain 

stones. 

6. Depart then, and may God not keep you far (from 

him) being a man who eschewed injustice, and ever 

sought after blood wit. 

7. You used to carry a heart that brooked no wrong, 

compounded in a nature that was never cowardly, 

8. Like the spear-point whose (bright) shape lights up 

the night, (a man) bitter in resolution, free and the son 

of the free-man."1 

In the Umayyad period, al-Farazdaq uses Istigsa' when discussing 

his thoughts his divorce. 

JI)I 

2.).J-i~~~ W~I~I.ljL..!..o.lj 1 

)~I ~ cJ 0P- ['JI.s. ~~..?! ~ u\.SJ 2 

.J4-iJ1 .u "'~ \..., ~1..9 1.l4C ~ "'~us us J 3 

1 A. J. Arberry, Arabic Poetry, Cambridge, 1963, 39 

2 Hammam al-Farazdaq, Diwan, Beirut, n.d., 1,294 
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"1. I feel repentance like al Kusa'i" 

Now that Nawar has been divorced by me. 

2. She was my Paradise which I have lost, 

Like Adam when the Lord's command he crossed. 

3. I am one who wilfully puts out his eyes, 

then dark to him the shining day doth, rise.,,1 

Istigsa' in Ibn al-Rillni's poetry 

Ibn al-Rumi employs Istigsa' very extensively in his D..iw.an. This, 

in fact has the effect of lengthening many of his poems and his DlwM 

is reputedly the largest in early Arabic literature. 

Ibn Rashiq says that Ibn al-Ruml clings tenaciously to every 

concept that he employs and examines it from every possible angle 

until he has killed it and knows that no one else can use it after him? 

Istiqsa' in Ibn al-Rumi's short qa~idahs 

Istiqsa' is used in his thorough pursuit of (a) Hija' in his 

lampooning of the intellect of the Mahju. 

'-p1)1 

3~1 4t>1} ~ ~\ ~tA~\ ~ ~\ Y ~\ 1 

1 Reynold A. Nicholson, A Literary of the Arabs, Cambridge, 1930, 244 

2 Abu al-I:J.asan Ibn Rash"iq, al-'Umdah, 2, 238 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 380, 381 
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"1. Do you not see that I introduce my invective poems 

with love poetry? 

2. So that they burn in the ears; then follows my hija 

that burns and brands the hearts: 

3. Like a bolt of lightning that after that comes after a 

shower, or the laughter of white ones that are followed 

by wailing. 

4. I am surprised at him who, in his delusion, contends 

with me, exposes himself to an arrow that hits the 

mark. 

5. i shall constrain him who thwarts me to a hard 

ascent and I shall "brand his sides" with my branding 

irons".1 

(b) Ghazal 

1 Translation by G J Kpan Geder, "genersin in Collision: Nasib and Hijii', J Arabic Lit, 

XXII, 1990, 17 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwiin, 6, 222 
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'6, -- ')1 '1 4..L.k" ... \ ..l\'.q·ts 4 U . Y":l u.;:.. J t..S.J:l U t..S Y" .' ~ U":!" t..S ..r U 

. "1.She is in my embrace but my soul desires her still. 

Is there a closeness beyond embrace. 

2. I kiss her mouth that my fever mig~t end, but my 

mad thirst only grows. 

3. The lovesickness in me is not of the kind healed by 

kisses. 

4. Nothing, it seems, can cure my heart's thirst except 

to see our souls mingle,,1 

Istiqsa' in Ibn al-Ruml's long qasidahs: 

A good example is his qa~idah_on the attack of al-Basrah by the 

Zanj. 

~I 

2 ~I ~.lA C I..J~! J.l.llI cb! ~ts \A~..l 1 4 

* * * 

1 'Abbasid Belles-Lettres, ed. by Julia Ashtiany and others, Cambridge, 1990, p. 217 

Translation by A Hamori, "Love Poetry (Ghazal)", in 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 6, 131-133 
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~ t'~ r-c u, c.Y> I y-oel r.5. yl ~ y J~ c.Y> I y.aC I r.5. 1 9 

~ t'l....,:,J~ ~ I.,ili! ~ 1'" J ~ ~ r.5. 20 

,>, fi ~ ~ L»! .l!J1 y ji \.,y~ oh1l51 J J! t 1 r-S 21 

~t'~ t'.J~ ~ JAJ ~.i!jc l51.J J! yl r.5. 22 

~ L5""L:.. cillllk ~ ~ ~ 0 y-J.u.l .!JA, I ~ l5.li" r.5. 2 3 

~t'LbilI ~ ~ ~I ~ o~ J! ~llk~.J r.5. 24 

~ t't.:l5;1 ~ \.JP.- I.A. ~ fo. d..lJ1 ~~ .ti9 r-S 2 5 

~ t'tJ ~ 4-P.-J I j.J~ I.A. Y-'-" J! A,j ~ .ti9 r-S 2 6 

i"k. <....ill .u\,s I" J:! J.,b r+'-" I" ~I ~~ rA ~ 2 7 

* * * 

ll9-)u 0 J'?-)I wy..,b ~\.;..u. JL...".,j1 ~ lJA i.J c.Y> 2 9 

t'~~ ~ ~ ~)I .hu, J ~1.iAl1 ~ lJA 1.J c.Y> 3 0 

t'l..bJI J ~~'i' ~ ok.! ~J ~ lJAi.J c.Y> 31 

1'" j>-AI L.;l ylill I" j>-Al ~J ~)I ~l ~ w fij3 ~ 3 2-

"14. They entered her as though they were portions of 

night when it has become shrouded in darkness. 

* * * 

17. What terror they (the inhabitants) beheld by 

reason of them (the Zanj). What terror, fit to turn 

hoary the head of youth! 

18. When they assailed them with their fire from right 

and left, from behind them and before, 

19. How many a toper they choked with an 

(unexpected) draught! 
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How many a feaster they choked with 

(unpalatable) dish! 

20. How many a man niggardly with his sould sought a 

way of escape, and they met his brow with the sword! 

21. How many a brother beheld his brother felled to 

the ground, dusty of cheek, amongst (many) nobles 

(so) fallen! 

22. How many a father beheld the dearest of his sons 

hoisted aloft on a trenchant blade! 

23. How many a one most precious to his kinsmen 

they betrayed, since there was not one there to protect 

him! 

24. How many a suckling child they weaned with the 

edge of the sword before the time of weaning! 

25. How many a young virgin with the seal of God 

(upon her) they violated openly without concealment! 

26. How many a chaste maiden they carried into 

captivity, her face displayed without a veil! 

27.They came upon them in the morning, and the 

people endured their cruelty through the length of a 

day that was as if a thousand years. 

* * * 

29. Who beheld them ( the women) captives driven 

(like beast), bleeding from head to foot? 
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30. Who beheld them in the partitioning between the 

Zanj, being divided amongst them by lost? 

31. Who beheld them being taken as bonds women, 

after themselves possessing bondswomen and 

servants. 

32. I never recall what was perpetrated by Zanj 
I 

without it kindles what a conflagration in my heart".1 

The reasons for Istiqsa' in Ibn al-Rumi's poetry 

1. al-'Aqqad claims that his Greek ancestry inclines him to follow a train 

of thought to its logical conclusion.2 Muhammad Abd ai-Ghani, 

however, disputes this.3 

2. Since he found that he was generally misunderstood in his daily life, 

he assumed that people would also fail to understand his poetry, 

unless he explained his point exhaustively.4 

3. People were jealous of his poetic ability and would continually refer 

disparagingly to his non-Arab origin and his status a maula, in order to 

1 A J Arberry, Arabic Poetry, 62-67 

2 From the introduction written by 'Abbas al-'Aqqad in 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Di:wan which is 

selected by Kamil Kllanl, Cairo, 1924, 1. 

3 Mul).ammad 'Abd ai-Ghani, Ibn al-Rumi, Cairo, 1960, 42 

4 Taha Busayn, I;Iadith al shi'ir wa al-Nathir, Cairo, 1957, 134 
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compensate for this. His use of Istigsa' was therefore a symptom of his 

need to affirm his superiority in poetry. 

4. He composed particulary long qasidah as a tribute to the mamduhin, 

who delighted in the frequent and lengthy references to themselves. 1 

5. He had a natural inclination towards philosophy and logic ( see 1 

above), which he liked to deploy in his poetry. 

The Effect of Istiqsa' on Ibn al-Rumi's poetry 

1. Istiqsa' makes most of his long qa~idahs very clearly to artistic. 2 

2. Istiqsa' causes him to use unusual rhyme words in his poetry.3 

3. His anxiety to push his images to the limit is pursued at the expense 

of the employment of Bayan. 4 

4. Because of the exhaustive treatment the nature of his images, these 

require no detailed explanation.5 

5. istiqsa' is responsible for a certain repetition of themes and 

expression in his poetry.6 

1 'Abbas al-'Aqqiid, Ibn al-Rumi, 272 

2 Fawzi 'Atawi, Ibn al-Rumi, 87. 

3 Mul)ammad 'Abd al-Halim, al Istiq~a' fi-shi'r Ibn al-Rumi, Cairo, 1992, 73 

4 Fawzi 'Atawi, Ibn al-Rumi, 19 

5 Mul)ammad 'Abd al-l:lalim, al Istiq~a' fi-shi'r Ibn al-Rumi, 72 

6 Mul).ammad 'Abd al-Halim, al Istiq~ii' fi-shi'r Ibn al-Rumi, 69-72 
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6. As a result of the conceptual unity generated by Ibn al-Rumi's 

fondness for Istiqsa', his qasidah tend to reveal greater coherence than 

earlier qasidahs. Consider for example the following lines by Zuhayr : 

47 

* * * 

49 

48 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

"47.1 have grown weary of the troubles of life, and he 

who lives eighty years will, mayest thou have no father 

if thou doubt, grow weary. 

* * * 

1 Zuhayr Ibn Abl Salma, Dlwan, Cairo, 1964,29-31 
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49. And I know what has happended today and 

yesterday, before it, but verily, of the knowledge of 

what will happen tomorrow, I am ignorant. 

48. I see death is like the blundering of a blind camel; 

him whom he meets he kills and he whom he misses, 

lives and will become cold." 

* * * 

50. And he who does not act with kindness in many 

affairs will be torn by teeth and trampled under foot. 

* * * 

52. And he, who makes benevolent acts intervene 

before honour, increases his honour; and he, who 

does not avoid abuse, will be abused." 

51. He who is possessed of plenty, and is miserly with 

his great wealth towards his people, will be dispensed 

with, and abused. 

* * * 

56. He who keeps his word, will not be reviled, and he 

whose heart is guided to self-satisfying benevolence 

wi II not stammer". 1 

These lines are only loosely connected with one another. This 

order could be altered, without any great damage to the sense for 

1 F E Johnson, Seven Poems, London, 1894, 83-85. 
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example: 47, 49, 48, 50, 52, 51, 56. This order given here is equally 

meaningful as that given in the J2.iwan version. 

Istiqsii' as a structural principle is not evident in Umayyad poetry, for 

example 

~)I 

1.h.l .. ~ ~\~.J ~ L, I..i:i. .\ I.llb. w..J 1 ...>'?'-l .• 

"i. Would that Hind had fulfilled to us her promise, 

and healed our souls their sufferings. 

2.Would that she had acted independently for once it 

is the weakling who does not act independently 

3.They asserted that she asked our lady-neighbours, 

when she stripped herself one day to bathe, 

1 'Umar Ibn AbI RabI'ah, DIwan, Beirut, n.d, 101 
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4. Do you see me to be as he describes me - in God's 

name answer truly! - or does he not observe 

moderation? 

5. That they laughed together, saying to her Fair in 

every eye is the one you love. 

6. (So they spoke) out of an envy with, which they were 

charged because of her; and of old envy has existed 

amongst man. 

7. A young maiden (is she) who, when she discloses 

her cool lips, there is revealed from them (teeth white 

as) Camomile-blossoms or hailstones,,1 

The 'Abbasid qasidah also does not reveal Istiqsa on a scale 

similar to that found in Ibn al-Rumi's Diwan. 

~1 

2~1.J ~1 0.l-! .l:Jl 0.1.:....) ~1 L>-o "I.,U1 J.l....::Jl ~\ 1 

~)I.J ~\ ,,)l;.. LM-i j!A ..) Ujh....::Jl J Y-":J ~l.i..::Jl ~ 2 

~I ~I ~ 'J ~I l>.H ~'J cL. .J~\ ~ ~ r-W' J 3 

~ L>-o.J ~ w y... j L>-o 0..,cL..:. L...J i' p..ill L.!:!1 ~ ~1-,)1 L.!:!1 4 

'-:-l y:. :J -' wJc:. ljl &. ~ :w.L, ~Jb.l -' L..:. y..:i 5 

1 A. J. Arberry, Arabic Poetry, 41 

2 Habib Abu Tammam, Dlwan, Cairo, 1957, 1,45-48 
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"1. The sword is truer in tidings than (any) writings: in 

its edge is the boundary between earnestness and 

sport. 

2. (Swords) white as to their blades, not (books) black 

as to their pages - in their broad sides (texts) lies the 

removing of doubt and uncertainties; , 

3. And knowledge (resides) in the flames of the lances 

flashing between the two massed armies, not in the 

seven luminaries. 

4. Where (now) is the recital (of the astrologers), 

indeed where are the stars, and the embroidery and 

that lie they fashioned concerning them? 

5. (Mere) forgery and concocted stories, not to be 

reckoned either (firm-rooted) mountain tree or (even 

river-fringing: willow ".1 

The principal difference between the poets of the Jahili, 

Umayyad and early 'Abbasid period and Ibn al-Ruml is the scale to 

which the desire for coherence is pursued. None of them follow a 

sustained train of thought in the way that Ibn al-Rumi does. 

~I 

2.u~ J I~ ~ltJl (jOy:- Li>~ J.l.jl ~I 01 ~I.c 22 

1 A J Arberry, Arabic Poetry, 50 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 5, 224 
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Aj .<>; -...u . '. <.:u\ '. J> .l11 J> . L 2 7 .r- . LJA ~ _ ~ • <.S J-! . cS"- . 

"22. I am prevented from being lengthy because your 

eminence takes in the length and breadth of praise - is 

infinite, 

23. And because of my fear of being turned out of a 

house where I love to dwell, 

24. Where God Most High, cured me of malady and 

affliction cast off its fetters 

25. After I had endured all kinds of trouble the 

burdens of which were more than I could bear 

26. And a bereavement a fragment of myself which 

ensured illness and leanness to my body, 

27. That my brother, nay my father, no my very self, would that I had 

been mourned myself before he went."1 

~I 

2 

1 Rhuvon Guest, Life and works of Ibn er-Rumi, 95 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 6, 134 
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44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

"43. Where are those palaces and mansions that were 

there? Where is that well built edifice? 

44. Those palaces have been changed into rubbish-

mounds of ashes and heaped dust; 

45. Bugs and fire have been given authority over 

them, and their columns have crumbled down in utter 

destruction, 

46. They have become empty of those that dwelt in 

them, and they are desolate, the eye descries nothing 

amongst those mounds 

47. But hands and feet parted (from their bodies), 

flung aside amidst them skulls split asunder 

48. And faces smeared with blood - may my father be 

a ransom for those bloddy faces! -
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49. Trampled down perforce in contempt and 

humiliation , after they were so long magnified and 

revered. 

50. So you may see them, the winds blowing upon 

them, scattering over them as they pass dark dust, 

51. Lowly and humbled, as if ttley were weeping, 

displaying their teeth - but not a smile!".1 

Tashkhis 

T ashkhis is "A creative characteristic the potency of which 

derives sometimes from the extent of consciousness and sometimes 

from subtlety of consciousness". 2 Tashkhis, which may be translated 

as "personification" is endowing inanimate objects with human 

attributes, so that they appear to speak, listen, see and discuss just like 

human beings. 

Tashkhls in Ibn al-Ruml's poetry 

Literary historians have remarked on the extent to which Ibn al

Rumi uses Tashkhls in his poetry.3 

1 A J Arberry, Arabic Poetry, 66-69 

2 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-RumT, 255 

3 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-RumT, 258. See also FawzT 'Atawl, Ibn al-RumT. 89. 
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~I 

"4. The gazelle flies from you, oh one who has put on 
1 

old age, as a gazelle flies from its hunter. 

5. When greyness has taken you and you chase a 

gazelle you will not capture it. 

6. At the chase you will not make it your quarry, rather 

at the chase you will be one of its quarries.,,2 

This example of TashkhIs is, of course, quite common in Arabic 

poetry in general: 

3 . ~I w \.be' I.li.! .\..l! ~ .. I . h ... 11 ~ 3 7 u. .J L..JA _ ~U . .ft""'"' .. 

* * * 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, Dlwan, 2, 215, 216. 

2 Rhurun Guest, Life and works of Ibn er-Rumi, 103. 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 6, 240. 
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37. Your enjoyment of the autumn festival has brought 

youth to the festival, so that it has become a noble 

youth. 

38. And through you the spring festival also takes on 

the abundant bloom of youth. 

* * * 

40. They were for a time celebrated in Kisra's faith, 

and now that he has gone, they are Muslims. 

41. They were intended only to conform to the one 

faith chosen by the ruler. 

* * * 

44. And they love you as a grateful slave loves his 

master. They are fond of you, nay, they are 

passionately devoted. 

In this poem, Ibn al-Ruml gives the two festivals the human 

characteristics of age, of religion and of love. 

Ibn al-Rilmls quotations from the Qur'an 

~~\ 

\\~\ ~ ,-:-,~.oJl\ LJA ~ 0~ '1 L. 0.,1~ 1 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, DIwan, 1, 52 
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1. Poets claim to do what they do not do, and this 

brings God's curse upon them. 

2. And this is not the only thing; they also claim that 

rulers do what they not do. 

The first line contains quotation form Surah (al;-Shu 'ara),26 

226 .,-~. '1 L. .,.. .j 
t.J~ t.JY~r+'J 

"224. And the poets - It is those straying in Evil, Who 

follow them 

225. Seest thou not that they wander distracted in very 

valley 

226. And that they say what they practice not?,,1 

,)I}I 

1 Surat al-Shu'ara', 26, al-Qur'an Translation and Commentary by A. Yusuf 'Ali, 

WASH USA, 1983, 973 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 2, 237 
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10. I am the fire that is fed by creation/mankind and 

that burns with stone and iron. 

11. When people's skins are burnt in it, they get other 

skins in place of their burnt skins. 

12. God asks "Are you full up? When all creation is 

in it , and it answers: "No, are there ,anymore?" 

13. When they are thirsty I give them pus to drink; woe 

to the people who must drink pus! 

Ibn al-Ruml picks the ideas from al Quran. Line 10 cites Surat al-

Baqarah,2 

~\ ).ll\ \~1.3 \~ ul.J \~ r..lulj 

24 0l.}\S.11 W-lcl o}~\ .J tY\il\ lA..lj.J 

"24. But if ye cannot - and of a surely ye cannot -

Then fear the fire whose fuel is men and stones -

which is prepared for those who reject faith." 

And line 10 cites also Surat al-Tahreem, 66 . 

.l\ ~ j;)l.i:. ~)L, '+;k • ).~~\.J tY\il\ 1A.l j .J 

6 U.J.JA ~ ~ u~ rA.JA\ ~ .uI1 u~ '1 

"6. 0 ye who believe! Save yourselves and your 

families from a fire whose fuel is Men and Stones over 

which Are (appointed) angels Stern (and) Severe, who 
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flinch not (from Executing) the commands they receive 

from God, But do (precisely) what they are 

commanded." 

Line (11) cites Surat al-Nisa', 4. 

~.l.L ~ WS 1 \J _ .. 1. -; Wi \JJU:.J 1 .~( . .lll ·1 ,- Y":'". .J ~ Y" ... J.J"""> U:l U. 
I 

"56. Those who reject our Signs, we shall soon cast into the fire; As 

often as their skins are roasted through, we shall change them for fresh 

skins, that they may taste the penalty for God is exalted in power, 

wise." 

Line 12 cites surah Qaf, 50. 

"30. One day we will ask Hell", Art thou filled to the 

full? It will say "Are there anymore (to come)?" 

Line 13 cites Surah Ibrahim 

"16. In front of such a one is hell, and he is given, for 

drink, boiling fetid water." 
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"10. We have kept the Sabbath. But there was a 

people to whom when they had no Sabath, {the fish} 

did not come". 

This line cites Surat al-A'raf, 7 

165 

"163. Ask them concerning the town standing close 

by the sea. Behold! they transgressed in the matter 

of the Sabbath. Their fish did come to them, openly 

holding up their heads, 

But on the day they had no Sabbath, they came not! 

Thus did we make a trial of them, for they were given 

to transgression" 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 5, 300 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 51 
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1. A perfumed wine brought to us from the villages of 

Kutha named "Umm al Dahr (the mother of time) or al-

Bint al Kubra (Time's eldest daughter) .. 

2. She - the wine saw Ibrahim's fire in the day!? when it was ignited and 

it obtained from all possible properties its own beautiful properties. 

Line 2 alludes to Surat al-Anbiya, 21 

"69. We said 0 Fire! Be thou cool, and (a means of) 

safety for Abrahim" 

7. The dizziness caused by it [wine] restores old age 

to youth; it is as though 'Isa had brought people to life. 

This line echoes Sura al-'Imran, 3 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 122 
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4 9 .. , -~;<'I _<I4..J'1 tJ:!-'A yo r- 0, \ .' 

"49. And (appoint him) an apostle to the Children of 

Israel (with this message) I have come to you with a 

sign from your Lord, in that I make f,or you out of clay, 

as it were, the figure of a bird, and breathe into it and 

it becomes a bird by God's leave; And I heal those 

born blind, and the lepers, and I quicken the dead, by 

God's leave; And I declare to you What ye eat, and 

what ye store in your houses, Surely therein is a sign 

for you if ye did believe;" 

Ibn al-Rumi also cites many other verses from the Qur'an.1 

Colloquial usages and foreign words in Ibn al-Rilmls 

poetry 

Although Ibn al-Ruml was a hafiz; and was well educated, citing 

the Quran and early poetry frequently he nevertheless also employs 

colloquialisms and foreign words. 

1. Colloquialisms 

~I 

1 See 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, DIwan, 1, 259; 425-2, 223, 239-4. 
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23. Women change their moods and mix one thing 

with another; they are unscrupulous, and they adopt 

any religion that suits them, at any time. 

The standard forms of Niswan ( u\~ ) are Nisa ( ~L.w ) and Niswah , 

1. 0 you with the appearance of a barsatujah, I swear 

by God that you are not one with whom one would 

want to flirt. 

Barsatujah is a Persian word which signifies a kind of fish found 

in the Indian Ocean. 

16. She immorally causes entry and exit; she enjoys 

the ins and outs. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 6, 175 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 12 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 33. 
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Kharrajah and dakhkhalah are colloquialisms. The standard 

forms would be mukhrijah and mudkhilah 

~\ 

1 ~.l1\ L.F Jc.L:;.u 0'tS. 01.J \.lj. ~.l1\ 0. 1 

1. He is performing the Dastaband <;lIane, even though 

he has something to distract him from the Dastaband. 

The dastaband is a Persian dance in which people join hands: 

dast=hand, band = tie. 

J..,\.S.l\ 

2 ~\ ~ ~ pj\.J ~) Y4- 0J ) )l.S 2 9 

29. Even if he brings peas - Jalbana - or brings boiled 

meat or mentions the violet Binfasha - which comes 

after fruit - Halij. 

Sakbaja - to bring - Sikbaj - it is a Persian word which means 

meat boiled in vinegar. 

Binfasha, is a Persian word coming from ~ meaning ~ 

violet, and Halija is for Halilaj, a myrobalan. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 132 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 9. 
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~\ 

22. She has become ungovernable, so you continue to 

watch her closely, just as you would watch a money-

changer on a dark day. 

Shabruzi is Persian a combination of two words Shab = dark and Ruzi , 

= day. 

J..IS..I\ 

15. He greeted you at noon with sweet herbs and the 

scent of the drinking cup. 

Shahsfaramm is a Persian word meaning sweet basil. 

Jullasan is a Persian word meaning either Rose or Basil. 

Ibn al-RilmI's quotations from other poets: 

1. Quotations from Pre-Islamic poetry 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, D!wan, 3, 242 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi,Diwan,3,294 

3 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwan, 1, 381 



1. 0 Abu Ishaq do not be angry ; I wish to be content 

with your forgiveness,without hoping for any reward. 

2. I beg you not to allow the hopeful man to say to you 

I am content with return alone as my booty. 

Ibn ai-Rum! quotes from Imru' al-

Qays . 

.)I}I 

9 

9. I travelled much in many countries, until I was 

content with return alone as my booty. 

8. You remind me of Imraulqais's verse:- No defeat is 

worse than to be defeated by one who has been 

defeated. 

Ibn al-Rumi quotes from Imraulqais: ( ~ J;..., ~ ) 

1 Imru' al-Qays al-Kindi, Dlwan, 73. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 1, 173 
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1~ Ji. ~ ~.J ~ y...\.iS 4k fo ~ -lli1.J 14 

14. No triumphing is worse than triumphising over you 

of a weak man; and no defeat is worse than to be 

defeated by one who has been defeated. 

Ibn al-Ruml sometimes quotes a complete line: 

w~ w yJl ~ ~ ~ ~ J 12 2 

2'-:J.J~1 ~ wyJI J y5. Jj.J ~ 

~L.:;,)f\ ~).JI (jl...i:. Jj9..J ¥.J &I~I ~I J9.:l ~ IjJ 123 

('-:J.JW:. w1~ ~o.lll) ~ ~ ~ J~ ~) 124 

~I yJl J L.:;",JI l»! ~.oJ .ul L.B+II U.o ~..ll '-:J..F \...,.J 1 2 5 

~\.j 41 Y ~~) .oj j L.B+II U.o -r1.J \..., ~1 U.o.J 1 2 6 

122. If benevolence did not include both clear and 

wholesome drinking and muddy drinking - and 

benevolence has many different watering holes, 

123. Then the greatest of Nabighas would not have 

said to the spokesman of the white-haired King 

Ghassan. 

124. lowe one kindness after another to 'Amr and to 

his father, kindnesses with no strings in their tails. 

1 Imru' al-Qays al-Kindl, Dlwan, 66. 

2 'Ali Ibn al- Ruml, Dlwan, 1 ,229-230 
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125. The scorpion is not more painful than separation, 

which has a sting that strikes you between your 

bowels and your chest. 

126. It was because of the separation that he suffered 

that he said: 

'Leave Me, Umaymah, to painful gr,ief, 

Ibn al-Rumi quotes one whole line (124) from al-Nabighah's 

qasidah 

1,-:-,.Jlic. ul~ ~ o~l.,1 ~.ki ~ -'~ ~ 4 

4. lowe one kindness after another to 'Amr and to his 

father, kindnesses with no strings in their tails. 

And he also quotes: y.....::.li 4 1 Y ~ ~ from the same 

qasidah (line 1) 

JUbll 

2~1 fill ~~ ~\jl J.!J -' y.....::.li 4 1 Y ~ ~ 1 

1. O'Umayma, leave me to violent grief to a night of 

suffering with slow-moving stars. 

He quotes all another half line from al-Nabighah : 

1 al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, Dlwan, n.d., Beirut, 9 

2 al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, Dlwan, 9 
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153. He does not walk a span without there being 

above him flock of birds directing other flocks. 

Ibn ai-Rum! quotes this half line from: 

10. When they invade with their army flocks of birds 

directed by other flocks circle above it. 

Ibn ai-Rum! also quotes from al-A'sha: 

13. He is like a mountain that cannot ram anything, but 

which breaks heads trained to ramming. 

al-A'sha says: 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 232 

2 al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, Diwan, 10 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 62. 

4 Maymun al-A'shii, Dlwiin, Beirut, n.d. 148. 
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49. He is like one who rams a rock in order to break it; 

however he cannot harm it, and the antelope 

damages his horn. 

From al-Mutalammis Ibn al-Rumi quotes: 

12." Before today, there was no knocking with a stick 

for the reasonable man" AI-Mutalammis said this 

before me. 

~I t.fo L, ~~I ~ ~I lSi! 1 

2 . \_ ,\ '11 . L.W<~ll k.. L, 
~ u [" .J 

Before today the reasonable man did not requIre 

knocking with a stick. Men were taught only in order 

to learn. 

( 2 ). Borrowing from Umayyad poetry Ibn al-Ruml says: 

~l 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 3, 31 9 

2 From, 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 3, 31 9 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 3, 110 
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5. If a group of people is surprised, I shall say, 

imitating what al-F arazdaq said on the authority of the 

biographers. 

6. Are people surprised that I have made their lord, 

the Khalifah of Allah may he be wC!tered by the rain, 

laugh? 

291. Are people surprised that I have made the best of 

them, the Khalifah of Allah, may he be watered by the rain, 

laugh? 

~1 

205. Let the civilized man know that I am a man; whoever is the Akhtal 

of boorishness I shall be Jahhaf . 

1 Hammam al-Farazdaq, Dlwan, 1, 290 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, Dlwan, 4, 251 

3 GhIyath al-Akhtal, Dlwan, 1979, Beirut, 2, 528 
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1. Have you not asked al- Jabl:taf if he will avenge the 

members of Salim and 'Amir who were killed? 

al- Akhtal and al- Jal)l).af met at a majlis of 'Abd ai-Malik, and al-

Akhtal reminded al- Jal)l).af that his tribe (Taghlib) had killed a number 

of al- Jal)l).af's tribes ( SalIm and 'Amir) al- Jal)J)af left in anger and 

proceeded to keep a lookout for Taghlib, 'of whom he killed a large 

number. 

This provoked al-Akhtal's line: 

0,.,hl1 

1 Jy.-Jl J ~l 4.l.o .tj]l ~I W J ~ Lil.:...;.J1 c!) .ll.I 6 1 

61.al- Jal)l).af has caused the death of my people. To 

God must those who complain and lament about this 

turn. 

3. From 'Abbasid poetry Ibn al-Ruml cites: 

0,# 

2 0.!9.J yljl11 ~ ~ Y.J 4 J ~ yljl11 ~ ~J y.J 41 1 

~j L.)jJI~ LSI.J y.J 4 J O~J yljl11 ~ r-.P- y.J 4 J 2 

d;.JC l.J::S.l4JI ~ y.u.j Jj J cilltA 0!1 J cilltA c..r J5. ':}I 3 

~ J=:...JI ~IJ JjlA ~I J=..I.J &1 r-~I '-,-l:1y.11 Ji!) 4 

1 Ghiyath al-Akh~al, Dlwan, 1,32 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 332-333 
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1. Many a noble old face is in the grave; and many a 

delicate beauty is in the grave too. 

2. Many a resolution and effort are in the grave; and 

many a sound judgement is in the grave. 

3. Every living thing will perish and is the offspring of 

some perishable thing; the man of lineage is noble 

only among those who perish. 

4. Say to the stranger today: 'You will travel to a 

dwelling that is both new at hand and far away. 

5. This base world will not despoil its people of the 

blaze or the smoke of fire. 

6. In it the possessor is forced to swallow the loss of a 

perishable possession and one group of people is 

saddened by [the loss of] another group. 

7. Do not think that this world, when you take up 

residence in it, is stable; your world is only a road [that 

leads elsewhere]. 

The first four lines are from Abu NUW8S 
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1. Many a noble old face is in the grave: and many a 

delicate beauty is in the 

grave too. 

2. Many a resolution and effort are in the grave; and 

many asound judgement is in the grave. 

3. I see that every living thing will perish and is the 

offspring of some 

perishable thing the man of lineage isnoble only 

among those who perish. 

4. Say to your neighbour that you will travel on to a 

dwelling that is a great distance away. 

There are a few differences between these lines of Abu NUW8S 

and the way Ibn al-Ruml quotes them in his poem: Ibn al-Ruml reads 

a-I a for ara , qaribi I-dar for al-gharibi I-yawma, z,a'in for r.al.ill and na'i 1-

mahalli for dani I-mahalli. These suggest that Ibn al-Ruml was quoting 

Abu NUW8S from memory. 

1 al-I:Iasan Abu Nuwas, DIwan, Cairo, 1953, 621. 
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Ibn al-Rumi takes four lines of Di'bil al-Khuza'i and introduces 

them separately into a longer qasidah of his own, filling out the scenario 

sketched in Di'bil's poem. 

This is the literary device known as mu'aradah 

1. Khalid and his guests captured the Muezzin (the 

cock] just as they would a hero - which flapped its 

wings while they wrung his neck. 

2. They sent against him their sons and their 

daughters, some to pluck him and some to scald and 

roast him, 

3. Snorting at one another as though they had 

shackled Khaqan or routed the squadrons of Na'it. 

4. They ate him, and their teeth were pulled out by him 

and their backs were broken against the wall. 

Ibn al-Rumi says: 

1 From 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwiin, 4, 86, 87. 
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* * * 

* * * 

..b.L Y..J Y~ IJ4y:...l.9 ~ I~\j ~jjA lfol 29 

3. Having captured the Muezzin between them - It was 

as though they had routed the squadrons of Na'it. -

4. They were left with the spoils of their slaughter and 

I saw some of them plucking feathers and others 

pulling. 

* * * 

19. They ate him and their teeth were pulled out by 

him, and their backs were broken against the wall. 

* * * 

29.They ate their Muezzin, and in the morning they 

were all treated to the punishment of an angry lord. 

Ibn al-Rumi uses lines of Oi 'bil elsewhere to similar effece 

Ibn al-Rumi adapts a line of Abu Tammam for his own purposes: 

~I 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 87, 88. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1,471-473 
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28 

28. When self-esteem helps me against a man, I exact 

payment from him by not exacting payment. 

Ibn ai-Rum! says 

145. I have entrusted your self-esteem with repaying 

what you owe me and I am sure that it will act as it 

should in repaying. 

(4) Contemporary Poets: 

Ibn al-Musib says that Ibn al-RumI recited to him four lines of 

'Ubayd Allah Ibn 'Abdullah Ibn Tahir and then six lines of his own in 

which he used 'Ubayd Allah's lines: 

.)1)1 

1 Habib Abu Tammam, Dlwan, 2,316 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 5, 160 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 219 
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1. It is myself that warns me against 'asa and la'alla 

(perhaps) and against their sisters hatta (until) and 

sawfa (will). 

2. To how many centuries before me have they made 

their excuses until the present time shows them for 

what they were. 

3. We have never seen a more treacherous time or 

one the treacherous vows of which are more readily 

fulfilled. 

4. For when you presuppose dreadfulness, it brings 

security, and when you presuppose security, it brings 

dreadfulness. 

Ibn al-Ruml uses this as follows: 

1 

2 

3 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 4, 219 
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1. 'asa and la'alla are two sweetnesses of my life; and 

with them are hatta and sawfa. 

2. They bring me goodness through the mercy of Allah 

goodness that takes away grief from men's hearts. 

3. If this were not a relief for me, I should still be an 

associate of grief and fear. 

4. Despair has tainted the sweetness of my life with 

the bitterness of colocynth and poison. 

* * * 

6. I see Satan threatening me with evil, but Allah's 

promise of good is more reliable. 

There were many poets in Ibn al-Ruml's period but none of them 

had much influence on his poetry. 

( 1 ).al I:Iusayn Ibn al I)al)l)ak 

Ibn al-Rumi admired and transmitted the poetry of al-I:Iusayn Ibn 

al-I)al)l)ak but the latter seems to have had little effect on his own 

poetry, even though he quotes some of it. They never met; Ibn al

Rum)" was only 29 years old at the time of al-I.Jusayn's death. 

Di' bil al-Khuza'i 

Ibn al-Ruml was still young when Di'bil attained fame, and he 

admired and quoted two qasidah of his. One has already been 

mentioned. The other quotation runs: 
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1 

2 

3 

1. I came to Ibn 'Amir and found him mentally sick and 

confused; 

2. And my horses proceeded to drop their dung and to 

eat it at his door; 

3. Famished, they complain to their Lord - al-Sabi 'i 

has prolonged their hunger. 

Ibn al-Ruml starts his qasdiah with these three lines. Then he 

proceeds 

* * * 

I .",.I~;' .\ .~I\ 1...1 
~ ~Y'"' -' 7 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 471 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1,471,472 
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4. I proceeded to curse him - asking that death would 

divided up their legacy among them. 

5. They asked : What did he say? and I said to them, 

'Shit that he has produced. 

* * * 

7. I have searched through poetry and have extracted 
I 

from it its filth for the slave (Ibn 'Amir) 

* * * 

11. How much destruction and how much harm has 

poetry done to him there? 

When Di'bil died, Ibn al-Rumi was still only twenty five. 

al-Bul).tri (Abu 'Ubadah al-Walid b. 'Ubayd al-TaI).1 

Ibn al-Rumi met al-Bul).tri at the house of 'Uthman al-Najim, a 

common friend and they became friends for a while. However, since al-

Bul).turi was constantly boasting about his close relationship with the 

Caliph and the Emirs, al-'Ala Ibn Sa'id asked Ibn al Rumi to lampoon 

at- Buhturi , which he did: 2 

~\ 

1 'Abbas al-Aqqad, Ibn al-Rumi, 209 

2 'Abbas al- 'Aqqad, Ibn al-Rumi, 209 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 1,301-303 
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* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

28 

* * * 

~.J ~ 0 ~I lY'li.l1 ~ ~ ~)l...,~ "'*'- ~ .? 3 0 

~I ~ .J~I.?1 ~ ~I ~ ufo\..;JI o~ J~ 31 

9. al-Buhturi has a face with a long tail which you 

recognize; I have never found those whose faces 

have long tails to possess any culture. 

* * * 

14. I should feel sorry for a thousand razors working 

on his long beard, since he claims to descend form 

the chiefs of the Arabs. 

* * * 

16. Luck is blind. If it were not, you would not see it 

accruing to al-Buhturi, who has neither intellect nor 

lineage. 

* * * 

28. A slave who stirs up envy against the dead and so 

despoils them of what they say as free men with an 

army that makes no noise. 
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* * * 

30. Poetry against which he stirs up envy as a gallant 

hero, and then recites it to people without shame. 

* * * 

31. Those who listen to him, without knowing who he 

is, say: "Well done! 0 greatest poet of those dead or 
I 

alive!". 

When he heard this long qasidah, al Bu1).turi sent Ibn al-Rumi a 

present, at the same time warning him that this did not give him 

immunity from his anger. He was afraid of Ibn al-Rumi's ability to 

lampoon his victims. 

The relationship between Ibn al-RiImiand other poets 

Ibn al-Rumi mentions more than twenty-six poets in his D.Iwan. 

He mentions four of them throughout his works. 

a) Khalid al-Qa1).tubi 

b) 'Ubayd Allah Ibn 'Abdullah b. Tahir 

c) Abu I:Iaf~ al Warraq 

d) Abu Bakr al I:Iuraythi 

1 Khiilid al-QaJ:1~ubI: A poet at Ibn al-RumI's period 
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Ibn al-RumI lampoons him in more than ninety poems. Here is 

one example: 

~I 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1. How excellent a man is al Tal. How many 

obscurities of Fiqh has he made clear! 

2. I saw his wife one day, in his presence, with her 

legs raised up until they almost touched the ceiling of 

the room. 

3. I said would she not do better to hide herself from 

you? 

He said: she is afraid of the punishment of God, her 

master. 

4. Because she would be sinning if she concealed her 

adultery from me, since she would then fear me more 

than she feared God. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Diwan, 1, 120 
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'Ubayd Allah Ibn Abd Allah 1 

Ibn al-Rumi praises and complains of him in more than forty 

seven poems. 

2 u....:..;1 .BI~ . ~ w...J . ~\.! "'I..... ..1< I...i.II u....:..;1 1 .. 
t..> loY· '-" oJ ~ lY' ..»" ~ 1 

~ l7~1 ~ ..y c.S ¥ J ..yl;' L.u.l ~y-L!ll J Jb.J1 ~1 2 

* * * 

4 

1. May my soul be the ransom of a prince who is just 

to everyone except to me; in this I suffer injustice. 

2. Procrastination and delay here interfered with his 

rewarding me, although my compacUagreement with 

him is that he would pay before being praised. 

* * * 

4. I did not suppose that I should have to wait for the 

rain of his gifts, seeing that others are given regular 

spring and autumn pasturage. 

Also he says 

1 A prince, poet and chief of Baghdad's police in Ibn al-Rumi's time. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 258 
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t!1.J)1 w.J:!i.ll ~ U=.J ~1 Aj.J~ u= ~I <...ifo 11 
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* * * 

17 

* * * 

~)L"J ~ ~ 1.li1 ~J 27 

~I J)I .2l1y.» WeI..J bJ lY'! J 
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10. I swear that if ever I can do without you, I shall be 

able to do without the water which I drink. 

11. For how could anyone do without him through 

whose gifts comes wealth, and from him in whose 

hands are the abundant spring rains? 

12. Even if I hold my praise aloof, it is lavish to you, 

and even if I turn my face away, it remains submissive 

to you. 

* * * 

16. I have never feared that my means would fail 

because of you, even if other people's means have 

done so. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 4, 142-143 
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17. Let me not be the only one whose portion in you is 

cut off; I am most anxious about this. 

* * * 

27. Live forever in happiness, health and safety, even 

if terrors terrify others. 

28. You are to us a valley with fertile slopes; you are 

to us a lofty mountain of nobility. 

Abu I:Iaf~ al-Warriiq 1 

Ibn al-Rumi lampoons him in more than thirty four poems. 

~I 

.,.:.1 ·':\W ·<\.llI~Lt.... 2 LS~ U"'" _ LS~ 

• - . .11 1._ . 
LSYC "-:l..r.u ~J.J 3 

1. 0 Abu I:Iufay~, gently. I cannot do without you. (I 

need you to provide some of my earnings - by 

lampooning you). 

2. I think God has not sent you towards me for my 

advantage. 

1 Abu I:Iaf~ al-Warraq : A poet at Ibn al-RumI's period. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwin, 3, 72. 
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3. 0 husband of one whom is the wife of all mankind 

but me. 

4. Do you insult my honour, when you are only as tall 

as my penis. 

al-I:luraythi: Abu Bakr Al;mad 1 

Ibn al-Rumi lampoons him in more thar fifteen poems. 

2 ~ .ul .)c U 0:!~)lS 0:!~ l.i.l 1 

ufi:l ~ J ~ uJlS ~ ~hl '1 lY'l.i.l1 ~1 ~ 2 

u~1 ~1.i;..~ cJj'1 (';U "-P. J 1 ~ I jJ 3 

* * * 

7 

1. We have a friend who is not in fact a friend, he 

looks lean although he is fat. 

2. He is one of the worst persons in the world, without 

excepting any that has lived or will live. 

3. When people see his face, their eyes retreat behind 

their eyelids. 

* * * 

1 al-l:iuraythi, A poet from al Mu'tazilah at Ibn al-Rumi's period. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 6, 236 
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T He is a Mu'tazili who conceals his unbelief. He 

shows only their front, not their back. 

'Ali Ibn Ya1).ya Ibn Abu Man~ur1 

Ibn al-Rumi praises and complains of him in more than twenty 

seven poems. 

J..\.SJ\ 

9 

10 

11 

* * * 

* * * 

9. To the tribe of Yahya has my beast crossed the 

furthest reaches of a land, after which lie more, 

10. And when my journey finally brought me to them I 

made my she camel knee down in the kneeling place 

11. To a people to the like of whom the guest will 

never come by night - because of their generosity and 

extensive dwellings. 

1 'Ali Ibn Yal)ya. A Persian poet and writer who was a freind of al-Mutawakkil and the 

other Caliphs after him until al-Mu'tamid. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 7, 8. 
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* * * 

19. I made for one of them in order to praise him, 

about of whom my tongue is obedient even when it 

wants to disobey me. 

* * * 

21. Generous, whose gifts call out to those who run , 

from him. Where are you running to from me? It is 

too late to escape. 

Ibn al-Rumi says: 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

11 

* * * 

14 

* * * 

35 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Dlwan, 3, 200-202. 
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1. Oh Abu Hasan, ('Ali Ibn Yal).ya is meant) a long 

time has passed, but nothing of your debt has been 

paid, even though I am patient. 

* * * 

4. I wish I knew, in the midst of life's vicissitudes, 

when you will fulfil your promise, which I am waiting 

for. 

* * * 

9. Happy are those men to whom rain clouds from 

both your hands are continually generous. 

* * * 

11. You have given them wealth and position; they 

have received of both an abundant portion that fills the 

hand. 

* * * 

14. You have left me lost, beyond your care. 0 Ibn 

Yal).ya for God's sake, [do you know] what [a great 

person] you are leaving? 

* * * 

35. People will ask me: What did he give you? So 

what answer would you like me to give? 

36. Shall I tell them the truth? Is it a complaint or 

shall I tell a lie? If so Islam forbids telling lies. 
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Ibrahim Ibn al Mudabbir1 

Ibn ai-Rum! praises him and lampoons him in more than twenty 

poems. 

J,.\.SJI 

2)Lh ~I . \....,.l;c. ·.Cl )lll...o ... - 'I clli... d ~ 1 L.. ....J.J t5l _ LJ-"-' _ UJ:!"-' .Y-'-'-'-", 1 

3· 

* * * 

9 

1. Men's eyes do not perceive you as insignificant, but 

as great and glorious in their hearts. 

2. You advance in your robes of state, like a heavenly 

body and the people round you lay carpets before 

your feet as you advance. 

3. Indeed you are like a bright full moon crowned with 

a crown of newly risen stars that are fortunate 

because of it. 

* * * 

1 Ibrahim Ibn al Mudabbir, A minister, writer and poet at Ibn al-RumI's period. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 5, 152 
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9. People who have you with them have more right 

than you to be congratulated because of their great 

good fortune. 

10. You have treated them fairly, and you have 

established your justice among them as an impartial 

balance that does not incline arbitrarily. 

11. Their eyes have become calm, their fear has left 

them and those who intended to leave have remained. 

Ibn al-Ruml also says: 

1 

1. You have returned me my praises after keeping 

them for a long time and having sullied their new 

clothes, 

2. You said, 'Praise anyone you like with them except 

me.' But who will accept second-hand praises. 

3. Especially since you have steeped them in your 

shameful stains which will never disappear. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwiin, 2,127. 
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4. A live man does not wear the shrouds of death after 

they are full of corruption. 

The Five Senses in Ibn al-Rilm?s poetry 

Ibn al-Rumi employs all five senses when creating his images. 

He is particularly fond of colour images and metaphors suggesting 

colour, ego 'shyness' for red, and 'brightness' for white. The following 

are examples of pictures involving each of the five senses: 

Sight 

~I 

* * * 

* * * 

, .... J . >'1 . .1:.U11 ~ .l.li! L 'I \.s.ll J=.:i 6 6 . Y"" J U:!...r'" J. ~ J tY 

60. A wine ( daughter of a vine) is handed to us by an 

open-handed girl whose throat is covered by a 

necklace of gold [blazing on the throat like ripe 

grapes]. 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Dlwan, 1, 319-320. 
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62. On the breast of a pretty girl, who leaves 

passionate the man who is drained of all passion. 

* * * 

66. She bears both cup and jewels in such a way as to 

appear a temptation to those who watch and those 

who drink. 

Ibn al-Ruml wrote these two lines on an apple 

1J;... _'I <-6.)1' ~ -G:...h.J -.k. :1. .. I . y -' . U:l-!. " 0-'-" ~ j 1 

~I • . .h..J - lA ~ J)L :1_;. ~'1 . ~0"c.S .c.Sy . .~ 2 

1. A lover sent me word of his desire, so I came in 

both hope and fear_ 

2. Don't shame me by rebuking me; suffice it that you 

see the red flame of shame on my cheek. 

Sound 

W#JI 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Diwan, 5, 82. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, D1wan, 2, 266, 267. 
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14. She sang beautifully but seemed, because of the 

stiffness of her limbs not to sing. 

* * * 

16. She sang softly without taking breath, and she 

sang with emotion with that in which there was no 

foolishness. 

17. Her voice was pitched in long breath, enough to 

assemble the sighs of her lovers. 

18. Coquetry and coyness attenuated it , and emotion 

rendered it almost inaudible. 

19. You found it now dying, now living, pleasurable in 

both its complexity and its range. 

In these last three lines, Ibn al-Rumi changes the sensory 

medium of the picture from the language of the ear to the language of 

the eye. 

Taste 

~I 

1y~)1 ~Ij ~4 Y~...J Cj..JI I)}.:.. I.) ,-:-,I~I c1y.J 13 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 320. 
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73. When drinkers want to mix their wine they mix it 

with saliva - Oh, how sweet that saliva is!. 

Touch 

~\ 

3. How good are the nights of Aylul [septemberJ,when 

our beds are cool and the wind becomes calm. 

4. And the cold then makes the hair stand up on the 

skin, so that the bellies of bed-fellows are closely 

entwined. 

Scent 

1. May a north wind greet you from me-a wind that 

circles round Paradise and brings ease and the scent 

of sweet basil. 

Combined Senses 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Dlwan, 1, 29. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 6, 209. 
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1. sight and sound 

~\ 

1. May a north wind greet you from me - a wind that 

circles round Paradise and brings ease and the scent 

of sweet basil. 

2. May it blow at dawn, so that each branch whispers 

at its companion and the birds call loudly to one 

another. 

3. Ash-grey doves sing upon green dangling 

branches, on which they rise sometimes and 

sometimes touch the earth. 

Ibn al-Ruml on occasions combines the three senses of sight, 

taste and smell. 

4 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwiin, 6, 209. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwiin, 6, 5. 
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3. A yellow wine the colour of which the bottle 

assumed and you would think that the contents of its 

skin were molten gold. 

4. Sweet basil for its drinker,an antidote for those 

bitten by it, curing those who are sick because of it. 

Sight, Sound and Smell 

~I 

1.~_.,_~'l "WI i,'l -Gi,.L . -'1'L.uL, I u ." r.:--- J ls- _J= ~ Y u _ y. 1 

* * * 

3 

4 

6 

1. Abu Sulayman's methods are not acceptable, either 

in singing or in instructing children 

* * * 

3. When he sings it is like a drunk man's excrement 

pouring forth, the same colour as his force. 

4. When he joyfully answers the drum [tunbur] each 

sound goes in different directions; his is in Egypt and 

the drum's in Khurasan. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 6, 288. 
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5. The howling of a dog accompanying the string of a 

teasing bow, ugly as an ape and proud as Haman. 

6. To the eye, his jaws seem, when they part as he 

sings, to be the jaws of a miller's mule. 

al-'Aqqad says concerning the rhyme word of the last line that 

Ibn al- Rum! dose not introduce the miller jU,st for the sake of the rhyme 

but because the image would not be complete without it, because of the 

associations it conveys.1 

Smell, Sight, Taste and Touch 

J..,\SJ\ 

* 

,- ' .. - I· \ - . i.s 
~ ~ l.JC Y.-' LJ J 

* 

* * 

* * 

6 

1. A yellow fowl with a golden colour and golden price 

brought by a young lad, 

1 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-Rum'i, 120. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rum'i, Dlwan, 3, 56 
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2. So big that it is almost a goose and so heavy its 

skin almost splits. 

* * * 

6. We proceeded to peel off its skin from its flesh and 

it was as thought as gold was picked away from silver. 

7. Proceeded by Tarides like goodness proceeded by , 

others. 

* * * 

9. And after it came delicate sweetmeats which 

pleased the palate and the throat. 

The role of Perfection 

Physical perfection 

(y-U.Jl 

1. There is nothing of which the best does not appear 

in him, so that the 

eye moves only from him to him again. 

2. The eye's enjoyment of him is always fresh, as 

thought its last look at him were its first. 

Sensual Perfection 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 5, 148 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

"i.She is in my embrace but my soul desires her still. 

Is there a closeness beyond embrace? 

2.1 kiss her mouth that my fever might end, but my 

mad thirst only grows. 

3. The lovesickness in me is not of the kind healed by kisses. 

4.Nothing it seems, can cure my heart's thirst except to see 

our souls mingle. 2
" 

Ibn al-Rumi frequently produces images that combine different kinds of 

sensory details. 

Conclusions 

(1) Istiqsa' before Ibn al-Rumi was largely spontaneous. 

(2) Ibn al-Rumi employs Istiqsa' very extensively in his poetry, with the 

result that many of his qa$idahs are too long. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 6, 222 

2 Ashtiany, The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature, 'Abbasid, 217. 
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(3) His use of Tashkhis exemplary. 

(4) He avails himself of allusions to the Quran and to, Umayyad and 

Early 'Abbasid poetry in his ~an. 

(5) His relationship with other poets of his period was not always good, 

he tended to use lampoon. as extortion. 

(6) His language is more colloquial and a less elevated style and 

vocabulary than other contemporary poets. 
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CHAPTER Three 
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The Exordium of Arabic poetry 

The early Islamic poets tended to make their exordia (the first 

one or two lines) jazil and baligh because they believed that; 

1. The poetry is locked, the exordium is its key; 

2. The virtue of the contents of the exordium is to be judged by the first 

impression on the hearer; 

3. Because of the critics judgement as to the superiority of the 

Jahill.qa~idah early Islamic poets made this their model, whether or not 

this way entirely germane to their own purposes. 

Many poets such as, Bashshar, Abu Tammam and al- Bul).turi 

like these critics, believed that the atlal theme was the only suitable 

opening I exordium for the qasidah, 

Although, on the other hand, Muslim Ibn al-Walid, Abu Nuwas and Ibn 

al-RumI include a few qasidahs in their poetry which contains the atlal 

motif, the majority of poems began quite differently. 

In some cases, they even made fun of the atlal motif, e.g. Muslim says 

~I 

1\. .',\..i..., \ ~. wb. Ijl \..~ I 1 • • c.! \~\ ,',<'. \~,~ 1 
~ <.,?, _. 0" .~.J.J '+.!-'":'.J c..r-~ 

4Ai ).hA~1 t..l.J 4-:1,; ~y LJS ~ L)"AI.J)I t..l 2 

1 Muslim Ibn al-Walid, DIwan, Cairo 1970, 216 
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1. I am too busy to weep and elegise the traces now that my 

lover no longer has her dwelling there at any time. 

2. let the winds raise the dust on them whenever they blow 

and let the rains efface them. 

3. If my lover is staying there, I will stay there too, if she has 
I 

moved on why should I not move on too? 

We may compare this with Abu NUW8S, lines 

~)I 

1 .. L '1£.1 . L, illl 
~u y~ J 

1. Ask the one who is weeping standing at the traces 

that have been effaced, what harm would there be in 

his sitting down. 

2. Leave Salma and the dwelling aside and drink a 

morning draught of wine of karkh, gleaming like a 

glowing coal. 

And he says 

JU1J1 

1 aI-Hasan Abu Nuwas, Diwan, 134 

2 al-I:Jasan Abu Nuwas, DIwan, 10 
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'-:-l..J!'- LA..>"I tY> w.,JL W~!-9 u ~ J ...:ru:. i9 \)..l...::.a:i.il 2 

~\ 

1. 0' you who are weeping, over the ruins which have been 

changed by the effects of time may you weep with an eye 

whom flow and does not dry up. 

2. Do you describe a dwelling place that has been altered 

and effaced? I am hostile to whate,ver you are content to 

describe it as. 

1 .u .JA"'-J .o\.;\.S.J ..lbJ J .ufo J ....... Y-".J ccllLJ t..l 1 

.u ~ J .u:.L.u. .)l] J .4...0 J "-Ali.... }.~ J 2 

~\ 

1. Leave to the weeper his ruins and his traces and 

leave his camels and his litters to the one who drives 

them along singing. 

2. And leave to the seducer both his foolishness and 

youthful folly and leave to the frivolous man his songs 

and his wine. 

2~\ tY> '-f.j\~J.i"-! J)U,~\ ~ 0.l~ ~..l Jb 1 

* * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 5, 223 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 5, 235 

* 
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1. The tears of an outpouring over the site of the camp 

after it has empty of its dwellers 

* * * 

3. What right has it, by giving gifts and assistance to 
I 

its people, to have someone to look after it? 

4. So leave off standing by it, it is one of the stopping-

places of error .. 

Ibn aI-RumPs new type of exordium 

Ibn al-Rumi prefaces many of his poems with a new kind of 

exordium 

1. Praise of God 

~I 

1. I praise God, like one who gives thank for a favour, 

glad, -not refusing -to praise his lord 

~I 

1 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwa.n, 1, 314 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwa.n, 1, 35 
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1. I praise God quite sincerely, in the morning, but 

also in the night and in the evening. 

~I 

1. I praise God over and over again, one who returns 
I 

to God again and again. 

1. I should praise, after God in every shrine, Abu 

Hasan, I mean 'Ali Ibn Al).mad. 

~I 

1. We praise God when he bestows and gives life, 

after the star of the earth was almost overthrown. 

2. Ibn ai-Rum! starts with gardens, flowers and fruits 

~I 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwiin, 1, 250 

2 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Diwiin, 2, 194 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rum!,Diwiin, 4, 286 
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1. Gardens in which the earth preens itself, as a 

young girl preens herself in ahrad. 

1. Birds sing, weep, complain of love and passion and converse in the 

garden. 

1. I saw a fresh nosegay of narcissus in my love's 

hand. 

1. Eyes are the most beautiful in face and the 

narcissus is more like them than anything else. 

W#JI 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 195 

2 'Aili bn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 95 

3 , Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 63. 

4 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 3, 321 
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1~J 1ft 6.l) I.... Ijl J.JYI ~ 4y tSy'l 1 

1. You never find a narcissus compared with roses 

when you require thought and looking. 

3. Ibn-al RumI also begins several of his exordia with the Mahrajan 

..;§I}I 

2!>li..JI tjJj~}..Jl .JJY" .y! u~ u~..wJ\ '-:-1='-1 1 

1. I like the Mahrajan-autumn festival because brilliant 

kings feel happy because of it. 

4. Ibn al-RumI weeps for youth 

~I 

3~1 w Y" tS yJ y) ... .y! J J ~ WI w~h.l y~1 ~ 1 

~I 

1. I weep for my youth because of women's need and 

I have in it other requirements for me that I weep for 

also. 

4~1 I....l>.ly-=JI ~ f'J~ ul.J ~ ~b.J y~1 ~1 1 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 100. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1,30. 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 6, 381. 

4 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1. 390. 
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1. Youth is slipping off you like a cloak, and nothing 

will last as long as day and night alternate with each 

other. 

1 • '~jll ~Y-Fu ~.J 

"1. My head is grey though it is not time for growing 

grey. The wonders of time are not strange i.e., one 

can not be surprised at what time does."2 

The Revivification of Poetry in the 'Abbasid Period 

There are various features of 'Abbasid poetry which are largely 

absent from earlier poetry. In the particular case of Ibn ai-Rum! one 

can mention three broad areas of intellectual and emotional endeavour 

which distinguish his versifying; philosophy, asceticism and logic. 

These are not, of course, wholly independent of developments within 

society and trends within scientific progres Zuhd3 is a reaction to 

mujun, and vice versa, while philosophy and logic owe their popularity 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 125. 

2 Rhurun Guest, Life and Work of Ibn er Rumi, 82. 

3 For the early development of the Zuhdiyyat, see A. Hamori, "Ascetic Poetry 

(Zuhdiyyat)" in J. Ashtiany et al.,'Abbasid Belies-Lettres : The Cambridge History of 

Arabic Literature, Cambridge 1990, 265-269. 
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to the translation movement and the amassing of books in the Bayt al-

Hikmah. 

Philosophical Poetry 

By this I mean what the poets assimilate from the human 

experience and how they use it in their poetry, the best known example 
, 

of this is Abu al-'Ala al-Ma'rrL Take this poem for example: 

.)1)\ 

1 ~ ~\.hJ\ . .J . . . ..., c.r.J 1 

6 

7 

* * * 

* * * 

"1. Souls stretching out their necks towards the 

resurrection and error standing upright in folly! 

1 Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arrI, al-Luzumiyyat, Cairo, 1891, 1, 88-89. 
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2. You refuse obstinately ever to do a good action, 

and (yet) you make ready for the day of forgiveness! 

3. Be not deluded by a smile from a friend, for his 

thoughts are (all) hatred and guile. 

4. And men, whether children or aged (the latter) grow 

grey in error or (the former) grow l)P (in it). 

5. You foolishly love your worldly life, but it never 

bestowed on you what you desired. 

6. Ever since your carnal soul become lusty as a 

young camel, you amble and shamble along in error. 

7. Though the sleep of mortals shall be long, for the 

sleepers there must surely be an awakening. 

* * * 

11. Neither shall any power protect you from being 

carried into captivity not though the darkness be a veil 

over you. 

* * * 

15. Eloquence did not ward off death from Socrates, 

neither did any medicine protect Hippocrates against 

Ibn al-Rumi says: 

1 A.Y. Arberry, Arabic Poetry, 112-115. 
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~I)I 

1 ~~I tJA U~)l9 .:I~~.:I.o...::J tJA dl.J.:IC 1 

~\~\ ) I"~I tJA J..?:! olji L. ;S1 ~1J.l1 u).9 2 

y)lijl ~l .J.J4'1I.J ~ IJ.:IC be ~~I yliil \:oll 3 

~\ y-a.11 tJA .»&11 ~~ UiIS ~ .»&11 ulS ).J 4 

~'-fj ~ , .. : .. A.i~ ~ wbi.... ;; J w jiS:i....1 L. J! L.JS.l J 5 

~~ J!l3 r-S.J w~ ..# ~ .»&11 & t..l9 6 

~I:WI c....ihlJI ~ \5)1 ~J wI.:uY"! C)LJI ~I L..J 7 

1. Your enemy gets information about you from your 

friend, so -for this reason-don't have too many friends, 

2. Because usually you see illness occurring from 

food or drink. 

3. When the friend turns away, then he has became a 

clear enemy and every thing is on the point of turning 

(for the worse) 

4. If the majority were good, then it is fitting to be one 

of their companions. 

5. But how rarely have you had many friends without 

falling in with wolves in (Iambs) clothing. 

6. So leave excess on one side; how often has excess 

been found to be despicable, and how often has 

paucity been approved. 

1 'Ali Ibn al .. Rumi Dlwan, 1 , 246 .. 247. 
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7. The briny oceans cannot quench the thirst, that is 

to be found in sweet -tasting drops . 

.)1)1 

l:iJ.J' • j \(" ... 
.. ..>""~l5 u->~J 1 

2 

8 

1. I have seen time advance every scoundrel and put 

down every man of honourable character. 

2. Just as every living thing downs in the sea while a 

corpse continues to float on it. 

3. or like the scales which do not tip in favour of every 

full measure but do tip in favour of every light weight. 

4. Such is his way with us, but we, no matter how long 

he continues, are in lofty fortresses 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi ,Dlwan.4, 231. 

See also Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2,160.3,132.4,212.5,196.6,31,189. 
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5. Which were built by our forefather so we could 

protect ourselves there and in pure souls. 

6. If his barbaric conduct increases despite us, then 

we will bear it with intelligent minds. 

7. And we will protect ourselves repulse his tyranny 

with patience until we drive it away with subtle 
1 

reasoning. 

8. Until God in whom is placed all hope against his 

(i.e. Times) calamities shows pity to his pure 

(worshipper) 

Zuhdiyyat (ascetic poetry) 

Zuhd as a reaction against the shamelessness of Mujun and 

Lahu appears in the Abbasid period. 

Zuhd is best characterised by the early 'Abbasid poet Abu al-

'Atahiyyah 

He says 

~\)\ 

1 Isma'i Abu al-'Atahiyyah, Dlwan, Beirut, n.d., 263. 
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5 

6 

7 

1. My God don't chastise me because I agree with all 

what I have done. 

2. I have no other contrivance but my hope of your , 

forgiveness, if you will forgive me and my suspicions 

are correct. 

3. How often have I slipped into error, though you are 

gracious and bounteous to me. 

4. When I contemplate my regret for (having 

committed) them, I bite my fingers and gnash my 

teeth. 

5. I am possessed by the splendour of the world and 

pass the whole of my life in desire. 

6. If I were really Zahid then I would have turned the 

back of the shield to its people. 

7. People think that I am a good person, but I am the 

worst of creation if you do not forgive me. 

Ibn ai-Rum! himself composed Zuhd poetry, an indication that he 

was torn in two different diredions- whether follow to Mujun and Lahu, -

or to be a good Muslim. 

Ibn ai-Rum! says 
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1 -~ Jl;J1 '\.i:,. o u. t,;.;.lll ~ J\.A,)I ~! 1 

J,-!l r:).A!:>.)1 ~l ~yl..b. tY> ~ 2 

* * * 

Ij!WI W ~\.c.J L.i.lll ~ ~I' .' ..J.J 4 

-I..;hl wli&.. o ,.J _ lit ~ ~ U:!=>- _ 5 

* * * 

* * * 

1. The gardens of Eternity long for those who are 

Zuhhad in this world-

2. Worshippers who flee from their sins to the 

compassionate one 

* * * 

4. This world shows its attractions to them and tries to 

hinder them but they are not hindered. 

5. When it encounters them, they must be tranquil, 

with downcast eyes. 

* * * 

9. They clamour to God while their tears stream forth. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, DIwan, 4, 238-284. 
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* * * 

15. We fear you, though you may forgive us, the heart 

of man is tremulous. 

And he says 

VE 

1 

2 

3 

~.lli ufi411 ~ .l5.J ~.l5 ~ ..?\.s.s 4 
r 

~.l:J w&. J)tk.... ~\ ~ jiA W$ Y J 5 

1. The arrows of Doom are aimed at you, so set limits 

on yourself before death. 

2. There has been counted, before you, those whom 

you saw (die), and it will not be long before they count 

you also. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rum'i, Dlwan, 5, 59, 60-see also 1,394.2,51, 86, 186.4, 122. 
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3. So leave foolishness and error aside- you must 

guide yourself aright. 

4. In your case, it seems to me that your death has 

already been announced and that the mourners have 

already bemoaned your loss. 

5. That you have left your well-c~mstructed dwelling 

empty and have taken up residence in your grave. 

6. That you are alone in the Abode of decay and the 

two Angels are all alone with you. 

7. That all your people have been consoled for you 

and they have forgotten ever having known after some 

days. 

8. Enjoying what you have amassed and seeing no 

need to praise you for it. 

9. Comfortable, while you are under the ground, and 

the worms eat your flesh. 

10. They have consigned you to the grave and have 

cushioned your cheek with earth. 

Ibn ai-RumPs Use of Logic 

Ibn al-Ruml makes frequent use of logic in his poetry -al-Istiqsa'

and he is the best poet in this field for example he says:-
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31 

32 

33 

34 

31. Because of the world's heralding of its 

vicissitudes, the child starts crying the moment he is , 

delivered. 

32. If not then why is he crying, because the world is 

more spacious luxurious than where he was. 

33. As soon as he sees the world, he cries out, as if 

scared of the pains he will suffer there. 

34. The soul has many conditions in which it seems to 

see what will happen to it in the future. 

Weeping the youth 

Ibn al-Ruml.says: 

2('.l! ~ ~ Ij))I) ~ ~ 0-> ~)I 1 

~\ 0-> ~ L.)~ l.g.:j.fo.. J..,t- ~I Y:;c 2 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 2, 113. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 6, 102, 103. 
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r.wl ~)/! .4J1~-, ~)/ ~~ Y}J 5 

"1.You should not blame a man who weeps his youth 

unless because he does not weep for it with blood. 

2. The worst of youth is the ache that comes after its 

intoxication, a pain as intense as are its delights, 

3. We can never see it clearly as, it is until we have 

become old and worn out, 

4.Just as the virtue of the sun does not appear until 

the earth is beset with darkness. 

5.May a thing is not manifested by its existence until it 

has ceased to be". 1 

An additional example of creating self-contained qasidahs from 

earlier topics and motifs is well exemplified in the following short piece 

which should, perhaps, be classed as a sort of epigram 2, a 

characteristic of much of Ibn al-Rumi's shorter verse. Indeed, in Ibn al

Rumi's longer poems it would not be injudicious to say that his 

ruminations on such concerns as lost youth, while actuated by a desire 

to elicit the mamduh's sympathy (thereby opening his purse-Strings), 

often attain the status of self contained entities which could easily be 

extirpated from the rest of the qasidah and allowed to stand as 

1 Rhurun Guest, Life and Work of Ibn er Rumi, 68. 

2 • See Rhurun Guest,. Life and Work of Ibn er Rumi,68, ("Short Poems and 

Aphorisms") and G. Schoeler, "Ibn al-Rumi's Poem on Poetry" JAL 26 Part 1, 

(February 1996). 
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independent pieces. This is a trend which is, in general, typical of 

Abbasid poetry which strove for a greater unity and more effective 

cohesion, tending to avoid the excessive length of Ibn al-Rumi's 

qasidahs. 

There was no mention of grave images, of wine or of tribal 

factionalism. The lampoon was also strongly, disapproved -witness al-

L 

I:Iutayyah's punishment at the hands of 'Umar Ibn al-Khanab for his 

lampoon of al-Zibriqan Ibn Badr as he says 

1. Leave noble deeds alone! Do not travel in search 

for them, but sit at home as you will be fed and clothed 

(like a woman) there. 1 

With the establishment of the Umayyad Caliphate and its desire 

to use poetry as propaganda, Arabic verse enjoyed a resurgence. 

Urbanisation in many areas and lands of the Abbasid Empire, together 

with the use of Arabic as an artistic medium by non-Arabs, led to the 

wholesale regeneration of Arabic Poetry. 

lSee the narrative of this escapade in Abu al-Faraj al-I~fahani, al-Agbani, Cairo, 1969, 

2, 596-607. 
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The IAims' of Poetry (al-Aghrad al-Shtriyyah) 

The 'aims' of Jahili Poetry were panegyric (madh), elegy (ritha'), 

love poetry (ghazal), lampoon (Hija') and self-glorifying poetry (fakhr).1 

When Islam appeared a new poetic intention was born to adapt poetry 

to the strictures of Islam and to defend the faith, consequently. 

Panegyric 

The majority of Abbasid poetry is panegyric in form, which did 

not experience as much regeneration when compared with other 

Abbasid genres because the poets largely followed the method of the 

Jahili panegyrics although they did bring about a number of formal 

changes. 

Shawqi I)ayf says 

The Abbasid poets followed the pre-Islamic exordium - in 

panegyric poetry- because they felt that this exordium dealt with every 

feature, good and bad, in the human predicament and not because 

they wanted to prove any relationship with their ancestors.2 

In Jahili panegyric poetry one finds nobility, bravery, pride and 

chivalry all of which are mentioned also in Islamic, Umayyad and 

1 I have deliberately excluded description (wasD from these 'aims' : the 'aim' of much 

pre-Islamic wasf is subjective, being concerned with the poet and not the object 

described. 

2 Shawqi I)ayf. al-'A?r al-'Abbasi, 2, 206. 
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Abbasid poetry besides specific Islamic characteristics like Godliness, 

fear of God and justice. 

Indications that the caliphs, princes and patrons of whatever 

social standing, were much concerned with their religious reputation. 

Ibn al-Ruml's Panegyrics 

Most of Ibn al-Ruml's poetry is pan~gyrical because his poetry 

was the only way for him to feed himself and his family. 

It is not easly to say that any long qasidah by Ibn ai-Rum! can be 

characterised as having only one intention (gharad) because each long 

qasidah contains more than one intention. For example many of his 

panegyrical qasidahs contain ghazal, rebuke, description and gnomic 

wisdom, thereby rendering it difficult to class them under one intention. 

When I say for example that this is a panegyrical asqidah, it is only 

because this is how Ibn ai-Rum! mention it. 

His panegyrical exordia follow two different pathways 

One resembles the traditional, pre-Islamic exordium, the other is 

more in keeping with the Abbasid regenerated exordium. 

Nazik Saba Yarid says that Ibn al Ruml does keep himself to the 

pre-Islamic exordia by starting with Nasib but sometimes in place of 

that he starts with bemoaning lost youth. 1 

Ibn ai-Rum! says 

1 Nazik Saba Yarid, Ibn al-Rumi, 48. 
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1 

1. Is there a blazing coal between my ribs, for what is 

now past, or it is a sigh (constantly) renewed. 

Or he can begin with argumentation 

~I 

.•• <: .~. \j ~. I \ 'k \.... 2 
~...r LJ. - 0! t.,? lY' 

1.My companions said: Go and buy us some wine 

said-hold on! I have a lot of wine, 

2.For as long as Ibn Sa'id is alive and with me, then 

my standing is great. 

Or by describing a journey by river 

~1.,11 

1. When one day a far off destination made me settle 

by the river of Abu al-Khasib. 

Or he can begin directly 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 111. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, Dlwan, 3, 76. 

3 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Dlwan, 1, 376. 
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~I 

1.0 Qasim, with the beautiful face, you whose love 

comprises (all) desires. 

Ibn ai-Rum! 's panegyric qasidah can-sometimes be very long. 

Three hundred and thirty seven lines 

~I 

2~1 tJA ~Ijl ~ J)Lb\11.; 0.ub, t""..l J.l; 1. 

1.Tears were shed and spilled on the traces after they 

had become empty of their inhabitants. 

And sometimes become very short two lines: 

1.He has no faults in his character, except that he 

makes empty promises of generosity. 

Ibn ai-Rum! directs his praises towards three classes of people: 

1. The Caliphs 

Ibn al-Rumi was contemporary with nine caliphs 

1. al-Mu'tasim (r.218 AH - 227 AH) 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 1,57. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 5, 235-252. 

3 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 458. 
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2. al-Wathiq (r.227 AH - 232 AH) 

3. al-Mutawakkil (r.232 AH - 247 AH) 

4. al-Munta~ir (r.247 AH - 248 AH) 

5. al-Mtista'ln (r.248 AH - 252 AH) 

6. al-Mu'tazz (r.252 AH - 255 AH) 

7. al-MuhtadI (r.255 AH - 256 AH) 

8. al-Mu'tamid (r.256 AH - 279 AH) 

9. al-Mu'tac;lid (r.279 AH - 289 AH) 

But he only praises four of them 

1. al-Musta'in. 

2. al-Mu'tac;lid. 

3. al-MuhtadI. 

4. al-Mu'tamid. 

Their caliphates coincide with Ibn al Rumi's maturity 

1. al-Musta'ln 

Ibn al-RumI praises him with one stanza 

1 

2 

3 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 6, 209, 210. 
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1. Amir al-Mu'minin be patient, God requites those 

who are patient. 

2. Before we would congratulate those who enjoyed 

the Caliphate. 

3. Until when you became Caliph, you guided (it) in 

the path of the Rashidun (Rightly Guided Caliphs). 

* * * 

6. Be patient for it; those whom you approve as 

helpers will not cease to be your aides. 

7. It is the trial of the God-fearing and the seduction of 

those devoted to luxury. 

2. al-Muhtadi 

Ibn al-Rumi praises him with two lines: 

1 

2 

1. Say to the Imam who is rightlyguided, like his name, 

and who is the same in secret and public. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 3, 115. 
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2. You have established the right of some people 

against others, so establish the right of the people 

against time. 

3. al-Mu'tamid 

Ibn al-Rumi praises him with two poems 
1 

(~I 

2 LJ1) 4.;t... ~ l... LJ~..M-A.J ~I : LJI~ 1 

LJl...)l t.i!ll.J.J~ ~~.J ~ ~l 2 

* * * 

LJl.fol ~ t.5Y- ..;= (,l...)11 ~ Aj1lJ 

LJ4!J1 .u..a.! tP ~ I~ Jy- ~ ~ 

LJl...J <I..i)1~ ~ ('.) JS.J ~) JS .) 

4 

5 

6 

1. There are two festivals- 'Id al-Adha and Mahrajan, 

the like of which are never celebrated on the same 

day. 

2. Is not one a festival of denial, the other a festival of 

joy? 

They have been neighbours, How wondrous a time 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 5, 15. 6, 195 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 6, 195 

* * * 
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4. May God keep the Imam so that he may (once 

more) witness a conjoining of their likes (on the same 

day) 

5. Mu'tamid has not ceased to be a pillar-even 

eloquence speaks of his generosity. 

6. In every land and among every rac~ tongues speak 

in praise of his kindnesses. 

4. al-Mu'taqid 

Ibn al-RumI praises him with twenty six poems.
1 

W#JI 

0:!-1y..J1 J,;.u: ~'l.JA ~ ~ l= ('lA'll ~')t,...., 3 

lJ:!C ... .) ('~ 4.lS bJ"-'-" 414 ('lA'll ~J 4 

1. People claim that there is only one star of good 

fortune-no more- or that there are two. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rum"i, mwii.n, 1, 50, 56, 396 

2,137,174,175,182,188,198,274,287,289 

3,69,79,226,266,269 

4,113,224,276 

5,22,106 

6,12,22,207,209 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rum"i, mwii.n, 6, 209. 
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2. I said "steady on! The sun and the full moon will 

meet, and then how many pairs (of offspring) will 

come from two felicitous stars. 

3. Shortly, the daughter of his client, the lord of the 

two Maghribs, will meet the Iman. 

4. And the Iman will be given blessings from her, all of 
I 

them a delight for the Iman. 

2. Dynasties 

Ibn al-Rumi praises: 

1. The Tahirids 

2. The family of Wahb 

This poem is praise of these dynasties will be exemplified in one 

poem devoted to each. 

1. TAHIRIDS 

"The Tahirid family, semi-independent vassals of the khalif, had 

established a hereditary right to govern Baghdad and some adjacent 

territory, as well as to rule over the provinces of Khurasan and other 

dependencies of the califate in the east. 

One of the family, MulJammad Ibn 'Abdallah Ibn Tahir, had been 

appointed governor of Baghdad by his brother the viceroy of Khurasan 

when Ibn er-Rumi was 16 years of age, and on the death of his 

overlord in 248 A H kept this office, but was promoted to holding direct 

from the caliph ......... Ibn er-Rumi would naturally have taken the first 

opportunity of endeavouring to obtain his support. He courted him, but 
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appears to have failed to gain his favour ....... Mul).ammad Ibn 'Abdallah 

may have abstained from rewarding Ibn al-RumI because he was not 

satisfied with his panegyric or simply because he was stingy ....... 

Never the less when Mul).ammad died towards the end of 253 Ibn al

Rumi mourned him in two elegies .... 

............ Mul).ammad Ibn'Abdaliah Ibn Tahir, was suecceded by his 

brother 'Ubaidallah Ibn'Abdallah, who had been his lieutenant, and of 

all the Tahirids was the most distinguished for culture and literary 

achievement.. ..... Born at about the same time as Ibn er-RumI , he 

survived him for several years. Ibn er-Ruml's Diwan contains more 

poetry addressed to him than to any other person, except one or two 

..... when 'Ubaidallah first became governor the signs of the decay of 

the Tahirid kingdom had hardly become obvious although its weakness 

had been growing for some time one of the first manifest reverses of 

the Tahirids was the loss of the province of Tabaristan to the 'Aliyid EI 

Ijasan Ibn Zaid after a series of wars which were concluded by 255 

A.H. 

In that year Sui aim an Ibn 'Abdallah, who had been expelled from 

Tabaristan where he had been the Tahirid governor was appointed 

governor of Baghdad in the place of his brother 'Ubaidallah Ibn 

'Abdallah ..... Ibn er-RumI appears on the side of 'Ubaidallah. 

At any rate, when Sulaiman was governor Ibn er-RumI tried to 

win his favour, It does not appear how long Sulaiman Ibn 'Abdallah 

remained governor of Baghdad but by 259 A. H. he had been replaced 
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by 'Ubaidallah Ibn 'Abdallah, ... 'Ubaidallah remained in office till 262 

A.H.when he was replaced by his nephew, Mul).ammad Ibn Tahir .... 

'Ubaidallah became governor in .... 266, but had given up the post in 

271 A.H. ,,1 

Ibn al-Rumi praises 'Abdullah Ibn 'Ubaid Allah ai-Tahir with this 

qasidah which he begins with a lament for lost ,youth. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

"1. Grey hair has appeared in my head to remove the 

blindness of my heart, as a wind clears away clouds 

that have assembled, 

1 Rhurun Guest, Life and works of Ibn er-Rumi, 10-14. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 100-101. 
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2. For surely when the welcome signs of broad dawn 

are seen it will (soon) dispel the night; 

3 & 4. My back is bent, the failure of my powers bars 

my vision and my hearing, 

5. Time was my sight would cross a wide expanse of 

desert to its aim. 

6. And my hearing cover a league to take In a 

moderate shout, 

7. But now vicissitudes have blotted out my 

youthfulness which disappears protracted, 

8. So that I have become a revered uncle to a maiden 

to whom once I have been a brother. 

9. In this there is nothing strange, for as events buffet 

a man they make him old, 

10. But what is strange is that it should disturb me , I 

am not one to be moved or to exclaim when fate 

afflicts him".1 

After ten lines Ibn al-Rumi comes to his main point and starts 

his praise: 

1Rhurun Guest, Life and works of Ibn er-Rumi, 61 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 101, 102. 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

23 

'24 

25 
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I~ J'll 0.u~\.hl1 LHI ~\.hll .JA 33 

34 

35 

"11. Take comfort then and think of that, do not forget 

to praise a man, whose face is brilliant as the moon, 

12. Who has between his eyes a sacred sign which 

dissipates the fear of one alarmed who sees it, 

13. A succourer to whom should you appeal, Ibn Tahir 

for aid against time when it brings misfortune he 

would give you help. 

14. One of the line of Mu~'ab who stands higher than 

summits of greatness, 

15. People of whom men loath to give them their due 

readily commend the generosity and valour. 

16. Conspicuous when the race of enterprise is run 

17. By them the tale of eminence is headed and by no 

other will be concluded. 

18. Pass every bound in praise of Ibn Tahir and 

exceed, you will not be reproached for excess 

concerning him. 
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19. Oh Abu Ahmad, lion of the land, its rain when a 

year of dearth has left no marrow in the bone, 

20. Who dwells forever in a mountain at a level higher 

than the eyrie where the griffin lays its eggs and 

brings forth its young! 

21. When he goes in the odour of his good repute it 
1 

seems as if he was perfumed with fragrant musk. 

22. At his door his suitors make their camels kneel 

and If did they not, the camels would stop there by 

themselves. 

23. When you take him by the hand you will touch 

gushing springs of liberality. 

24. At his promise the earth is moved towards him and 

salt regions produce herbage, 

25. At a threat of his it quakes and if his displeasure is 

full, mountains will fall in turn and sink into the ground. 

26. You will not meet a learned man of note more 

erudite in the various branches of science or sounder, 

27. Nor will you see a fire like his in war, so deadly 

and consuming to his enemies. 

28. He is the horse that kings have made run in the 

race and long have found victorious. 

29. If an age wants a boast it is boast enough to have 

produced him. 
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30. When he is the head of the sons of Mus'ab and 

they are captains of valiant youths, 

31. Whatever land of the enemy he wishes he will 

tread, whatever land of the enemy he wishes he will 

subdue. 

32. He is the Tahir (pure) descendant of those Tahirs 
I 

who have gone before without any of them having 

worn honour impugned or sullied. 

33. By him God strengthened the khalifate when its 

support had grown exceedingly weak and perished. 

34. To one who seeks praise from me like the praise I 

have given him since my affection has been 

established and become the marrow of my bones. 

35. I say, Away, I shall never see in your ash any 

spark that one like me can fan into flame,,1 

Wahb's family 

"This family belonged originally to Wasit. They had been In 

government employment since Umaiyad times and could boast of 

continuous service for more than a century and a half. 

The members of the family whom Ibn er -Rumi mentions in his poems 

are Sulaiman Ibn Wahb, his three sons, Al).mad, Wahb and 'Ubaidallah, 

and the two sons of 'Ubaidallah, EI tIasan and EI Qasim. Sulaiman Ibn 

1 Rhurun Guest, Life and works of Ibn er-Ruml , 61, 62. 
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Wahb the head of the family in the middle of the 3rd century, began 

employment as a scribe of Mamun at the age of 14. He held various 

offices and was vizier to EI-Muhtadi also to EI Mu'tamid for a short 

period 

Sulaiman's son, Al).mad, was a poet and author, he held some high 

positions in the government service and died ,in 285. His son, Wahb 

was in the government service before 260 and appears to have been 

still living in about 280. Sulaiman's other son, 'Ubaidallah Ibn 

Sulaiman, had important government employment early. 

'Ubaidallah's son, El I:Iasan, was given charge of several government 

offices, but his father made him appoint deputies to some of them by 

whom he was virtually superseded. He was learned and had written a 

commentary on Euclid. He died in 284. 

His other son, El Qasim was in the service of the government probably 

from the time that 'Ubaidallah becomes Wazir. .. 

Ibn er-Rumi addresses several poems to the family of Wahb ... 

'Ubaidallah's young son El Qasim was Ibn er-RumI's principal patron. 

Ibn er-Rumi addressed more poetry to him than to anyone else. 

At one period Ibn er-Rumi was high in El Qasim's favour, but ultimately 

he becomes estranged from him. And it is on record that El Qasim 

treated Ibn er-Rumi with rudeness in the autumn of 278 when the family 

had been back in authority for only a few months.,,1 

1 Rhurun Guest, Life and works of Ibn er-Ruml , 33-35. 
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Ibn al-Rumi praises al-Qasim: 

W#JI 

\1y\>~1 oJJ ~ tSillJ I'IJ..J ~I ('"'""WI ~l 

I'\..:;, ~ ~IJ 'LY1.il1 ~ ..lJ..;...J1 ~ ..# ..lL..., tfjjlJ 

* * * 

* * * 

7 

1. 0 al-Qasim with the beautiful face, you whose love 

comprises (all) desires. 

2. Who has become a leader without his leadership 

proving objectionable to the people and has become 

exalted at will. 

* * * 

4. He never ceases to turn evening into morning, 

when morning is turned into evening 

* * * 

7. The head of all heads said when he saw him, "The 

full moon has described itself-there's no doubt !" 

With the words: u..... J I'~..J~ ~ 

which poets tend to use more often for women not for men. 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, DIwan, 1,57. 
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12. His justness has encompassed all his subject, but 

I have met with hostilities from him. 

13. Is it pleasant that you cast me aside when I have 
1 

already had hopes of your pleasant opinion (of me). 

14. And when the bird of good omen, which heralded 

a beautiful kingdom, (had appeared) to me. 

In verse 12 Ibn al-Rumi uses the word ll~ drawing on a stock 

of ethico-religious vocabulary to please al-Qasim and to remind him of 

his debt, whereupon the poet can start to criticize him because of his 

failure in this respect. 

16. And then you brought me closer, so may this 

increase your felicity from a helping emir (i.e. God), 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwiin, 1, 58. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwiin, 1, 58. 
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17. And (if) you treated me with decency and 

propriety, so may the hand of God, wealthy and pure, 

do the same for you. 

18. And similarly, whenever you intend to give more to 

your client, may you be given it ,together with comfort! 

In these last three lines Ibn al-Ruml,prays for al-Qasim to get 

grace, good faith and whatever he is generous with himself .. 

\Ifo AJ6.. Wh l.~ ~.J wllcl w.;\ $'ly> IJI 1 9 

~\.ill ~6.. ~\..i:jJ ~~.J wly...::>-il ("M 20 

22 

* * * 

19. I am your slave - you set me free when I had been 

fearing misfortune 

20. So why do you turn your face from me and why do 

you forget my needs (thereby) rendering them null 

and void. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 58, 59. 
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21. The messenger used to come to me and bring me 

joys as gifts, humbling my enemies. 

22. But you stopped the messenger from coming to 

me, preventing me from using him as a source of 

pride and happiness, 

* * * 

30. I am naked and have nothing apart from your 

generosity. Do not cease to be my clothing and 

covering. 

31. Treat me unjustly, I will be pleased but do not turn 

away from me. 

32. Treat me unjustly, I shall accept unjustness with 

thanks but do not treat me with harshness. 

In the last few lines quoted here Ibn al-Rumi abandons all traces 

of nobility as he allows himself to say anything and promises to do 

anything for financial betterment. 

In the remainder of this qasidah, Ibn al-Rumi describes the majlis 

over which al-Qasim presided which he used to attend, listening to and 

appreciating the music and dancing. He also describes the gardens of 

al-Qasim's residence, comparing its lush and fertile beauty with al

Qasim's beauty and generosity. Ibn al-Rumi closes his qasidah with a 

resumption of direct eulogy addressed to al-Qasim. 
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3. Ministers, princes and members of the professional classes. 

(a) Ministers: 

Ibn al-Rumi devotes eulogies to the following ministers: 

1.Abu al-'Abbas Ibn Thawaba 1 

2. Sa'id Ibn Mukhlid 2 

3. Isma'illbn Bulbul. 3 

4. Ibrahim Ibn al Mudabbir4 

In the following qasidah Ibn al-Rumi begins with a direct apostrophe of 

an unnamed individual who is most likely to be Ibn Thawabah. 

1. Ibn Thawabah:-

5<..,->Jh.Jl .l:>.. ~ j.J~ 'l.J <..,->Jl~1 UJC" i"}l1 J i"}l1 t.l 1 

,-,_wAS.) Jk..)1 ~ <Y> JS 'i ~ ~ Jk..)1 k <y> JS w 2 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Dlwan, 1, 155, 219. 2, 92, 103. 3, 117. 4, 212 

2 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Dlwan, 1,135. 2,111. 3,16. 4,67. 

3 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Dlwan, 1, 88, 202, 267, 284, 288, 418, 468. 

2,37,47,48,61,65,128,275,307. 

3, 38, 179, 270 . 

...... .4, 109, 177, 179,226,274 . 

....... 5, 16, 30, 174, 175,252,312. 

6,14,26,80,147,152,173,198,237,257,303,356. 

4 'Ali Ibn al-Rum'i, Dlwan, 1, 88, 273. 2, 45, 90, 309. 3, 243, 205, 183. 5, 152. 6, 

314. 

5 'Ali Ibn al-Rum'i, Dlwan, 219, 220 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

1 

8 

9 

"1. Do not blame, for that only adds to my misfortunes; 

nothing beyond a mild reproach is called for. 

2. Not every one who stays in one place is a failure, nor is 

every one who travels successful. 

3-4. Activity may be sensible, but only when one's life is 

not endangered by it. 

5. You have spurred me on to put more wood on my fire; 

you should have warned me against the dangers too. 

6. You have ignored my fears. 

7. He who finds such thorns as I have found is not so 

eager to pluck the fruit. 

8. Travels have made me averse from seeking riches. 

9. Now I am more abstemious than anyone from wealth. 

even though I desire it more than anyone. 
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10-11. I am greedy and cowards; I desire and hold back; 

which makes me a poor man.,,1 

After these eleven lines Ibn ai-Rum! introduces a reference to Ibn 

Thawabah, making it clear that he is the addressee. 

"12. When a leading man invited me to be rewarded 

by him, a man who disdains praise before he has 

rewarded.,,3 

After this line he begins to describe his terrors of travel by the 

land 

...,.£1 yJI U J:!i.l~ \A \:;\ ~ Y. 

I.....J ~ 1.\.Aj I. .-~ ~\.Aj :U. ~L9 L I· . ~I. ~ . .J u; ~ .. .JA lS"'":" LY' L.!-".J ~ 

L-ISli ~I . . ~I -"L....l \ - ._-.1 
. . cjC .JJ.JA Y ,J ~ L.!-".P- J I.$.Y.:'-" L.5:!.Y'"-""' 

19 

20 

2 1 

22 

23 

24 

25 

1 Greet Jan van Gelder, The Terrifid Traveller, Ibn al-Rumi's Anti-Ral;il University of 

Groningen, n.d., p, 2. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 1, 220. 

3 Greet Jan van Gelder, The Terrifid Traveller, Ibn al-RumI's Anti-RaI;Il, p, 2 

4 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 1, 220, 221. 
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* * * 

34 

35 

* * * 

38 

39 

* * * 

"19. On land I have experienced hardships, after I had 

experienced at sea a whitening of my locks. 

20. A thousand hateful showers have drenched me, 

even though I had drunk my fill, to the point that I 

come to love dry desert. 
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21. I did not bring them; they were brought to entrap 

me by the pretended stupidity of a fare that playfully 

made me suffer. 

22. I complain to God about my stupid fate, since it 

has played with me ever since I was born, although I 

did not wish it to do so 

23. Ironically, it began pouring with rain only the 

moment I set out. 

24. It drenched the earth on my behalf, turning it into a 

muddy and slippery place, in which a sober man 

totters like a drunk. 

25. In order to impede my journey or make my mount 

slip, or to fertilize a useless piece of land. 

* * * 

33. Thus the land scourges the traveller with two 

painful whips, a liquid and solid one; 

34. Or if not by means of rain or snow, then with dust 

or hail. 

35. So much for winter; summer is no better. 

* * * 

38. But speak no more of land, the worst refuge for 

him who fears the terrors of the sea. 

39. summer or winter, both utterly undesirable; 
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40. Deadly thirst under a white-hot sun, or fatal 

drenching under a black cloud. 

* * * 

45. Until The Almighty saves me in the end, 

46. And I escape from wolves, lions and robbers, the 

most repentant soul on earth. 

47 -48. As for a sea voyage, I would tell you of its 

terrors if I were not out of my wits, on account of its 

horror. 

49. For if you threw me into the sea together with a 

rock, I would be the first to hit the bottom. 

50. I cannot swim, only dive. 

51. I am only a little afraid when walking past a jug of 

water, with averted face. 

52. When someone drinks I fear that he will die; how 

could I feel safe in a boat!".1 

Ibn al-Ruml uses eighty-six lines to describe his travels, speaking only 

indirectly about Ibn Thawabah, then he comes to the real point: 

1 Greet Jan van Gelder, The Terrified Traveller, Ibn al-Rumi:'s Anti-Ral).Il, 2, 3. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, Dlwan, 1, 226, 234. 
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* * * 

y.;..1 J y.;..) .y! j!11 J ..19)I.u lS y. ,J ~ u.:o.JC c..rl::.. cY- L.I 9 9 
I 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

Ie:: II • 1. '}..ul .\jib. . -<~ ·1 \..W..:.. \.iu\ ~ ~ r..j~ lJA U! .J lJA Uy-'-' u.. .' 

* * * 

100 

101 

1 0'2 

103 

11 '8 

135 
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* * * 

155 

1 56 

87. Someone like Abu al-'Abbas, whose favour 

hastens towards every seeker, like rain. 

88. He sends his favour on a visit to me, while I do not 
I 

have to make a difficult journey. 

89. It travels to him who asks him, saving a poor man 

the trouble of travelling. 

90. He who is high like the rain is like wise generous 

with gifts. 

* * * 

98. Say to Abu al-'Abbas (may you meet him face to 

face)[-and this should suffice you as a friend's prayer-] 

99. Is it not right for someone like you to consider 

giving support [as] a duty? 

100. You appear not to respect wealth. 

101. And have given freely both to peaceful and war 

like people. 

102. Not making anyone travel to you, on the contrary, 

your gifts came to them. 

103. Since you knew that travelling is full of 

difficulties. 

* * * 
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112. The right judgement will surely not desert you to 

reward me (root ThWB) while I stay safely at home. 

* * * 

115. This will surely not have escaped you, Ibn 

Muhammad, since you are a refuge in difficult time. 

116. You are judicious and generous, guaranteed to 
I 

dispel distress. 

117. You are a light and rain for the barren and the 

lost [note the chiasmus]; one would say: a star! 

118. You give rain and guidance like cloud and star. 

* * * 

133. I myself, have tired my thoughts to make well 

wrought poetry for you in order not to tire myself [by 

travelling to you]. 

134. I have adorned you with panegyric [like a 

beautiful necklace] to be coveted as lovers long to 

embrace their beloved! 

135. graceful; Its beads (?) like pearls, or breasts of 

beautiful girls. 

* * * 

141. [If I should say these things] I would have said 

nothing but the truth about you; you would still be 

walking the clear path of glory. 

* * * 
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155. Reward me (root ThWB), ease my life, give me 

rich reward (again ThWB), apply yourself to 

bestowing your favours upon me. 

156. So that your gifts reach me safely in good 

order."1 

The notes about this qasidah 

1. From the first line to the last line Ibn al-Rumi speaks about himself 

more than he speaks about Ibn Thawaba. 

Critics have different opinions about this qasidah2
; is it just a jest 

from Ibn al-Ruml to Ibn Thawaba, to make an excuse not to visit him? 

Or is it the case that Ibn al-Rumi suffers like an invalid from travelling 

both by land and by water. 

Guest says "The effect of Ibn al-Rumi's defence of Ibn Thawaba 

was an invitation from him to visit him at Samarra, as can be seen from 

a long poem in which Ibn er Rumi excuses himself from going, either by 

land or by water, setting out as a reason doubtless partly in joke.,,3 

And Van Gelder says 

" ...... But others seem to be nearer the mark, to my mind ...... by way of 

jest. ,,4 

1 Greet Jan van Gelder, The Terrified Traveller, Ibn al-Ruml's Anti-Ral).il, p. 4-7. 

2 Greet Jan van Gelder, The Terrified Traveller, Ibn al-Ruml's Anti-Ral).il, p .. 9. 

3Rhurun Guest, Life and work of Ibn er Ruml, 16. 

4 Greet Jan van Gelder, The Terrified Traveller, Ibn al-Ruml's Anti Ral).il, 9. 
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I however disagree with those who say that Ibn al-Rumi 

composed this qasidah has an excuse or as a joke because Ibn al-Rumi 

spent most of his life in Baghdad making just a few journeys and hated 

to visit anyone who was ready to give him wealth but who was not in 

Baghdad. 

2. Ibn al-Rumi knew that if he went to Samarra he would be better 

rewarded by the caliph court but he preferred to send his qasidah to 

them rather than to go himself. 

3. He was a sick person in both body and soul. 

Another poem in praise of Ibn Thawaba is:-

~I 

1 ufo $l1I J tY>J ..:ul ~ u~ ..cll..lu IjJ ~y::. LJ.j'1 1 

u.Y-"" Y' 4;9 <: ~ .J'-! '1 J t; y:..j ~ w.:...ii U J.J"-" t L:, L. .Ijj\.:j 2 

* * * 

U y:&. tYJI J ..cl.J.lil '1J ~w l! J.J"-" t? y:..j ~ J 1 7 

U.Y-""JA d.lyJ,-! cilli.. uy:.J ~ <.5...P.'".l3 J~.lA:>.1 .lyJIJ 18 

U y~ U Jy.JI J 4.iS .J~i WilI.l3 ~I J ~ ~...P.'"19 1 9 

1. You have always been helpful when one in distress 

calls on you, since you and those who are near you 

are protected. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 212, 213. 
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2. By God, no good deed which you have diffused 

towards me has gone astray, nor has any praise 

directed to you proved futile and worthless. 

* * * 

"17. You sent me a present which would have been 

great to me but for your position-truth must be , 

disclosed. 

18. To repeat is more commendable is a saying that 

has become a proverb and a present from one like 

you has the quality of repetition. 

19. I am accustomed to the effects of your hands and 

what is well known is familiar".1 

2. Sa'id Ibn Mukhlid 

In this qasidah, the poet begins with the lament for lost youth 

1 

2. 

3 

.i.oh WI· . . .L:~ kJ· ( .. ~ ~ '1 . ~ LJA LJ:!C uc. ..Y""'-' . Y c..r-::: . . . -' 4 

5 

1 Rhurun Guest, Life and works of Ibn er Rum1, 81, 82. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 2, 111, 112. 
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~I '.- 'I 'I ~ .• - ·1 l.?"' (.5"'. ~ J L.5:1-' 10 

11 

13 

1 4 

1 5 

16 

17 

18 

1. Is there a blazing coal between my ribs, for what is 

now past, or is it a sigh (constantly) renewed. 

2. My friends, after the loss of youth there is no other 

calamity on account of which the water of the tear-

ducts is collected and prepared. 

3. So do not blame me if my tears flow for its loss: how 

little would an ocean of tears (shed and) exhausted 

for it be! 

4. Nor wonder at a strong man weeping: a rock at 

times may split and yield a spring. 
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5. A man's youth is his courage and his strength, 

when it is gone, how can he still be firm. 

6. The loss of youth is death tasted in full, whereas in 

death the taste of death is lost. 

7. My youth was taken from me bit by bit and they are 

calamities which begin and recur. 

8. The blackness of my cheeks has been stripped 

away from me as was their whiteness when I was a 

lad. 

9. And for that whiteness fair I got instead a wretched 

white continually blackened. 

10. How different were those different kinds of white, 

one pleasing and one ugly and odious to the sight. 

11. This (white hair) smiles and laughs on my head 

and my beard- the ugliest smile is that of a toothless 

grey (beard) 

12. The sight of me would once clear eyes of dust and 

now they ache to see me and are sore. 

13. These are the wide-eyes of which you would 

complain when they rained (like blows) on your heart, 

when your head was black. 

14. How is then you sorrow when you see that they 

have turned away to shoot at others. 
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15. You used to suffer when their arrows struck you, 

now you complain because they pass you by. 

16. Thus are those shafts, those upon whom they fall 

and those from whom they turn alike are smitten. 

17. They go aside and then we find their swerving is 

like their striking on the heart, indeed more wounding. 
I 

18. At times they are averted from us and it is as if 

they, when averted, are directed at us. 

After this long introduction Ibn al-RumI commences the eulogy: 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

63. Yet what is to be expected from Sa'Id's generosity 

is seemly consolation-indeed youth renewed. 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, Dlwiin, 2, 115-117 
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74. He is the man who shares most of his wealth but 

he is unique in goodness and praise. 

* * * 

100. It seems that his father knew when he named 

him Sa'id how he would rise and ascend the heights. 

* * * 

110. And when he assumed command, all that was 

reprehensible was itself reprehended, all that was 

corrupt was made whole. 

111. The people became united and joined, though I 

had known the people to be united in disarray. 

4 Other Professional classes 

(i) The men of learning (Udaba') 

(a). al-Mubarrad1 

(b). al-Akhfash al-$aghir. 2 

(c). Ibn al-Bara,3 

(d). al-Murthac;li .. 4 

(e). Abu $ahl Ibn Nawbakht5 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, DIwan, 2, 256. 

2 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, DIwan, 5,107. 

3 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, DIwan, 1, 84. 

4 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, DIwan, 1, 86,247,449. 2,15,221,255,292. 3,16,128. 4,232. 

5 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, DIwan, 1, 140, 145,314. 2,137. 4,45,46,53,124,309. 5,79, 

81,139,169,208. 6,33,45. 



(ii) Singers 

(iii) Wealthy men. 

(iv) Secretaries. 
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(I) (a) al-Mubarrad: One poem in praise of al-Mubarrad must suffice for 

category four. 

al-Mubarrad: -

J..)I 

1 J..,! )Jj'JI & \.:1..b..J1J J.# c.,..&)I J 1'L.,....,1 d):. 1 

* * * 

JY"''JI l.S~ '1 ~ tAly.u lJA ~ w...:..1J wlt! ~ 3 

J.# t.>"1...i.l1 J ).A"";I o.llc l.S y.Jt! lil y.u lJA ~ '1 4 

.lJy.. t.>"~ ~J tAly.uJ wl..l..) L. 4J~ lJA ~ 5 

* * * 

.lJ.lJ ~ tA~ uc ~J ~I 09J ~IJ liillc.1.9 10 

.l~ J...:,)I uc I' I.JJj...!"J ~ 4tA ~ <.,?.lp.lJ 11 

1. Asma came at night when the riders were sleeping 

and the riding-beasts inclined their chests and their 

long necks. 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 2, 256, 257. 
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3. And she said, when she perceived my surprise at 

her nocturnal journey at a time when lions do not even 

venture abroad. 

4. Do not be surprised by my nocturnal visit, such 

visits are the custom of the full moon when people are 

asleep. 

5. I was surprised at her giving me that which she did 

and at her nocturnal visit for she is a chaste and 

demure maiden. 

* * * 

10. We embraced one another, one stomach next to 

the other, and a loving chest pressed unsteadily on 

her chest. 

11. And yet before that I had known her to turn away 

from and shun the congress of lovers. 

After sixteen lines he begins his praise of al-Mubarrad. 

17 

* * * 

.:l~)1 ~~ u,;::.. I~I ~J.l,!j LHI ~ '1 21 

.:l.Y-"'J ~~ L.J,!~I J JAJ 1.l,!.b9 ~ rl.l;>- L. 22 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 257, 260. 
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56 

* * * 

58 

* * * 

.l~1 ~1..c.1 y>ill ctl..?-! ~.ljY.l ~ ~y:.t! 64 

.ly=JI jl;JI ~ <.Sfo. ~ ~6. ~ J ~ uI JAJ 6 5 

* * * 

69 

* * * 

19 

17. Is it the praise of Ibn Yazld which has come 

between us or is it a gentle breeze wafting from a 

luxuriant meadow. 

* * * 

21. No, it is not like the beneficence of Ibn Yazld, 

which is eternal and unchanging whenever 

encounters it. 

22. He is a glorious (man) who has never asked for a 

favour back, on the look-out if you should be the first 

to give thanks. 

* * * 

56. I testify that you are a swollen sea which is fed by 

a torrent-no torrents- from your very own self. 

* * * 
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58. But the ocean is salty and brackish, while you are 

cold, sweet platable (eater). 

* * * 

64. So give me a reason for drinking from your 

bottomless sea, may good fortune aid you! 

65. Namely, to raise me up with regard to my needs, 
1 

whereby the envious neighbour wil' be painfully 

cauterized. 

* * * 

69. Mine is praise which I have uttered for a lord to 

whom delegations have not ceased to give poetry to 

as gifts. 

* * * 

79. In praising him I have hopes and aims; in it he 

finds eternity. 

5. Aristocracy 

Abu Ja'far Al:lmad Ibn Mul:lammad ai-Till 

Ibn al-RumI praised him when he was a ruler of al-Kufah. 

~\ 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 4, 238, 239. 
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* * * 

119 

* * * 

1. The phantasm flitted- but it did not flit because I 

remembered you (i. e. because I had forgotten you so 

as to have to remember you) and it was the most 

generous phantasm which a nocturnal visit and 

alighted 

* * * 

15. The phantasm of the one who is never true to his 

word even though he comes to you , came to you 

when night had cast its mooring ropes. 

* * * 

19. 0 beautiful night and morning joined as one, when 

night had wrapped the horizon in its wings. 

* * * 

28. 0 you who ask me about passion for chaste 

women, ask about them for you have for you have 

come to one who is accustomed to describe them. 
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29. They are those who when you meet them in the 

morning, you meet with rejection, hostility and curt 

silence. 

(ishraq here means literally "to cause someone to choke on his spittle"). 

Before Ibn al-Ruml begins his eulogy, he devotes a further forty-

eight lines to a relationship with a woman whom he does not name. 

Thus he, in this qasidah, uses the traditional takhallus from exordium to 

panegyric, even though he has expanded it to great length.1 

~I 

21.!~JJ \.llic.J .lA:..1 C.l4 ~ 4.l J ¥ IA 4..9lj lY> t J 49 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

1 Abu al-J:iasan Ibn Rashiq, al-'Umdah, 1, 239. 

2 'Ali Ibn aI-Rum!, Dlwan, 4, 241-246. 

59 

124 

126 
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49. Leave aside your rhymes- they must satisfy you: 

they must now hurry and hasten to praise Al).mad 

(I'nag and liaf are terms denoting the speed of a horse 

or a camel. It is quite likely that Ibn al-Rumi is here 

alluding to the traditional takhallus with its Wasf 

section). 

* * * 

51. Abu Ja,far al-Tai has become a destination and a 

protector those who hope (for reward) and those who 

are afraid. 

* * * 

59. He and the petitioners who throng around him are 

like the building of God when the pilgrims walk around 

it. 

* * * 

74. He has become the lord of a dwelling and the 

generous have become his servants, the earth has 

become his abode and the people (his) guests. 

* * * 

124. (There was) a raid against the Bedouins which 

made of their territories desert wastes, just like the 

Ahqaf (of the 'Ad). 

(A reference to the destruction of the people of 'Ad in 

Surah 46). 
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* * * 

126. Some were killed, some shackled, some fled. 

The birds which hovered (in the sky) had decreed that 

he would overtake them. 

Ibn al-Rumi's objectives in praising some patron or other were 

not always purely financial. He quite ofter: looked to receive gifts in 

natura, such as clothes, wine, fish, even a sack of wheat. 1 

2 L:JI ·L:JI ~Js:"T . r·u .Y-C 3 

* * * 

3.. Nothing can save you from the reproach of one 

near save your fine, weighty gifts. 

4. So seek protection in wheat from the stall, returning 

a fine favour as noble men do. 

5. An oath, 0 Ibn Salih Ibn'Ali and Ibn'isa Ibn.Ja'far 

the mighty. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 1, 143. 2,255. 3, 199. 2,211. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 6, 79. 
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6. That my oath - if you reject my oath-is still recent 

and that my love increases. 

* * * 

10. I do not look down on your little gifts and I do not 

overestimate great gifts of base men. 

When Ibn al-Rumi was at his wit's enc;:J, he said 

1 ~jll co ~~j).9 'l'jJ ~~ c.7l ~Y'~L9 ~T Jj\ 1 

1. Am I not the possessor of a gift? then treat me in 

accordance with my gift. Otherwise sustain me as you 

do the crippled! 

In other words, pay me for my poetry as I am a poet. 

Otherwise, treat me with generosity as you do the 

disabled. 

Conclusion 

Ibn al-Rumi's extant Diw.ful is largely devoted to panegyric. Of 

these poems it can, in general, be said that the poet devotes too much 

poetic space to his introductions, which can be extremely prolix; that he 

made no secrets about trading his compositions for financial gain, even 

for such items as fish, wine or clothes; that immediately upon the 

cessation of such gifts, he would resort to upbraiding and criticism and 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 6, 93. 
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in the end would merely lampoon them; that the poetic quality of his 

panegyric is variable, with some much superior to others. 

Ibn aI-RumPs Lampoons 

Like the rest of his verse, Ibn al-Rumi's lampoons can 

occasionally be very long. Take for example the urjuzah of one 

hundred and forty lines: 

. )\ ..? 

1. Say to Ibn Buran and do not hold back: 

2. "0 non-Arab Arab, understand. 

On the other hand, these invectives can be very short - even one 

verse in length, as when he lampoons someone called RamaQ.an . 

.)1)1 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, DIwan, 6, 104. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, DIwan, 6, 379. 
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1. I see that you claim and allege that you are 

"RamaQEm", when you are in fact like the day of 

uncertainty (as to when RamaQan actually begins). 

In the matter of his protracted invectives, Ibn al-Rumi is different 

from most earlier poets, in that these invectives are in qasfdah from: Ibn 

Rashiq says:-

"Short lampoons are preferable and it is better to avoid 

obscenity. However, Jarir who said to his children you praise do not 

make the panegyric long but if you lampoon do the opposite, Only 'Ali 

Ibn al-'Abbas Ibn al-Rumi followed his example.,,1 

Ibn al-Rumi sometimes begins his lampoons with Nasib 

~I}\ 

2~1 \.1-.1 1 . ...! ~I tA)l1 JJ3 ··1 • -II 1 .• 'T'-' J <,r ,- ~ . ~ y ('"' 

1. Have you not noticed that I, before the Hija, 

introduce a Nasib into the beginnings (of a poem) 

al-Mutanabbi, however, is of the belief that panegyrics should, 

by and large, begin with Nasib. 

Shaghil, women of Salama Ibn Sa'id, are also abused and so is 

Kunaiza in four coarse poems.Mul).ibb , the mistress of one AQ.mad Ibn 

Sa'id is handled very rudely. Fahm who sang in the presence of lisa 

1 Abu al-I:Iasan Ibn Rashiq, al-'Umdah, 2, 172. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 1, 380. 
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Ibn Harun is mocked and also Nuzha, a singer contrasted unfavourably 

with Duraira. 

1 • I • JL! . JSl JiJI l....l.1.ul.i.l\j .lA·ts \~I 1 ~Y-'-" ~ i" .. ' C (j • 

1. When it is a panegyric, the NasID should be the 

introduction. Has not every eloquent (author) uttered 

love poetry? 

Ibn al-Ruml's first foray into the field of poetic composition was a 

lampoon which he composed at the Qur'an school: 

1. 0 Ja'far, you have been given all faults, so that you 

have no praiseworthy characteristic. 

In light of such beginnings, it came as no surprise that Ibn al-

RumI attained fame as an invective poet. 

According to al-'Aqqad, "The third century produced the two most 

famous lampoon poets .... Ibn al-RumI and Di'bil al-Khuza'I.3 

1 Abu al-Tayyib al-Mutanabbi, D1wan, Beirut, 1980, 302. 

2 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, D1wan, 2, 91. See also 1, 442. 

3 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-Rumi, 191. 
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Ibn al-RumT's Hijii' poetry is second only to the panegyric within 

his J2iwan, with regard to both length and number.1 

Many people fell victim of Ibn al-Ruml in his Dlwun: 

. Ibn-al-RumI and the singers (male and female) 

Ibn al-RumI makes mention of some 25 singing - girls qiylin most of 

whom he attacks, satirising their voices;' their ugly faces and 

unattractive bodies; their skills and abilities; 

Guest says "There were some women for whom Ibn al-RumI had a 

dislike Shuntaf "The low women Karra'a" is a constant object of brutal 

ridicule, she was a vile singer Kunuz and a singer called Shaghil, 

women of Salama Ibn Sa'id, are also abused and so is Kunaiza in four 

coarse poem. Mu1).ibb, the mistress of one Al).mad Ibn Sa'id is handled 

very rudely. fahm who sang in the presence of 'isa Ibn Harun is 

mocked and also Nuzha, a singer contrasted unfavourably with 

Duraira.,,2 

Shuntaf 

Ibn al-RumIlampoons her with twenty poems. 

(~I 

3 y.ill-, .J4-il1 ~-' ~}11-, d}., .... .!1 '~y:. Y ~ 1 

1 Nazik Saba Yarid, Ibn ai-Rum!, Beirut, 1969, 85. 

2 Rhurun Guest, Life and Works of Ibn er Rumi, 45. 

3 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, Diwan, 3, 88. 
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2 

3 

1. Shuntaf, you charm of the heavens and the earth, 

o sun in the day and moon (at night). 

2. If IbM ever created human beings, then you, in my 

opinion, are one of them. 

3. The accused, rebellions one (i.e. the devil) formed 

you and his hands gave you the ugliest form. 

~I 

1. Shuntaf's foot slipped in her own faeces and she 

sought the help of a slap on her neck. 

2. She wets herself during our meetings, so it is meet 

that the veins in her neck be rewarded with a slap! 

3. A whore, a bitch, she snores and is patient when 

her kidneys receive the spear-thrusts of penises. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 1, 96. 
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4. Vile, dishonourable, with a hole for a vagina, one 

who faints on orgasm: the one who named her 

Shuntuf has proved to be correct. 

Kunayzah 

Ibn al-Rumllampoons her with four poems. 

Ibn al-Rumi concentrates his lampoon, on her professional 

qualifications (her voice and her ability) and not on her physical 

attributes as he did with Shuntaf. 

~\ 

1('~~01....~4-->~wts ~w~I....~~w.lbo~ 

('}1\S tb~1 ~)lfo 'lj ~ ~ lJA ~ ~ Jf;j 2 

(' ~I.J J.;lll o)\.....a yl'; ~ .u...,l...,.uJI, . '/'J .,.ill:. 41 3 

('y.lIJ.P 4l.b Ji ~ '-!)o. 'l Jlh.J~'-! yy.l ~ 4 

1. One of the things which I have seen with my own 

eyes is a singing-girl, whose day seems to be two 

days rolled into one. 

2. She does not stop throwing at the ears of those 

whom her majlis includes heavy words, like 

reproaches. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 5, 301. 
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3. God will surely reward him who listens to her song 

double the rewards accrued by night prayers and 

fasting. 

4. I did not stop drinking gallons (lit. ratls), not through 

rejoicing at it but in an attempt to get drunk and fall 

asleep. 

Durayrah 

Ibn al-RumI devoted two panegyrics to her, at the request of his 

friend Ibn Bishr al-Murthadi. 

Guest says: 

"A slave girl skilled in music whom they bought, Ibn Bishr al-Murthadi 

fell in love with her and asked Ibn er-RumI to describe her"1 

For some reason unbeknownst to us, Ibn ai-Rum! also decided 

to lampoon her. 

2b ·· .uJ1 Wil \..., "-:>. - .• II.o! w .illJ . ~ J . J-4" ? .' .. J 1 

* * * 

* * * 

1 Rhurun Guest, Life and Works of Ibn er Rumi, 63. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 2,12.13. 
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1 0 

11 

12 

1·3 

1. A curse upon you, you who have the appearance of 

a fish, by God, you are not one to Qe flirted with! 

* * * * * * 

6. If you sing, you are stupid and cold, if you talk, you 

are paralysed. 

* * * * * * 

10. Have you been stolen from those metamorphosed 

by God? 

11. The boon-companions beaker is mixed with 

dragon's blood and colocynth, for as long as you sing 

to them. 

12. So that you are pelted with bottles and your head 

is wounded with plates. 

13. Take yourself away, you whose mouth is water-

skin and whose uncovered arse is an open pasture 

(or, one which is repeatedly and often split asunder). 

Ibn al-Ruml's lampoon of her centers on a comparison of her 

ugly voice with Durayrah's voice which he found to be pleasing, despite 

his subsequent attack on her. 
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He says 

)I}I"J~ 

1. Durayrah brings happiness and Nuzha brings 

sadness. 

2. While the former sings, sadness strays far and long 

from you. 

3. While the latter howls, she makes you feel sadness 

and illness for a long time. 

4. I say to him who has brought the two together: "you 

have provided us with something amazing". 

Ibn al-Ruml also lampoons (male) singers:-

L~\ 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 176. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 6,8-10. 
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4 

* * * 

* * * 
., 

~ rlJ ~ ~ \jJ ~ .)b...::J\ ~\ f:Y:l 23 

1. There was a (male) singer- may I never not be 

separated from him, for that is one of the true 

blessings. 

2. My day lasts forever; when I am tied to him, it is as 

if I were fasting though I was not fasting. 

* * * 

4. He opens his mouth in a yawn, through sleepiness, 

just as he opens his mouth for the biggest portion. 

* * * 

7. It is as if, for as long as I watch him, I were quaffing 

my cup mixed with blood 

* * * 

23. Small children are frightened (by the mention of 

him) when one of them cries and will not sleep. 

Literati and Poets 

Ibn ai-Rum! attacks nearly forty members of this group men such 

as al-Bul:1turi, al-Mubarrad, al-Akhfash al-~aghir, al-Fac;ll Ibn Salamah, 

Abu 'Ali Ibn Abi Qurrah and Khalid al- Qal:1tubi. 

al-Mubarrad: 
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Ibn ai-Rum! lampoons him with :-

~I 

1 

2 

1. al-Mubarrad wished that God give him an anus in 

exchange for every part of his body. 

2. So grant his wish, 0 God of the people, but do not 

allow him to have eyes or ears. 

3. So that he can slake his reprehensible desires with 

every hard penis, on the glans of which you can see 

lumps. 

4. Indeed, if he were to have twice the number of 

limbs (and exchange them for) many anuses, he 

would not slake one single desire thereby. 

5. How impossible then is this burning thirst which can 

not be quenched, unless his whole body were to be 

made of anus and vagina. 

al-Akhfash: 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 3, 30. 
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It was customary with Ibn ai-Rum! to lampoon anyone who was 

in the habit of giving him gifts and who then stopped doing so. With al-

Akhfash, the reverse is true- Ibn al-RumI began by lampooning him for 

his behaviour and then they became friends when al-Akhfash had sent 

Ibn al-RumI gifts, thereby ensuring his praise.
1 

Ibn al-RumI says:-

...,.,).i:i..Jl 

* * * 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

1 2 

1 'Ali Ibn aI-Rum!, Dlwan, 3, 334, 4, 55, 5, 107,6,370. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rum'i, Dlwan, 5, 107. 
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4. Abu I:Iasan, I am asking a question, so prepare an 

answer and do not be dumbfounded. 

5. Is your father not the sons of Adam (i.e. all of 

mankind)? Then why are you thin and not fat? 

6. Why then did you turn out to be as black as sin and 

did not turn out like the speckled snake? 

7. An inadvertent father was deceived concerning you, 

so which blackness has not been deceived 

concerning you? 

8. A father who had a bed, but for whom was this bed 

not spread out? 

9. By poetry and its fairs, by your fraudulent trade in 

poetry, 

10. And by your claim to the knowledge of its critics by 

preferring the immaculate to the sullied. 

11. If you did turn out to have a black skin, you would 

(at least) have turned out to have a dubious ancestry. 

12. But no-one has come from his mother more 

miraculously than Akhfash, the weak critic. 

* * * 

30. A little black boy produced by a little black 

monkey, seducing people into her bed. 

31. She brought him to us from her black anus, though 

his ears are pale like an apricot. 
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al-Fac;llibn Salamah 

W#JI 

1 "lyJI 0-,.) ~-' ~1..u&I1 "L...5; ~ willJ..,3 1 

"l,w 0\..J 4..ll ~~ ~l-, J!b.l~ wlb.J -' 2 

JlyJl ~l ~ ~ JJ-U''ll (S"!l J1J-U' lY' up-, 3 

,,~'ll ~ lY' ':Jj rhJI JAI ~~ (J -illl (S"!'l 4 

1. If you were to clothe yourself in al-Kisa'i's clothes 

and were to dress in al-Farra's furs. 

2. If you were to clip them together with al-Khalil's 

clips and SibawayhI were to become under your sway 

as a prisoner. 

3. And if you were to become, having assumed the 

form of Abu al-Aswad, a person called Abu al-Sawda'. 

4. Then God would still refuse to allow the 

intelligentsia to consider you anything but of the 

species of dolts. 

Abu 'Ali Ibn AbI Qurrah' 

~I 

2 ~I -' yi11 )c ~ oJ! j-, .ul-,J -ill' rlJ .J:!A)u J! 1 

w,;9lyJI J,l~ ~I lY' .u.Ij':J1 Jij j.JAl J~ I~l. 2 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwiin, 1, 87, 88. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwiin, 1, 440, 441. 
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* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

~ -' i' Y (.)A .uJ1 .!lj\.c 1 ~ ~ "yJl t .. ,...!.? ufo. I jL. ~ 0 

~ t.Spl -,-,j l)"1.k..l1.llc 4)J.'1 ~ ~t;. ~ 11 

c::.y.J~ .JL.1.1 ~ -~j (.)A- .u ~t;. '1 ~ ~t;. ~ 11. . 

* * * 

c::.y)~ o4J~ ~.ill ~ w,¢L. Wb-, ~ ~l 1 5 

c::.yft..! ~4! l»! w...J -' \.i....:k... L.J1c) .l3 -' .~I w,p. 16 

~) .. ".:; I)JC .JJCl ~l 1 7 

~l...o..Jl "li5.1 "'>:l..,1 yJl L.-, 

1. Ask the Emir whose kingdom God has allowed to 

continue and to whom he has given more power and a 

better reputation. 

2. "What does a man whom God has asked "Whom 

have you chosen to renew the (fixed) times?" say? 

* * * 

4. Are you pleased with viewing my rights as a man 

blinded in one eye would, when I have made you into a 

star for the Ifreets (to stone)? 

* * * 
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8. Was it not the due of my rights that you should 

repay them (properly) not as a mean one eyed man 

who cannot find his way to an appointment? 

* * * 

10. What then would be the answer of that man? May 

God preserve you from ignominy and censure! 
I 

11. Keep your garments pure of those whom pious 

men do not think it appropriate to bless when they 

sneeze! 

12. Keep your garments pure of those who have no 

garments, because of their sins, except rags and 

tatters. 

* * * 

15. Abu'Ali-unjustly were you given this Kunyah!-you 

have gone astray in bare featureless deserts. 

16. How can you be saved when you are far-away 

with no-one to guide you and you have no experience 

(in crossing) the wide deserts? 

17. You advanced towards me, to fight me, with one 

eye blinded with dust-but one-eyed men are not the 

equal of brave heroes!. 

(This translation works on the assumption that 'awawir is a variant of 

'ur, the plural of a'war). 

Khalid al-Qal).tbi 
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Y..J\.UJ\ 

1 

3 

4 

5 

d..."G ... ..I I· -<--;. .. .JA t..JA.--- 6 

"1. Khalid you have been altogether wrong. 

You did not try to win my love in the right way. 

2. It was stupid of you to count it with banter. 

You did not remember how many others were seeking 

it. 

3. Had you approached it with compliment, 

You would have been one of its most successful 

suitors, 

4. Like your daughter when she engaged to have it. 

And became the chief of those who enjoy it. 

5. Fie on you, an elder of experience. 

Trying for a thing and failing to obtain it. 

6. While a tender novice of a girl 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 362. 
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When she wants it contrives to take the proper 

course."1 

al-Bul).turi 

c.;yJl 

2 tul ~ -' ~~I r-ll tY> ~ l~l.~1 tj;>.:i L. 1 

&hll ~-' ~I tY>~-' ~fo~l· ~ , t.JA-' 1. 

tyJ~ <o~)rl ~ Lolli JJ=.. tY> t j;>.:i ~ 3 

~I ·.;ill GJ ccl • -'Ll ,~ 
1A.ll... . w& ·1 , ..... .-r. ,Ll~ 4 

1. When slaughtered, sheep are not afraid of the pain 

of ritual killing or of being skinned. 

2. Or of being jointed, on their back (on the butcher's 

slab), or of being grilled or cooked. 

3. But it is afraid of a quality which strikes fire in its 

innards(?). 

4. It is ashamed that your poetry should be written on 

its hide, you billy-goat! 

Ibn al-Rumi's Political Lampoons 

Against the Caliphs 

1 Rhurun Guest, Life and works, of Ibn er Rumi, 66. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 2, 97, 98. 
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Ibn al-Ruml took the side of Abu al-I:Iusayn Yal).ya Ibn 'Umar 

against al-Mutawakkil and al-Musta'in when Ya1}ya led a revolt against 

them. On the occasion of the killing of Abu al-I:Iusayn by Mu1}ammad 

Ibn 'Abd Allah Ibn Tahir, upon the command of al-Musta'in, Ibn al-Ruml 

recited the following: 

* * * 

3 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

-<;~. WI· I . 1 53 \ LY'U". c.s'--!~ 

* * * 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 23-30. See also, 6, 270. 
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79 

80 

* * * 

* * * * * * 

\ •. - \ _ .. L. ·1 '1\.....u\ 1 
~J ~u. ~ 94 

* * * 

9 7 

* * * 

* * * 

1. Before you there lie two different paths-one 

straight, the other crooked-think, which path shall you 

follow? 

* * * 

3.ls there to be, in every age, a pure descendant of 

the prophet Mul).ammad, murdered and stained with 

blood. 

* * * 
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6. 0 Banu al-Mu~tafa, how often do people eat your 

limbs! Your trial will shortly end in relief! 

* * * 

10. Do the stars still light up and illumate the skies 

after (the death) of your martyr, the one named al-

I:Iusayn. 

* * * 

53. 0 children of al-'Abbas hide your hate and keep 

your anger in your heart, 

54. And leave your bad rulers with their injustice it is 

more proper for them to drown when they are at sea. 

* * * 

58. You were beguiled when you believed that ( this 

was) a situation which would last for you, when time 

has two colours. 

* * * 

78. Is it that they should become lean and emaciated 

while your brother's stomach almost bursts with 

satiety? 

79. You walk haughtily through your apartments, 

heavy-footed, your shoulders aquiver. 

80. Their offspring has an empty belly while your 

offspring have soft and tender bones and plump 

bodies, from easy living. 
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* * * 

89. He spends the night, when the wine has soaked 

his mind, talking with a foreign Byzantine ass. 

90. Who pokes and thrusts at him in his wicked way 

so violently that he gets up bandy-legged from under 

him. 

91. It is for this that the like of you, 0 Banul-'Abbas 

display endurance, while the brave armoured warrior 

displays endurance in the face of death. 

* * * 

94. God has ordained that they should be good, you 

bad, that they should be pre-eminent in, their good 

deeds and that you should be overcome. 

* * * 

97. Upon my life Ibn Tahir has made the people's 

hearts hate you for as long as the wind makes voices. 

* * * 

108. Despite Islam, I fear, from you, many deluges the 

door of which is now closed. 

* * * 

111. Perhaps hearts, in which you have for a long 

time fostered hatred, will obtain a cure from you and 

be restored to health. 

Against al-Mu'tazz 
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26 

27 

28 

26. 0 Mu'tazz, give up the caliphate even though it is 

at hand, for God will not clothe you in something 

which he has stripped (you off). 

27. Do you hope to don it once you have doffed ?It is 

Impossible and absurd! Milk can not return to the 

udder when it has been milked 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 1, 392, 393. 
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28. By God, He who posses it was not pleased with 

you before you perpetrated that which you have 

perpetrated. 

29. So that he has humbled and deprived you of it, 

and bestowed it upon a chosen one, (your) peer, 

pleasing into God's very self. 

30. How can he be pleased with you after the 

atrocities (you have inflicted) on it? How? How? 

Except as a lie and a falsehood? 

* * * 

39. You who assassinated your father, then nourished 

a war against his avenger, you proved· those who 

upbraided (you) to be true. 

40. O'Crown princes of evil, take your time: 

he who tries to conquer God is conquered. 

41. You have repaid your father, when he honoured 

you, with a bond which was the worst a son has ever 

requited his father.with. 

Against the rulers of Baghdad 

The Tahiridis 

Ibn al-Rumi mostly praises them but sometimes he became their 

opponent. 
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\.iJ\.J \ - ~ ·1 -<\:j .. I _. \ ..... '~J ·1 -< \ \. 2 y. ~ ~ U \.r' ~J.r-- U i'"""'"' y..;.. 

1. Though some peoples' offspring are good, how 

badly, 0 family of Tahir, have you succeeded your 

ancestors. 

2. Their bequest to you was that, you should be 

praised, whereas your bequest to the dead among 

you is that they should be reviled in their graves. 

And he says 

1. I sought your generosity, 0 Bani Tahir, but it was so 

difficult (to obtain) that I may as well have sought the 

marrow of the bones of ants. 

2. My hope for gifts from your Sulayman was like al-

Mu'tazz's hope for his support. 

Banu Wahb 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwa.n, 3, 80. 

See also 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwa.n, 2, 299. 3, 94, 5, 34, 233, 234. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwa.n, 1, 458. 
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3 

4 

5 

,6 

1. 0 Family of Wahb, a fart, which has become 

proverbial for Wahb, is now common knowledge. 

* * * 

3. Before it was let loose, you were spoken of, both 

east and west. 

4. But now, truly, impudent tongues have expressed 

every impudence. 

5. I f you had been blameless with regard to your 

arses, they would not have loaded you with 

reproaches. 

6. But you stuff them all the time, so that all of you 

have wide arseholes. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 1, 402. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 2, 265, see also 2, 225. 
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* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

.i!u . wu _<.1,.. \ 1...i,.;; _<I.:. .. --... ,,~<\ \ I......J -~ •... < .Y.P-_.~.J ~~J.J .. ~ 

11 

15 

1 6 

17 

1 8 

5. You have been named as kings over us, though 

you are slaves to what the hampers contain. 

* * * 

8. When, 0 family of Wahb, can the thirsty man hope 

to slake his thirst when you are the custodians of the 

paths to the watering-holes? 

9. You have turned us away from abundant ponds, 

though you have drowned every ingrate in their 

depths. 
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10. You have revivified the religion of the cross and 

you have undertaken the erection of buildings and the 

destruction of mosques. 

11. As well as the annulment of that which the caliph 

Ja'far chose as clothing for every rebel. 

* * * 

13. All the actions which you have brought to light are 

a sign of the truth of the abomination of your birth. 

* * * 

15. You gained an easy (life of wealth) but you have 

also acquired, through your parsimony, a bad name 

which will persist and never cease. 

16. If you were to lose it, then loss of it would renew 

generosity to every honourable (man) 

17. And even if Wahb infected your hands for eternity 

with parsimony from the beneficence of his arse. 

18. Then your hands would continue to be more liberal 

and generous to petitioners than pouring rain, 

heralded by thunder and lighting. 

Social lampoon 

This type of lampoon was intended to criticise contemporary 

society. Several characteristics are highlighted: (1) Parsimony Bukhl; 

(2) Rancour Hiqd; (3) Social climbing.; (4) Injustice Zulm. 

• .. "l"'f'II'f; T" -,-
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As we have seen from several other poems, Ibn al-Ruml attacks 

parsimony. This is directed largely against individuals. 

Parsimony: 

1 

2 

"1. 'Isa is mean unto himself, though he is neither 

lasting nor eternal. 

2. He is so sparing that if he could, he would breathe 

through only one nostril. 

3. We excused him when he had nothing, but what 

excuse has a miser who has all. 

4. I am glad that some heir will scatter his wealth and 

not be grateful to him (for amassing it) ". 2 

And he says 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwiin, 2,160. 

2 Rhurun Guest. Life and work of Ibn er Rum!, DTwan, p, 98. 
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1. When the miser drowns in money, you will find him 

even drier (than before) though he might be thought to 

be moist. 

2. This is hardly surprising, for when stones are drenched in water they 
I 

remain hard. 

Rancour 

Ibn ai-Rum! lampoons it thus:-

~l 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 141, 142. 

1 

2 

6 

7 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 1, 463, 464, 465. See also, 3, 33. 
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~~ o~ b..,h ~I ~ u1 &L.... ~:ol ) ~I w~ 10 

~.l 4i4--.I...lA U.l\.....:.j u1J ~ yy:o.ll ~ ul ~Y"'J u:OJ 11 

\jtC1 L. JS j¥i ,~.lA' fo .l..Afo ~ 1..>"1 c.lAi ~ 1 2 

~ W:..~ L. IjJ .l1.J...JI ~J 4-!.)1 ~~)11 lY' ~ ~J ~3 

* * * 

lli)1 J u~1 ~I '1 J ~ .v:...,...,1 ~ ~ 0.l) '1 J 20 

1. You who praise rancour, trying to find something to 

compare it with, you have embarked upon a muddy 

and turbid course. 

2. The one who wants to change wrong to right by 

trying to make it right will never do it unless he can 

make a young man into an old man. 

* * * 

4. You who bury rancour in your breast, how bad is 

that which is buried with your breast for its grave! 

5. Rancour is a bad illness which cannot be cured; it 

burns the breast when its coals are stirred. 

6. So cure yourself with forgiveness or with blame: 

spitting heals the man with a sore chest. 

7. Seek revenge when this is important but do not fuss 

over insignificant affairs. 

8. Forgiveness is nearer to godliness even if a 

criminal wound or harts your liver. 
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9. It is enough for you to know that God has praised 

forgiveness, in the Revelation to the best of those who 

have prayed and who were sent. 

10. Believe that if you have done wrong, it will be bad 

for you to meet your brother (full of) rancour, his 

breast excoriated. 

11. Then it will please you if he forgets about your 

wrongs altogether and if you find him to be meek and 

compliant. 

12. So how can you praise something which you 

dislike. Think, may God guide you, (you know how) to 

analyse that which is confused. 

13. Those things which are closest to good conduct 

cannot remain hidden, when someone searches for 

them. 

* * * 

20. I am not trying to make my wrong right so that I 

can make it more digestible to myself, nor am I 

uttering unseemly lies. 

Ibn al-Ruml, criticizes society for allowing a mean person 

to become great. 

W#JI 
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4 

* * * 

* * * 

11 

* * * 

* * * 

2. Some people have flown, because of their light 

weight [intellectually/socially] until they have reached 

the utmost height of the eagle. 

3. Whereas the best amongst all people have 

remained, anchored/moored, just as the lofty 

mountains are anchored/moored. 

4. And this is no boast of the mean, no, nor is it a 

shame to the noble. 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, Dlwan, 1, 314-322. 
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6. So let them fly and gain height, for I see them only 

at the very lowest level. 

* * * 

10. And men have succeeded in an age to which and 

to them- I am alien. 

11. They have defeated me in it for every piece of 
I 

good fortune, except for that good fortune the rises 

above those that can be seized by force. 

* * * 

42. Do you think that I am lower than those policemen 

and secretaries who have attained their ambition. 

43. And merchants like beasts who have achieved 

their desires for themselves and their lovers? 

* * * 

46.They do not fight with the sword or with the pen, in 

a land full of the songs of flies. 

Ibn al-Ruml lampoons envy 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, DIwan, 2, 187, 188. 
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4 

5 
, 

1. Leave the envier to his envy and to what heals his 

liver. 

2. If you were to burn him with fire, it would be less 

than what he suffers already. 

* * * 

4. When he remembers me, he spends the night 

suffering the fever of Khaybar. 

5. When he looks at me, he become sore-eyed, May 

this soreness remain in his eye! 

Ibn al-Rumi is always against injustice 

~I 

1 (" JhJI ~ ~ ~ r-lU;11 ~ tS-) (" JhJI ("\jjjj') 1 

~)I ~)I ~yJI ~ ~I)\s wL.1:i Ijl ~I y.:..L..o 2 

~I ~ LSfll ~ t~.l9 u1 ~ ojAl ~ 3 

* * * 

1. The revenge of the wronged against his wronger is 

greater than his wrong-doing against the wronged. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 6, 22. 
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2. The unjust person -if you think about it - is like the 

man who grazes in unhealthy pasture. 

3. What he has done becomes clear to him and he 

knows that he has bought a night of pain for a night of 

sleep. 

4. When he is alone, he suffers anguish and torture 

from his self-blame. 

* * * 

6. If his adversary disregards him and overlooks what 

he has done, he himself is a sufficient adversary. 

Religious Lampoons 

Ibn al-Rumi lampoons Ramac;lan because Ramac;lan keeps him 

from food and drink, 

J,o\.S..lI 

* * * 

.u yo..l.! "'-'oW ~ ->",,1 J .Ij)U, ("W ~ c..s-iJ 4 

.ufil... 0-oJ.u ~ ~ "-!J~ LF "yJI ~ ~ 5 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 5, 222. 
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1. Ramac;l.an is a blessed month but it is blessed only 

because it is long. 

* * * 

4. I really enjoy its full moon and I am pleased after its 

full moon by its waning. 

5. A month which keeps a maf,1 away from his 

permitted drink and food. 

6. I do not want a reward for my fasting. It is enough 

for me to have it finished . 

1 yl:W1 J.u~ ~ u yo-..l i".Jil i" Y'-"" ~ us. y. I ~J 1 

yL....:J1 i" J:l ~ J:l J}.~ t.1~ ~ ~ ~JfJI L. J 2 

y6.....J1 JA o.J~ JAJ I~ cj\S ~ ~I ~ 3 

yl~~J i"W:J~ )U.!J ~ ~ c?~)U.!)\.9 4 

1. When you bless a fast for people you pray that their 

torture maybe prolonged. 

2. Why bless a long month, a day of which lasts as 

long as the day of judgement? 

3. I wish that the night might extend to the month, and 

that its day might pass as quickly as the clouds! 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1,208. 
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4. No welcome to that which prevents all that is good 

Welcome to food and drink. 

And he says 

~I 

* * * 

1. Even though I consider Rama<;lan very holy, is still 

a long month, which passes slowly. 

2. It goes slowly, but when it seeks us out, neither al-

Sulaik nor al-Sulaikah can rival it (for speed). 

3. It is as though it were someone seeking revenge on 

a fast stallion, on the track of a quarry on a mare. 

4. I revile it, except for one time, which I acclaims, for 

the night prayer until the cock crows at dawn. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 5, 30, 31. 
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5. How could I acclaim times that should be reviled, 

shared between continuous prayer and hunger. 

6. He who calls it 'Blessed days' speaks truth, 

provided that blessing is understood to mean 

(longest)! 

* * * 

8. A month that when I find myself caught in it, I am so 

disturbed and anxious that I feel like a fish caught in a 

net. 

9. If it were a lord and we were like its slaves it would 

be a miserly and bad lord. 

Ibn al-RumI also attacks those who attribute corporeal attributes 

to God, an attribution anathema to the Mu'tazilah: 

J..,\S.l\ ~.JfoA 

1 ~ .. il\ 0~ ~ Jjl.il\ 4ol1 1 

~!.J 0\.J~ -ill ) ~.uJ\ L3J\ 2 

~ i".?-- .uJ\ J ..:.J! ~ .J:!~\ W;!y\>1 3 

~.J .J:!~\ ~ ~I-ill ~ J.A 4 

1. You who discourse on "the body"(Le. of God), 

because the penis is a body. 

1 'Ali Ibn al .. Rum}, Dlwan, 6, 136. 
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2. Be afraid of God because your talk contains 

hostility and sin. 

3. Do you love the penis so much that you maintain 

that God is body? 

4. Your self control and your mind have gone astray 

and have begun to worship your penis. 1 

Attacks on cities and city-life 

Ibn al-Rumi inveighs against Samarra (Surra-man Ra for Raa). 

3 

1. Praise which has become an ornamentation of 

Surra man Ra and its dwellers 

2. Is worth less than gold with which old woman has 

plugged the gaps in her teeth 

3. A town filled with people, where the dog, as you 

can see, despises the manners of the people. 

He also vents his spite against al-Kufah:-

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwiin, 6, 230, 231. 
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5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 0 

18 

19 

20 

21 

5. The people of al-Kufah the low are the lowest of the 

lowest of the low (Lit. The people of al-Kufah the 

despicable are the lowest of the lowest and most 

despicable).2 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwiin, 1, 90, 91. 

2 An allusion to the Qur'c'm:see Surat Hud (27), v.11, Surat al-Shu'ara' (26), v. 111. 
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6. Though everyone there is an individual, their sins 

are double (or all of them are unique and their 

pudenda are two fold).1 

7. You cannot pluck the fruit of the lowest branches 

and you cannot lower the highest branches (i.e. there 

is no good or benefit to be obtained from any of them). 
1 

8. The hearts (Lit. The ribs) of the whole of mankind 

are full of hatred for them 

9. Nobodies, marginalised (from society), travelling 

towards the left instead of the righf 

10. Their households are not founded on fear of God: 

11. Their guest in al-Kufah is entertained first with 

sodomy and then with adultery (i.e. he sleeps first with 

the husband, then with the wife). 

12. So the fat ones are like the lean ones: how, after 

all, can they grow fat? 

* * * 

18. We have regarded them from of old with an eye 

which does not sleep. 

1 This line is possibly a double-entendre; Ibn al-Rumi uses language appropriate to 

both the Mu'tazill discourse and to the physiological invective of Hija'. 

2 A reference to a notion commonly encountered in the Qur'c'm: see, for example, 

Surat al-kahf (18), v. 18, Surat ai-Saba' (34), v. 15, Surat Qat (50), v. 17. 
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19. They are not short of cuckolds(Lit. horns), and 

none of their buildings are tall. 

20. When their abominations are reckoned, they can 

never be counted or numbered. 

21. May God not keep them in good health! May he 

neither enrich them nor increase them! 1 

Ibn al-Ruml also casts his jaded eye on people suffering from 

bodily defects and lampoons them accordingly: 

1. A man with a long nose 

~l.S.l1 ;'Jp... 

2 ~J <.,.JI jill ~ L>".? t)"-!.ll '1 ~ 1 S . 

tY1.Y'J i'~ ~ L..GI .)Ad 4J 16 

* * * 

* * * 

~ &1) I~I ~ -lli... W,j)r19 3 0 

ty fi <.,.JI jill .J. <:!lil tY\..il1 ~ ~ 3 1 

* * * 

1 The second hemistich is a reference to the Qur','m: Surat al-Najm (53), v. 48, where 

Allah is the one who aghna wa-aqna. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rum'i, Dlwan, 3, 278, 279. 
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* * * 

15. Say to Dabas who is the worst man walking on the 

earth. 

16. Damnation on an age in which you are appointed , 

a leader and a chief! 

* * * 

27. When you sit down, your big nose injures all those 

present in the majlis. 

* * * 

30. Your nose is so big that it always drags. your head 

down. 

31. So that people think that you are a horse looking 

at the ground. 

* * * 

33. If your nose is like this, then the elephant, 

compared to you, is flat-nosed. 

34. You on whose face a vault has been erected, 

fashioned like a church. 

* * * 

37. When someone wishes you both, "Peace be upon 

you!" you answer, but it (your nose) stays dumb. 

2. An attack on a man with a long face 
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* * * 

9 

10 

* * * 

.J.Ji:.. ~ J wi J ylSllJ 1 2 

* * * 

J .u.... I "~1.. . 1. . L ~ Y.:! Y"- ~ 0.T ~ UU"'" . J 20 

21 

6. O.'Amr you have a long face and all dogs have long 

faces. 

7. So where is your shame? Answer me, you dog, but 

dogs never talk. 

* * * 

9. You have all the ugly traits of the dog. But while it 

can get rid of them, you never do. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 5, 187, 188. 
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10. And it has some good traits-may God and the 

Prophet keep them from you. 

* * * 

12. The dog is loyal but you are perfidious, therefor 

you are beneath even the dog. 

13. The dog protects cattle but you, protect and assail 

no one. 

14. You are from a bad people whose story is very 

long, 

15. Their faces are sermons for the people, but the 

napes of their necks are drums (waiting to be beaten). 

* * * 

20. A long face with a mouth full of saliva -an urinating 

vagina is prettier than it! 

21. You have a wound and a long muzzle-that's the 

way bastards always are. 

3. Ibn al-Rumii attacks a man with halitosis:-

1 

2 

1 'Ali Ibn aI-Rum!, Dlwiin, 1,448. see also 5,136, 2, 243. 
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1. He breathed in my face and I almost died, but then 

he turned away from me for a while and I revived. 

2. The stench he made me smell was so bad that I 

thought, my friends I swear, that I had relieved my 

bowels. 

3. If truly I had not examined my own clothes to clean 
I 

the filth from them, I would have gone blind. 

4. A blind man 

W#JI 

1. How can a friend expect modesty of him, when the 

seat of modesty (i.e. his eyes) is ruined. 

In another lampoon, Ibn ai-Rum! somewhat offensively attacks 

blind people in general. It is not a particularly good piece of poetry: 

1 

2 

I~ ·.,lliI.!)'1 - ~I..:.,.z ~ ~ • .J ~.J. .;- _. 3 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan. 1, 408. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 2, 202. 
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1. Keeping company with the blind leads to 

blindness, so do not keep company with them at all. 

2. Even if you have kept company with them once-and , 

no more- then get as far away from them as possible. 

3. So that their gestures will pass (you) by. 

Otherwise, tomorrow you will become one of them. 

* * * 

5. They can turn anyone you want blind in an instant, 

even though he never expected to have sore-eyes. 

6. Many's the eye which has come close to them. 

They have reached out for it constantly throughout the 

night. 

7. And the next morning it sees everything around it, 

because of their wrong-doing, as a black mountain. 

Such is his craze for lampooning at this period that Ibn ai-Rum! 

even lampoons himself for his untiring indulgence in this art-form: 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rum"i, Dlwan, 2, 96 see also 4, 63. 
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2 

1. I was asked ," Why do you criticize all mankind and 

lampoon them with ugly invective?" 

2. I replied ," Suppose that I have lied about them. 

Let them show me someone who mE?rits praise!" 

What's more, Ibn al-Rumi even lampoons himself. 

cy-U-JI 

1 t' . "-'.lc <.1 G.uJ.9 t· . ~I <. . . IS . ..?-- lY'.. ~ ..?-- lY' '-:-' . ~ U lY' 1 

2 

3 

* * * 

1. If anyone has ever wept with grief for his youth, I do 

not weep with grief for my youth, 

2. Because I have always had my face, with its ugly 

appearances such as its grey-hair and baldness. 

3. My nonnage was my dotage-Praise be the Creater 

of Marvels! 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 4, 111, 112. 
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5. My heart was pierced with love for chaste virgins, 

even though my face was only of use to the pious 

man. 

6. That he might worship God alone in the desert and 

not attend crowded places. 

THE ELEGY 

Ibn al-Ruml 's Elegiac Poetry 

Ibn al- Ruml composed very little elegiac poetry, This is 

somewhat unusual in view of the size of his Diw.fuLand in the light of 

the disasters which struck him in his lifetime. These elegiac poems are 

sometimes too long, like the long qasidah (204 lines) in which he 

laments the death of his mother: 

Jly1JI 

1 f'~ 4J l..l ~ 01 l.fo ~ r-# 4J yl j)1 ul l....l \..41 1 

"1. Let blood flow forth (oh eyes) each calamity has 

each own value, thus it is not too much to ask both of 

you to weep tears of blood for this calamity".2 

1 'Ali Ibn ai-Rum!, Dlwan, 6, 64-74. 

2 Pieter Smoor, Elegies and other poems on death by Ibn ai-Rum!, n.p., 1995, 16. 
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At other times, they can be too short as with his elegy for Sayyar Ibn 

Makram. 

2 

1. Though Sayyar ibn Makram has passed away, you 

(i.e. his son) are the rose-water, even though the rose 

has perished. 

2. He and his sons have gone and you alone have 

their excellent kindness: when we count to a 

thousand, we still have only one number.· 

All of Ibn al-Rumi's elegies go straight to the point and eschew 

the use of the nasib. 

Elegies For His Relatives 

These poems reveal most clearly his emotional responses, more 

than any other poems in his-.lliwful 

His Aunt 

All that we know about her is that she died before his mother and 

that he devoted an elegy to her :2 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 2, 302. 

2 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-Rumi, 75. 
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* * * 

1. This world is not an abode of prosperity. Your eyes 
I 

are filled with its victims, morning and evening. 

* * * 

3. I see that my mother and I, after the loss of her 

sister, even though we two live in ease and well 

being, 

4. Are like the young of the desert sand-grouse when 

its mother has flown away from it so that it comes to a 

fortress, but with no mother. 

We can see from line three that his aunt died before his mother. 

His mother 

She was of Persian birth and was called I:Iasna. To her Ibn al-

Ruml devoted an elegy, the longest elegy which he composed. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 2, 69- also see 3, 215. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 6, 64-67. 
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* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

., ,. "\ ~l ,",\ '--iLJ. \ <Ubl.. , . ....i::... Lu·· '.I\.kJ \ -r U.J L> .J <'>' • ..>9 ~ (.c.s"'" .J .. .J C.J.J:l 

* * * 

* * * 

2 

19 

20 

21 

45 

46 
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"1. Let blood flow forth (oh eyes) , each calamity has 

its own value, thus it is not too much to ask both of 

you to weep tears of blood for this calamity. 

2. Do not cease your weeping in order to sleep, for , 

there is no praise possible until both of you help me 

bewail the dreadful loss which has befallen me 

* * * 

19. Oh my two friends! This is the grave of my mother, 

keep your criticisms of me for another day, and take 

care that your answer to my request is "Yes"! 

20. For my eye did not overflow because a girlfriend 

has gone on a journey, leaving only her traces behind, 

and my soul does not devote itself to the beauty of an 

idol. 

21. Oh my two friends! Pity me, help your brother 

(Seil. Ibn al-Rumi is of course the brother). 

* * * 

28. The Dahr became simultaneously both an 

"opponent" against me and a judge above me but can 

I preserve myself against an opponent who acts 

unjustly but is also judge? 
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29. He is unjust. Thus I complain about unjustness, 

but as usual he considers his injustice to be 

justice ...... and that during a period in which his 

injustice is universal. 

30. I offer an apology for a deceitful Dahr deceiving 

his own (i.e. Dahr's) contemporaries. When his deceit 
I 

was universal he did not consider himself to be 

deceitful. 

31. He came and divided misfortune into perfectly 

equal portions but where lies the justice in a person 

who divides equally but distributes that which is 

condemned? 

32. His harsh hand dominates everything with 

misfortune: a brute who attacks with the hand in a 

violent way: whenever he is able he commits an 

injustice. 

33. A hand that distributes misfortune does not belong 

to the hands that men have put to the test and praise, 

even if it makes the portions equal. 

34. He -Dah- had my primitive venires sag, and even 

worse, destroyed! 

35. He came to bring me comfort by pleading that he 

was free from sin but he had citizens killed and kings 

cut off. 
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36. Although he gave comfort,. I am angry with him. 

But is the Dahr something on which one can take 

revenge? 

37 That is the way the of Dahr : either he inflicts the 

fate of death on someone in the bloom of youth or he 

allows a brother to die of old age. 

* * * 

45. Each living creature expect for Allah shall die, 

even though there are lying souls who will pretend 

that there is still hope for immortality. 

46. In the evening and the morning the thing in the 

process of being erected is further built, put perhaps 

the builder makes a mistake with respect to the 

building's weakness ... if that is not attended to the 

building will collapse. 

* * * 

58. How many indeed (kam) of the proud has the fate 

of time brought low, how often has it bridled and 

curbed an ambitious nose which was made to bite its 

bit. 

* * * 

65. How many kings it (scilifate) attacked in the midst 

of their soldiers and how many of those who own 

prophethood and wisdom ... ahlil-nubuwti wal-hikam. 
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66. How many a good thing has (the fate of time) 

wilted! 

How many a good fortune has it rolled up. How many 

a support has it ruined and how many a handle has it 

broken. 

67. How many a mountain with its oyertowering peaks 

has it crushed! How many a palace strongly built has 

it overthrown! How many, oh, how many!".1 

Remarks on the first sixty-seven verses of this poem: 

1. Ibn al-Rumi was middle-aged when his mother died. See verse 11 

leLA.) .l!US ~1 I}I.! .l!--, Jjl 11 

FI ~I.J lJ-a ~I 011--, 

11. I said, when they said" Do you weep like one who 

has lost his wet-nurse?", " How can we compare a 

mature man with one who suckles the teat?" 

The point is that his behaviour is more in keeping with a child 

than with that of a mature man: 

2. His brother was still alive at this time 

1 Pieter Smoor , Elegies and other poems on death by Ibn al-Rumi, 16-25. 
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18. My brother and I suffer every hardship because of 

it, hardships which wear away the strong and the 

sturdy, patient man. 

3. Ibn al-Rumi blames al-Dahr and enlarges upon its power in lines (22-

25) and from (30-37) and (46, 58, 65, 66, 67). 

4. Ibn al-Rumi quotes the first shatr in line (4~) from Labid who says: 

Jh'-! .u11 )l;. L., t.?- JS ':/1 

"Indeed, each thing, Allah only exempted is vain"1 

After 135 lines devoted to al-Dahr and its power, Ibn al-Rumi 

returns to his mother. 

2~ ~ ~ L.,y- uk.. I~! '.;hI)l-=. ~I ~6.1 1 35 

~IJ ~)I CJ)I ~ ~!! :i..:,. J.J .u11 ~I ~6.1 13 6 

0'-'"" L., C"~I .Jy:;.....1 ~ ~) • y ~I ~.;w.1 ~ yl 1 3 7 

* * * 

fUSl J ~ &c cS)y L.,~! .~ ('Iy ~4=- w~ }J 

r-bl ~b uI ~ w~ ~.l! L., bUll ~ ..::..u...i3 

~IJ AJI.b)'1 ('J~ y..1J A..c.jJ ~ bJ~ i.Y-l ~J 

(') I~! wWI ~~I ~ ~~J'4=J1 ~~I ~ 

* * * 

153 

154 

155 

156 

1 Pieter Smoor , Elegies and other poems on death by Ibn al-Ruml, 23. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Ruml, Dlwan, 6, 71-74. 
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18 1 

202 

203 

204 

135. Oh you who carried me! now you are carried to a 

grave, and you who if carried once dust never rises 

again. 

136. Oh you who carried me ! I will ask God to carry a 

refreshment for you as you are a sinless person. 
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137. Oh you who suckled me! I will ask the rain to 

water your graves if not I will ask the tears to be 

plentiful. 

* * * 

"153. 0 Mother, if your eyes could just once look at 

that part of me that is buried and hidden from you. 
1 

154. If only you could but once measure what you 

have experience against what I am now experiencing, 

then you could, with truth , have testified that my 

unhappiness was the heaviest. 

155. How great is the gulf between something awful 

that one feels is going to happen and something else 

that one can neither bear nor accept. 

156. The living dead feel the waste, but those who are 

dead amongst the dead feel no waste when they run 

away with everything. 

* * * 

176. The world became dark and ,in the day time, her 

shine faded, while the sun of the awakening wavered 

on the peaks. 

177. The earth, in which you were a garden, became 

barren and displayed a grimace after a laugh. 

178. The mountains bent towards you as if their peaks 

were leaning against your face. 
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179. In the morning the clouds came up and wept for 

you, attempting to surpass everything with their 

generosity of spirit, after which they groaned with the 

groan of the hasty (came), but did not flow over. 

180. Full of tears the wind lamented you, and, as soon 

as it missed your scent, it began to run because it 
I 

could no longer smell it. 

181. The Jinns and the humans organized a 

ceremony: they let the Night, Hunger and the Spirit 

of Emaciation all lament. 

* * * 

186. "As far as the highest heavens are. concerned 

together they were delighted with your spirit. when 

that embrace embraced it (the spirit). 

187. You were only a planet kawkab that was among 

us, then it departed and among its equals it became a 

star (najam). 

188. It (the star) considered the highest place of 

residence more suitable for something like itself, 

therefore, it left us. May rain bring life to its place of 

residence that was, of old, well-known! 

* * * 
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202. May you not miss the intimacy of this place, 

because for a long time, you have been devoted to, 

and familiar with, the darkness of prayer niches. 

203. Let it be, that the radiant spring rains cover your 

grave with a white striped mantle, the cloth of which is 

a web of rain and mist. 

204. A mantle which, on walking, has a wonderful 

aroma, as if revealing the good qualities that your 

posses".1 

Remarks on the remainder of the qasidah 

1. The tone of lines 135, 136 and 137 is plangent. 

2. In line 148 he becomes very sad as he wants to sacrifice himself 

instead of his mother. 

3. Even though Ibn ai-Rum elegizes his mother with his longest elegy 

he still promises her in line 150 to devote to her other laments, he 

apparently did not. 

4. In lines 181, 198, 199 and 202 Ibn al-Ruml describes his mother as a 

good and God-fearing person. 

The number of poets who elegized their mothers is not great: Ibn al-

Ruml forms something of an exception.
2 

1 Pieter Smoor , Elegies and other poems on death by Ibn ai-Rum!, 31-36. 

2 Shawqi I;:>ayf, al-Rithi'i', Cairo, 1955,24. 
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His Brother 

Ibn al-Rumi elegizes him with two poems, each poem being two 

lines in length: 

1. The days cause me to forget you, not because my 

grief and sadness are things which can be forgotten 

and dispelled 

2. But because I derive sufficient consolation and 

solace from the fact that the distance between me and 

you is getting less. 

His second Son (Mul).ammad) 

Although this was the first child which Ibn al-Rumi lost, he 

lavishes only one lament on him: 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 1,153-154 

2 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 2,145. 
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.lW1 u:.....\ J .J~l ~ <\.ill ~..h...) w yJl ("L.:... ~ jj 4 

~)l ~1 .uwl 0-0 w...wl J .(jh..J 0-0 ~l w.....:;, ()!.:.. ~ 5 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 
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* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

14 

1 5 

16 

1 8 

19 

20 

21 

26 

28 
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* * * 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

"1. Though it is vain your weeping giving some ease; 

be lavish then, my eyes, for one is lost as dear as you 

to me. 

2. My son whom my hands to the earth consigned, 

noble the offering, miserable the giver. 

3. Out on the fates how cruelly they shoot expressly at 

the very centre of the heart! 

4. Stern death has singled out my midmost boy, oh 

why the central jewel of necklace choose? 

5. Just when his promise let me auger well, and in his 

actions signs of virtue mark. 

* * * 

8. Little he tarried twixt the cradle and the grave, its 

rocking he had not forgot when he was tombed. 

* * * 

10. Bleeding persisted with him till it turned him 

saffron from the colour of the rose. 
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11. For all that could be done he drooped and 

withered as a sprig of myrtle withers. 

* * * 

14. I would have prayed to have been sent before, 

that death had sought me out instead of him. 

15. Only my lord willed otherwise the master has his 
I 

will and not the slave. 

16. I'd not have changed him gladly for God's 

recompense, even perpetual life in paradise. 

* * * 

18. Though I am blessed with two more sons besides, 

I will think of him so long as camels groan in Najd. 

19. Children are like our powers, one we lose troubles 

us always and is sorely missed. 

20. Each has a place no other one can fill for any 

man, if he be weak or firm. 

21. Where, hearing goes, can the sight take its place? 

or if the eye, can the ear guide as well? 

* * * 

26. Oh, eyes of mine help me, to earth I have granted 

treasure more precious than I ask of you. 

* * * 

28. If sleep kept you from weeping, I'd excuse you, but 

what sleep is there for one over whelmed with grief? 
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* * * 

34. Mul)ammad, there is nothing deemed relief that 

does not give me yet another stab. 

35. I view your brothers who are left and they kindle 

my sorrow quicker than much, 

36. For when they play some childish game of yours , 

they see my heart not purposely, with fire. 

37. I have no consolation from them then, the pain 

they stir I suffer by myself. 

38. Whilst you are lonely in a desolate land, in one of 

cheer I dwell a solitary. 

* * * 

41. My greeting is, the peace of God be yours rain 

from clouds with lightning flash and thunder. 111 

Remarks on the poem 

1. Line 34 reveals that his son was named Muhammad. 

2. He was his second child (line 4). 

3. The child was between four or five years of age (lines 8, 11). Line 

36 implies that his young son was old enough to play games, which 

suggests that his age should be set as between 2 to 3 years old. 

1 Rhurun Guest, Life and Works of Ibn er Rum), 67, 68. 
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4. Ibn ai-Rum! and Bashshar, were the earliest poets who used the 

image of red roses growing in a garden to capture the beauty of their 

dead sons and the speed of their demise and departure. 

16. He lasted as long as a bride's s:vveet basil, which 

has wilted soon after budding on the branch and 

spreading its perfume. 

Compare this with lines 10-11 of Ibn al-Ruml's poem: 

.:1 .. )31\ 0 j=- tY LS.:I~\ 0 ~ ~l ~b.1 ~ u jill ~ ~\ 5 

.:19)\ l>-" ~\ LS.J.J,l lASLS.J.J,l.J ~.b3t....J LS.J,l'l\ ~ Jl;-, 6· 

5. His son bled to death (line 10). 

6. He compares his sons to the five senses, none of which can take the 

place of the other (lines 19-21). 

7. His reference to the longing of the she-camel bereft of her young 

(line 18) declares that he still loves his son and suggests that Ibn al

Rum! was not impervious to his surroundings. 

8. The poem ends with istisqa'al-matar, the wish that rain will fallon his 

son's grave (line 41). This is a traditional feature of the marthiya, one 

which Ibn ai-Rum! also uses to close his elegy for his mother (line 203). 

" 

1 Bashshar Ibn Burd, Diwan Beirut, 1993, 115. 
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-His eldest son-His name was Hibat Allah, Ibn ai-Rum!: dedicates this 

one qasidah to him 

J..,\.S.l\ 

8 

* * * 

10 

* * * 

~ '1.J 4-! ~\ 1:J) .I..A.w ~ Jhl '1 ~ 1 2 

~ J u\.J rjlA)\ ~ ~ J ~'1 AjJ\.:i 1 3 

* * * 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwiin, 6, 258, 259. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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8. 0 my son yesterday you and consolation were both 

wrapped in a winding sheet. 

* * * 

10. 0 my son, if I grieve for you, I have a right to 

grieve, at any rate for a short time at having lost you. 

* * * 

12. I cannot imagine that such a soul and body could 

be deserted by your sorrow which used to inhabit 

them. 

13. By God, you will not cease to be a source of grief 

to me, time will pass and you will remain a grief to me. 

14. And now, when you have travelled away from my 

land, staying here has become unattractive and 

leaving has become attractive. 

15. This world has become no home to me; rather, 

where you abode is my homeland. 

16. Since I have lost you, I have had no society by 

day and no dwelling by night. 

17. What a pity that you should have left me as a 

fresh shoot, before bearing fruit for me. 

* * * 

19. 0, our children, you are our infatuation but when 

you leave us you become our affliction. 

* * * 
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"21. "Oh my censurer in this calamity: You say the 

tears in my eye are suffering from exploitation. 

22. But leave off with your criticism. For I am a man 

who is just and reliable when it comes to weeping. 

23. I have only spent my tears on deserving 

occasions, and no unnecessary loss or fraud has , 

come upon me. 

24. My son made me lament, when he hurt me with 

such pain, but the atlaJ. and the other remains diman 

did not allow me to lament. 

25. I remained dedicated to the grave which encircled 

his body, so excuse me, for there is no need of a 

stone or wooden idol here.,,1 

Remarks 

1. The tone of lamentation and grief in this qasidah IS not quite so 

stringent as in his qasidah for his middle son. 

2. In line (17) he says that his son died when he was still a child. 

3. In lines (24 - 25) Ibn al -Rumi rejects the emotional demands of the 

traditional encampments and remains (atlaI and diman), conventionally 

considered to provoke a response of nostalgia and loss in the auditor, 

when compared with his dedication to his son's grave and his grief at 

1 Pieter Smoor, Elies and other poems on death by Ibn al-Rumi p, 14, 15. 
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his loss. Poetically, two conventions are involved, the atlal derived 

from the traditional three part qasidah, and the mention of the 

deceased's grave (part of the Istisqa' al-matar). Ibn al-RumI asserts the 

incompatibility of the facile emotionality of the qasidah and the heart-felt 

despondency of the marthiyah. 

His youngest son 

This stanza does not seem to be dedicated to his eldest son but 

rather to that son who remained unnamed in his poetry: 1 

<ll~1 

2'-!y.Ai ~ ~I ~1.J:l w49 lul.J! 1.5..}'" rA I.5fiJl ok... 1 

'-!:!b1.J uWAi L..... fo~ I.5Jill w~ .ill J 1J.p.- ~I 2 

'-!L>I.J c.;lJ! 1.5..,31 \...,.u.\9 1.5 JilllJ"A1 ~JA 1 t,? ~I ~ 3 

1. A care that travelled by night prevented him from 

sleeping and kept returning so he spent the night 

looking at the stars until they disappeared. 

2. 0 my eyes be generous with your abundant tears 

for me, because I have been generous to the earth 

with something greater and sweeter than that which 

you deny me. 

1 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-Rumi, 80. See also 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 263. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 1, 263. 
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3. It was my son whom I gave as a gift to the earth 

yesterday. God knows how strong and straight I keep 

my back. 

Remarks 

1. Ibn al -Rumi uses the same themes in all three poems for his sons 

Line (2) in his middle qasidah. 

Line (8) in his eldest son's qasidah. 

Line (3) in his youngest son's qit'ah. 

2. The brevity of this poem may reflect Ibn al-Rumi's having become 

inured to the blows of fate, or it may reflect a spontaneous, improvised 

outburst. 

His wife 

Ibn al-Rumi devotes four poems to his dead wife. 1 

1 

2 

. . I.: - L.Jill\ \...lli..<:I..i 1..1.! ..JJ! ~ '+'"". . -

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1,57,112. 3,222. 5,309. 

2 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 3, 222. 
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1. 0 my eyes be generous at the loss of her with tears 

for there is no reason for you to keep your tears after 

her. 

2. Your share in her is that which has gone, so weep! 

My heart's share in her, however, is still considerable. 

Ibn al Rumi's injunction to his eyes to be generous is a 

traditionally favoured theme which he employs often in his laments. 

Line 1 in the qasidah for his middle son; line 2 in the qit'ah for his 

youngest son; line 1 in his qasidah bewailing the death of his mother 

and line 1 in the present qit'ah. 

This injunction is a lab.ili tradition. al-Khansa, for example, employs it 

in twenty-seven poems. 1 

Elegies for deceased or grieving patrons. 

Ibn al-Rumi elegizes some of those whom he used to praise, such as 

Mul)ammad Ibn 'Abd Allah al Tahir (one qasidah), Sayyar Ibn Makram 

(one stanza) and he consoles al-Qasim on his son's death with one 

qasidah. 

Ibn al-Rumi elegizes Mul)mmad Ibn ai-Tahir 

~\ 

1 Tamac;lur al-Khansa', DIwan, 7,14,16,30,35,40,45,51,58,61,63,65,67,68,75, 

78,86,89,103,105,109,110,113,117,134,136. 
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* * * 

* * * 

~1~(J)I..::..usJ~~j! 

~1 J 6c.)1 JA ~ LS y.J U~ Wl;.. ~ ~1 ul J ~) 1.:: .. u\.3 21 

* * * 

25 

* * * 

~ r-l W,;S (,?'""I J )l JlP...IlJ ~1y?- u.,.,y r-l u-O.J)u ~ 30 

..liJ r-l6)1) t.,?:ll1 .,~I JAJ ~ u.,..&j ~ ~ ~ 31 

1. Death does not allow anyone to survive and does 

not respect the great man or the multitude. 

2. This the Emir to whom it has come while he was 

under the protection (of an army) like the night, as 

well armed and numerous as you will find. 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, Dlwan, 2, 152, 153 see also, 2, 302, 398. 5, 146. 1, 434. 
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17. 0 Abu al-'Abbas, do not go far as a king, even if 

you are distant and far away! 

* * * 

20. It was not you who died but all of the inhabitants 

of the earth, since you have left them, you who were 

the soul in their body. 

21. Even though you are in the grave, you deserve to 

be lamented by all people, whether they live in the 

mountains or the plains. 

* * * 

25. You have lavished grief equally among the worlds 

just as you lavished luxury and well-being among 

them. 

26. You spread longing for you among them, when 

you were lost, just as you spread your liberality among 

them, when you were not lost 

27. If they were weighed, your death and your life 

would be equal, neither would outweigh the other. 

* * * 

30. I am surprised that the corners of the earth are not 

split asunder and the mountains anchored thereto are 

not convulsed. 
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31. I am surprised that the sun has not become dark 

because of his death as he was the light without which 

it could not illuminate. 

Female singer 

Ibn al-Rumi: mourns a female singer called Bustan with one 

qasidah:-

. . -(-: .\ JllJi.... - J, 6 2 lJA U.J-'"' U .' lY'- . 

* * * 

* * * 

58. Bustan, alas for the beauty of your face and your 

skill which have both turned to dust. 

59. Bustan, my heart has become filled with grief, 0 

you whom it used to delight in leaving and seeing_ 

1 'Ali Ibn al-RumI, DIwan, 3, 21. 
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60. Bustan, man will not find a substitute for you either 

as a garden or as a human. 

61. Bustan, you have been watered by our tears and 

not by the clouds or the rain of morning (lit, the clouds 

which travel through the night). 

62. But it is fitting that you be water~d by wine, by the 

wine of Hams or of Jader. 

* * * 

67. I find that every pleasure after you is, in my 

opinion, ridiculous foolery. 

* * * 

86. All the sins of time can be forgiven,· but the sin 

which it committed upon you cannot be forgiven. 

87. Upon the loss of you, the (strings of the) lute have 

been cut and pleasure has been totally scared away. 

Ibn al-Rumi devotes an elegy to al- Ba~rah when this town was 

attacked by the Zanj. 

~I 

1 f'L;.....Jl t Y'..ll~ <I...ic ~ f'\..i.J1 ~~ ~ l.Jc jl j 1 

~ f'1..b.11 wl4Jl rSt tY> • ~~ J:,.. i.A ~ tY> f' y3 til 2 

~f';;""''1' f'.Jb...I).p. ~)I ~I i.A ~ tJ-o f'y3 til 3 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 6,131-136. 
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* * * 

1··1 .. I~.I wi .. .:.11 ·~W ~ ... ~.I 
'-.?"~. ~ '-'T' ~ U _ .. ~ ~ 

* * * 

* * * 

8 

9 

1 0 

11 

1 2 

1 3 

rl~J ~1 yli11 r~1 'YJ ~)I ~1 ~ wfiii ~ 3 2 

rl.i:..J'II.).r~) 'YJ ~)I ~1 ~ wfiii ~ 33 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

60 
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"1. Sweet sleep has been barred from my eyes by 

their preoccupation with copious tears. 

2. What sleep (is possible) after the great misfortunes 

that have befallen Basrah? 

3. What sleep ( is possible) after the Zanj have 

violated openly the sacred places of Islam? 
I 

* * * 

8. My soul cries alas for thee, 0 Basrah, with a sight 

like the blaze of a conflagration; 

9. My soul cries alas for thee, 0 mine of excellencies, 

with a sight that makes me to bite my thumb; 

10. My soul cries alas for thee, 0 tabernacl.e of Islam, 

with a sight whence my anguish is prolonged. 

11. My soul cries alas for thee, 0 anchorage of the 

lands with a sigh that shall continue for long years. 

12. My soul cries alas for thy concourse that has 

perished; my soul cries alas for thy grievously injured 

glory. 

13. Even whilst her inhabitants were enjoying the 

fairest circumstances, their slaves assailed them with 

(sudden) destruction. 

* * * 
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27. They came upon them in the morning, and the 

people endured their cruelty through the length of a 

day that was as if a thousand years. 

* * * 

32. I never recall what was perpetrated by the Zanj 

without it kindles what a conflagration ill my heart; 

33. I never recall what was perpetrated by the Zanj 

without I am anguished by the bitterness of 

humiliation. 

* * * 

39. Turn aside, my two comrades, at Basrah the 

brilliant, as one wasted with sickness turns aside; 

40. And enquire of her-but answer is not to be found 

in her to any question, and who is there to speak for 

her? 

41. Where is the clamour of them that dwelt in her? 

Where are her jostling markets? 

* * * 

52. Rather, (my comrades), repair to the 

congregational mosque, if you be manapt to tarry, 

53. And enquire of it-but answer is not to be found in 

it- Where are its worshippers, who stood long in 

prayer? 
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54. Where are its throngers who used to throng it, 

passing all their time in recitation and fasting? 

* * * 

60. What excuse shall we have to offer, what 

response to give, when we are summoned over the 

heads of mankind? 

61. "0 My servants, were you not angry on my behalf, 

on behalf of me, the majestic the splendid?,,1 

1. Ibn al-Rumi is a one of the earliest poets to compose an elegy on a 

town. 2 

2. Ibn al-Rumi mentions the destruction of the Zanj in lines 13, 32, 33. 

3. Ibn al-Rumi mentions how the Zanj killed children, women and the 

elderly and how they destroyed al-Ba~rah: lines 22, 24, 35, 47, 48, 49. 

He then reproaches the Muslims, reminding them that God will demand 

of them a reason for not having helped the people of al-Ba~rah (60, 61, 

62). The razing of al-Ba~rah by the Zanj is referred to in lines 41-46, by 

which Ibn al-Rumi hopes to incite the Muslims to take up arms against 

the Zanj. 

4. A feature common to Ibn al-Rumi's elegies is his repetition of words 

for regret, grief and despondent ejaculation: See for example: lines 26-

1 A. J. Arberry, Arabic poetry, p, 63-70. 

2 Shii.wqI I)ayf, al-Rithii.', 47. 
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30 of the qasidah for his middle son, lines 8-12, 19-26, 29-31, 34-37 of 

his lament for al-Ba~rah. 

5. The majority of his maratbi are composed in the Tawil metre. 

6. He devotes one lament to each of his losses, rarely dedicating more 

than one to each occasion. 

THEGHAZAL 

The ghazal occupies a minor place in Ibn al-Rumi's Diwan when 

compared with his panegyrical and invective poetry. There are two 

basic types of ghazal in his poetry. The one occurs within the 

introductions to his long qasidahs (the Nasib), as, for example, in the 

qasidah which begins with: 

c~\ 

lo..r.-A \....~ ~\ J.....,\ .. u o.fi:' • .,L ~ ()A C-"\ J 1 

1. He returned to remembering her after he had found solace and he 

became reunited to the gazelle after he had abandoned her. 

Ibn al-Rumi devotes 62 lines to this Nasib before he reaches the 

gharad of the qasidah. 

The other type occurs in a self-contained poem which is not .. 

poly thematic (ghazal proper). 

1 'Ali Ibn al .. Ruml, Dlwan, 3, 39. 
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W#-ll 

1 ~ . ..k..o I. ...... .)1 , •• q .- - 1.1.:.. l.J 1 
_ l5 'To'v.r- *J ~ ~ -

1. a my two companions, Wal).id has enslaved me 

and my heart suffers great pain because of her. 

Ibn ai-Rum! dedicates his ghazal poetry to both men and 
I 

women. Consider the following poem addressed to SulaymEin Ibn al-

Hasan Ibn Mukhlid, an interesting example of mujun, in its combination 

of ghazal and Hiia' and its general withering criticisms. 

2 

3 

* * * 

J)6. LJA ~ yJl ~~ L, t" j U=>-i 6 

01yJI ~Ifo. ~YJ rJ11 JSu 7' 

* * * 

1 'Ali Ibn aI-Rum!, DIwan, 2, 265. 

2 'Ali Ibn aI-Rum!, DIwan, 4, 313. 
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* * * 

041,,~ La.., 4...b.. oy..a.; ~~ 22 

* * * 

0
'
i.,J, .,h ~ I~:ll ~li.I5.1 ~ 41 

01 Yl' o..,~ Y.f:- ~fi ~W;.il.., 42 

1. 0 Sulayman who is still thirsty, for you have been , 

cut off from the streams. 

2. You are an old man, so be sure of parting and 

ready yourself for departure 

3. You have been removed from me by divorce, 

divorce, divorce. 

* * * 

6. We are a people among whom there is no share of 

happiness for him who has been spurned. 

7. We eat the meat and throwaway the fibrous, 

sinewy meat on the bones. 

8. We do throw the jug away after we have drunk its 

wine. 

* * * 

19. How many beakers, brimming over, of your saliva 

did your mouth give me to drink! 

20. And often by the morning our legs had become 

entwined, one with the other. 

* * * 
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22. The beauty of your cheeks has gone , nothing 

lasts for ever. 

* * * 

41. We ate you when you were delicious, pleasant 

and sweet to taste. 

42. And we tossed you aside when 'you were hateful, 

abandoning someone like you does not incur 

disapproval. 

The following poem is dedicated to a female called Ma~lumah 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

~. .Ai., 'W.l.l·\ ~ ') :i....": . '-1:>. l.J 11 . (j4 IS' ..J .J yo=". _ 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Dlwan, 1, 268, 269. 
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'-:-'«-". U~.J J 

L-.IA • hi.l1\ <.....&\.< lli1.! l...S. ' .. '~ .1\ wi9 . J.J-'-!, . J-" ~ 
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12 

13 

14 

1 5· 

1 6 

"1. Oh, spray of fresh pearls gladc;lening to the eye 

and heart. 

2. The day that showed you unto me was kind, and it 

is not right to cavil at a benefactor, 

3. Still it did bring me a pang later, so that now my 

tears pour in showers. 

4. Victim, it is not you who are the victim in· the eyes of 

the people of the east and west, 

5. Rather the victim is a slave of yours, doomed to die 

without having committed any crime, 

6. Whose heart you have robbed him of openly. So 

long as you live, may you never cease to do so such 

robbery! 

7. How is it those hostile to you are at ease, while 

those friendly are in distress? 

8. You have made peace with those at war with you, 

happy are they, but those at peace with you are at 

war. 
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9. Without an effort you have become to my spirit as 

it were another spirit lodged between its sides. 

10. May God help me to endure my raging thirst by 

means of a draught of the sweet nectar of your mouth. 

11. Love of the victim, do not pass away, but grow 

stronger, of you I shall never have enough! 
I 

12. Victim, you have made our hearts your booty and 

we are content at being plundered. 

13. Your playing does not pass its measure with your 

singing nor does your voice go beyond your music. 

14. The impression of both on the inner sense is that 

of rain in time of draught. 

15. You surpass other singer as much as the Bani 

Wahab, those stars of the world, 

16. Surpass all in grace and graciousness combined, 

having each in a degree by itself impossible to 

equal.,,1 

About another female called Wal).id Ibn ai-Rum! says 

1 Rhurun Guest, Life and Works of Ibn er Rumi, 65. 
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I.: ._. -.' 1..1\ .. 1.:.\..ill 1_-.-. 
~J~~ ~.U:1.Y'" ~ 

* * * 

* * * 
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1 

2 

3 

9 

1 0 

11 

12 

13 

31 

32 

33 

37 

38 

1. 0 my two companions, Wahid has enslaved me 

and my heart suffers great pain because of her. 

2. A maiden who has been adorned by the shape of 

the branch and the eyes and neck of the gazelle. 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 2, 265-267. 
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3. Her hair and her cheek, with their blackness and 

rouge, cause her to blossom 

* * * 

9. Someone who did not know her beauty said 

describe her' and I replied , ' she is both easy and 

difficult to describe' 

10. It is easy to say "she is the most beautiful one of 

all" but difficult to set limits. 

11. She is the sun on a cloudy day and both 

luminaries, the sun and the full moon, derive their light 

from her. 

12. When she is uncovered and appears to those who 

look on her, one man is wretched because of her 

beauty, another is happy. 

13. She is a gazelle who lives in and grazes on men's 

hearts and a cooing dove. 

* * * 

31. Beautiful women have showed themselves to me 

and 1 have said "Gently does it! (I shall never turn ) 

from Wahid, for she deserves the tawhid". 

32. Her beauty in the eyes of men is the only beauty, 

(love) for her in the hearts of men is the only love. 
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33. A close friend and adviser reproaches me for (my) 

love for her; he has strayed far from success and right 

guidance. 

* * * 

37. She was created to be a seduction in her singing 

and her beauty, in both of which she is without equal. 
I 

38. She is a blessing at which the mature man feels 

giddy and a tribulation from which the young man 

grows old. 

Remarks on the Ghazal. 

1. Ibn al-Ruml composes ghazal devoted to both men and women. 

2. A large proportion of his ghazal is to be found in the nasibs of his 

qasidahs. 

3. Occasionally, his ghazal, both male -and female- oriented, IS 

unseemly and indecorous. 1 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rum"i, Dlwan, 1,406.3,60. 4,135. 5,316,170. 6,298,191,188,16. 
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4. The objects of his love poetry, both male and female, generally 

remain unnamed and unidentified.1 

His death 

Ibn Khallikan says that Ibn al-Rumi died in (283-284 or 276 

AH.).2 He was not sure about the exact date,of Ibn al-RumTs death but 

al-'Aqqad gave an exact date based on his examination of these three 

dates 

1 'Ali Ibn al-Rumi, Diwan, 1, 95, 139, 168,363,386,387,389,413,414,416,. 2,5, 

69,91, 162,230,239. 

3.15,91,92,102,105,124,158,180, 189, 194,203,205,213,247,269. 

4.15,47,98,104,124,131,220,222,263,294. 

5.7,23,31,58,82,120,130,148,228,299,303. 

6.162,163,164,166,167,168,193,222,226,231,256, 287, 345, 379. 

2 Abu al-'Abbas Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al A'yan, 3, 361. 
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He chose 283 AH. as the most Iikely.1 

The cause of death was apparently poison: Ibn al-Rumi was 

given some poisoned food by al-Qasim the Governor of Baghdad and 

died as a result of eating it. 2 

1 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, Ibn al-Rumi, 224. 

2 Abu al-'Abbas Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al A'yan, 3, 361 
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SUMMATION 

1. The early 'Arab biographers and writers on literary history have little 

to say about Ibn al-RumI. 

2. Because of his poverty, and avarice, Ibn al-Rumi composed 

panegyrics for any little thing, no matter how trifling. 

3. His life was full of suffering. 

4. He allowed his superstitions to determine his life. 

5. His Diwan is the biggest Diwan of all early 'Arab poets. 

6. No-one, either ancient or modern, has composed a commentary on 

his Diwan although there do exist two different modern editions. 

7. The majority of his long qasidahs begin with a Nasib_or another 

introduction. 

8. He composed pieces in all the major genres, and in most of 

the metres. 

9. The majority of his poetry is either panegyrical or invective. 

10. His poetry is generally directed at a specific individual. 

11. Istigsa' and Tashkhis feature prominently in his compositional style. 

12. He quotes from both the Qur'an and from Jahili poetry in some·· 

qasidahs. 

13. The rhyme - word often reveals the poetic technique known as 

luzum ma lam yulzam, later to be perfected by al-Ma'arri. 
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